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ABSTRACT 
 
Persona is a fictitious user serving as a role model for designers, helping them 
make difficult decisions from the users’ perspective during the interface design process. 
This concept, which was introduced by Alan Cooper in 1999, has been found to be a 
powerful tool for engaging the designers with the users. Although personas do not replace 
the rich data acquired through user testing, they enhance the interface development 
process by focusing the designers’ attention on the target user until the interface qualifies 
for testing.  Recognizing the benefits of persona, many companies, including the Fortune 
500 have embraced this concept as a way to enhance their customer experience with 
computer interfaces.  
 As this new technique originated in the practitioner’s world, no experimental 
validation has been conducted on the impact of implementing this technique in the 
interface design process.  Although Pruitt and Adlin investigated methods for developing 
personas and using them in the design of interface, publishing their results in March 
2006, the benefits of personas have yet to be experimentally validated. To address this 
need, the current research presents two studies focusing on the use of personas. The first 
details a case study developing an intranet application intended to be used by various user 
categories for analyzing data from aviation maintenance processes. The second 
experimentally validates the effect of persona-based user interface design on the 
performance of the respective user types.  
 The SUMI data and performance specifications gathered through the field studies 
  
iii
indicated that the web applications developed to cater to various user categories from the 
aircraft maintenance industry were highly satisfactory to the end users. The empirical 
study conducted to validate use of personas showed that the users performed significantly 
better when they used persona interfaces than while using non-persona interfaces. The 
results also indicated that the secondary user categories liked the interfaces which were 
primarily targeted to the primary user category better than those which did not distinguish 
between the two user categories. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
Human-Computer Interaction of Intranet Applications 
Information technology has had a significant impact on the work culture of such 
industries as finance, banking, the airlines, and medicine. Many management systems 
that share knowledge both within and outside the organization have been developed to 
aid in the decision-making process. Recognizing the advantages of such systems, 
organizations have begun to support computing applications enhancing information flow. 
In this context, these computing applications are referred to as tools that help users 
perform certain tasks based on work flow and assist them in managing the associated 
data. The increase in the number of these systems has had a significant impact on the 
interaction between humans, the systems and the other entities in the organization. The 
field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has made considerable progress over the past 
two decades in building systems better tailored to user needs. 
Bias and Mayhew (as cited in Marcus, 2002) have demonstrated the tangible 
benefits of usability in terms of cost analysis while providing evidence for ROI (return on 
investment). HCI techniques applied from the rudimentary stages of product design 
improve the usability of the product, resulting in such benefits as greater productivity, 
better customer service, improved ability to meet key business goals and reduced running 
costs. As explained by Gilb (as cited in Marcus, 2002), “the cost-benefit ratio for 
usability is $1: $10-$100,” meaning that correcting a problem subsequent to development 
costs 10 times as much as fixing it during the design phase.
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Furthermore, if this problem has to be rectified after the release of the product, then the 
cost increases by 100 times. User-centered design enhances productivity primarily by 
obtaining empirical data providing information on the features of the product that help or 
hinder user performance and, as a result, improves efficiency by 700% when usability is 
considered proactively from conception rather than reacting when a problem occurs 
(Landauer, 1995). Examples of internal and external benefits of ROI include reduced 
costs for maintenance, training, and customer support; savings gained from the early 
focus on design errors; improved user productivity; a decrease in user errors and 
enhanced user satisfaction (Marcus, 2002). In addition to designers gaining firsthand 
experience with problems in using the product, for example, it has also been shown that 
there is a 135% increase in the usability of websites subsequent to usability redesign 
(Nielsen, 2003).  
With the location of the corporate branches in dispersed geographical sites, the 
use of web-based applications has grown significantly. The applications integrated in the 
intranet of corporate groups are primarily focused towards achieving the job functions of 
the users. Hence, they are largely based on the work flow of the departments. Since these 
web applications attempt to automate the manual procedures, it is essential that the 
interactivity of these tools be enhanced so that the novice finds them easy to learn and 
use. Needless to say, the goals of the tool and, hence, the management is accomplished to 
a major extent by satisfying the end user. The ROI for intranet usability ranges from a 
factor of 20 to one of 10 based on company size (Nielsen, 2002). The ROI for these tools 
can be measured in terms of the productivity of the employees using the tools. 
Furthermore, eliminating user frustration with software applications will develop a 
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positive attitude towards technology, which will, in turn, help management achieve their 
business goals.   
Since intranet applications are data-entry intensive, they include click-on issues 
like saving the data and retrieving information, in addition to several other interactivity 
issues not seen in website design.  The subject matter experts (SME), or the users, are 
task-oriented, requiring features that are context sensitive. These SMEs, since they are 
concerned with the features and functionality which help them get their job done, are less 
interested in how systems work or the overall goals of the organization (Singletary, 
2003). In addition, they focus on the features relevant to their job, meaning that the 
capabilities of the available systems are not explored completely. Hence, any new system 
will be successfully implemented only when they, the end users, comfortably embrace it 
and the computer-based applications impacting on their job should accommodate their 
characteristics and enhance their ease-of-use.  
Organizational management has a different perspective, one focusing on strategic 
planning and gaining competitive advantage in the interest of gaining profits. This 
broader vision means that they want to see all divisions, departments, and groups 
working together effectively regardless of geographic location (Singletary, 2003). Thus, 
while the goals of the users are based on their job roles and responsibilities, for instance, 
collecting or entering the data into the system, the management is more concerned about 
interpreting the data at different levels. Hence, intranet applications required to facilitate 
the data management process should cater to the needs of the different users and thereby, 
creating a smooth interaction between the human and computer interfaces. As a result, 
system designers are required to understand clearly the various users involved in the 
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system, their work activities and the other characteristics that govern the use of the 
system.   
Several methodologies such as participatory design, contextual design, and 
usability evaluation, among others, have been identified as enhancing user experience in 
the design of interfaces. Even though these techniques focus on different stages of the 
product development process, designers are still unable to understand completely the 
user’s perspective while making their design decisions. More recently, persona, a concept 
introduced by Alan Cooper in 1999, has gained importance as an interface design tool. 
Persona is a fictitious user developed by the design team members based on user data. In 
this method, a persona serves as a role model for the user category, helping designers 
make difficult decisions from the user’s perspective during the interface design process. 
This vibrant presence of a fictitious user on the team enhances the designer’s empathy 
with a specific user more than the use of an elastic user (Sinha, 2003).  
Having a real user on the design team as in participatory design, however, 
introduces its own set of limitations, including the issue of recruiting a user for the entire 
period of product development. In addition, one specific user cannot represent an entire 
set accurately, although it is better than not having any representative from the 
population. Recognizing the benefits, most companies have embraced the concept of 
personas to enhance their user-interface design process. Although these personas do not 
replace the rich data acquired through user testing, they enhance the interface 
development process until it qualifies for testing. However, since this new interface 
design technique originated in the practitioner’s world, there has been no experimental 
validation of the benefits of personas conducted. Furthermore, there exists no 
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documented process for developing an intranet application reporting the data obtained 
from user testing. To address this need, the objectives of the research proposed here were 
1) to use persona methods in designing and developing an intranet application used for 
data analysis of the aircraft maintenance data in the airline industry and 2) to validate 
experimentally the effect of persona-based user interface design on user performance. 
Scope of this Research 
There are few computer applications in the aviation industry specifically designed 
to collect data for the various aviation maintenance processes pertinent to an airline. 
Some of these current applications are supported by mainframe systems, with a few being 
GUI-based. While these applications were developed to support data collection and to 
help airlines maintain data warehouses for storing this information, currently, no analysis 
has been conducted on this data. Furthermore, the data is collected by personnel located 
in various geographically dispersed locations, increasing the variability in the analyses 
performed, causing a lack of standardization. To address these issues and to facilitate 
standardized data collection, reduction and analysis methods, the research team at the 
Human-Computer Systems Laboratory in the Department of Industrial Engineering at 
Clemson University took part in the development of  a standardized web-based 
surveillance and auditing tool (WebSAT) to capture and analyze data for various aircraft 
maintenance processes, namely surveillance, auditing and airworthiness directives 
control. This system is intended to collect, store, analyze and retrieve data obtained from 
these various maintenance activities. Developing such a system, one which will support 
more robust and safer aircraft maintenance operations, requires an understanding of the 
various types of users who will use the system to enhance its functionality.  As users at 
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different levels contribute to the data in the system and extract information and meaning 
from it, this system was developed using persona methods and was tested with the 
representative users from the partnering airline company under real-world conditions to 
validate the success of the effort.   
In addition to the field study, a laboratory study was conducted to validate the 
effectiveness of the use of personas in the interface design process. Unlike for the field 
research, this laboratory study controlled the experimental variables, meaning that 
scientific-based conclusions on the effect of personas on user performance could be 
drawn. 
Theoretical and Practical Contributions of the Study  
1. The research results will help in understanding if persona-based interfaces improve 
user performance. 
2. The experimental validation of the use of personas will enhance confidence in the use 
of persona methods, thereby motivating user interface design teams to use this 
technique to achieve improved interfaces.  
3. The aviation industry will realize improved end-user satisfaction as a result of this 
web-based surveillance and auditing tool.  This use will further improve employee 
productivity in analyzing and sharing aviation maintenance data, thereby achieving 
improved aviation safety. 
 
CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
Human-Computer Interaction Methodologies 
The design of human-computer interfaces is a multi-disciplinary field, involving 
information technology, cognitive and behavioral psychology, ergonomics, sociology, 
anthropology, and graphics design, among others (Rozanski and Haake, 2003), all of 
which provide insight into the methodologies that can be used in designing human-
computer systems that support human capabilities and limitations.  Five such methods 
currently widely used are Task-Centered Design, Contextual Design,  
Usage-Centered Design, Goal-Directed Design, and Participatory Design.    
Task –Centered Design 
Although the foundations of HCI can be traced to the 1960s and 1970s, the 
landmark principles of system design were developed by Gould and Lewis (1985), their 
seminal research at IBM in the 1980s focusing on the following three principles of 
systems design: 
1. Early and continual focus on users and their tasks. This principle requires direct 
contact with users, including discussions about and observations of their tasks and work 
environments, and identification of their wants and needs. 
2. Empirical testing with users. This principle involves users doing real work with 
mockups and prototypes of product concepts. 
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3. Iterative design. This principle involves the refinement of the design, based on the 
results of user testing, to bring the product into conformance with explicitly stated 
performance specifications. 
As Gould and Lewis (1985) demonstrated, these design phases are necessary in system 
design for attaining the goals of 1) ease-of-learning, 2) ease-of-use, 3) usefulness and 4) 
enjoyment of use. 
This process, as suggested by Gould and Lewis, requires designers to understand 
the tasks of the user. The design process is initiated by analyzing the work function and 
its related tasks. The design ideas generated should focus on making the interface easy-
to-use based on this task analysis. Prototyping of the designs is an inexpensive way to test 
the resulting concepts, and the findings obtained from these tests are used to iterate the 
design.  
Contextual Design  
Various methods have been suggested for gathering and analyzing the data on 
user needs, the first phase of the system design life cycle. Ethnographic techniques, 
including interviews, observation sessions, focus groups, surveys, and workshops, have 
been recommended for use in data gathering sessions to capture empirical data, with 
Beyer and Holtzblatt (1998) developing Contextual Design as one such methodology.   
They emphasized conducting interviews in a context sensitive fashion so that the designer 
learns about the user’s work environment. Specifically, their method of contextual 
inquiry suggests that watching users work makes it easier to understand their concerns. 
The decisions made using this method, according to the researchers, are better than those 
derived from theoretical arguments. Further, they proposed using the data to create an 
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affinity diagram to tell the story of the customers. This diagram organizes data by 
categorizing it based on similarities and then naming these groups (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 
1998).   
Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) also used affinity diagrams in their research on 
product and human-machine design. Their approach first converts the customer 
statements to more generic need statements and then classifies them as primary and 
secondary needs, with the latter representing the needs statements and the former the 
group of needs obtained from the affinity diagram.   
Although the advantage of these approaches is that it structures and organizes the 
information obtained, its disadvantage is that designers soon tend to adopt stereotypic 
decisions for lack of engagement with the data. Furthermore, these approaches do not 
ensure that the most significant category or group of users is the one satisfied by the final 
product.  
Usage-Centered Design 
Usage-Centered Design, a model-driven approach focusing on user roles, task 
cases and interface content, was developed to guide the design of an interface to ensure it 
fit the users’ needs (Constantine and Lockwood, 1999). By emphasizing the user roles 
and interactions with the system, this task-analytic, usage-centered method promises to 
result in better designs by focusing on user roles and tasks rather than the users 
themselves. Usage-Centered Design helps designers identify the actual user needs 
through roles and task cases rather than asking the users what they want. The roles 
identified through this method help categorize the users but do not provide any data on 
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their characteristics. Thus, designers still may not meet user goals completely and 
effectively.  
Goal-Directed Design  
A third methodology, Goal-Directed Design, as indicated by its name, focuses on 
the aspirations of the users, emphasizing their goals more than the individual tasks. The 
philosophy behind this methodology emphasizes that the goal of a particular person, in 
this case a user, seldom changes, but the tasks change continually based on the context of 
work. The phases comprising this methodology include 1) knowing the user 2) designing 
behavior and form and 3) developing interaction details. Recently, the concept of a 
persona has been introduced by Alan Cooper into the first phase of this design 
methodology. Defined as a fictitious user composed of potential user characteristics, 
motivations and behavior, this interface design tool has gained importance in the user-
centric design process because it effectively engages designers with users. Persona 
replaces the elastic user with a specific one who becomes a part of the design process 
through his/her vibrant presence (Sinha, 2003). This persona, then, serves as a user role 
model throughout the design process, allowing designers to think from the user’s point of 
view.   
A persona enhances the empathy of the designer with the user, requiring the 
designers to detach themselves from their life worlds and focus their attention extensively 
on the user, thereby developing an imaginative engagement with the user’s perspective 
(Ashworth and Lucas, 2000). Although a persona represents a user category, once 
developed it is the one person that is in the minds of the designers, and such, should be 
indicative of the most important user category, called the primary persona. According to 
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Cooper and Reimann (2003), if the most significant user category is satisfied to the 
fullest extent possible, the remaining categories, known as secondary or tertiary personas, 
will automatically also be fulfilled.   
Participatory design 
The motivation behind the use of the persona can be traced to participatory 
design, a concept first introduced approximately thirty years ago in Scandinavia through 
a partnership between academics and trade unions. Participatory design (PD), identified 
as a potential strategy in designing systems, is characterized by active user-involvement, 
(Crabtree, 1998), a concept related to the idea of Gould and Lewis (1985) that “a panel of 
expected users should work closely with the design team during the early formulation 
stages.”  PD has been employed in developing computer-based systems corresponding to 
the work activities of the organization in which they were to be embedded. This research 
methodology taps the tacit knowledge of the subject matter expert (the end user) while at 
the same time incorporating the analytical ability of the designer in constructing 
prototypes for futuristic product(s), meaning that the information gathered is used to 
understand the users and their work systems to help in formulating potential 
technological solutions (Ehn, 1989).  
In addition as explained by Greenbaum (1993), since users and designers do not 
have the same experiences with a system, PD can provide a way for them to understand 
each other’s perspective through their collaboration in a work-setting. However, the 
designers should realize when using this concept that the product is developed based on 
the current users’ skill sets, conventions and practices and, hence, may have limited 
adaptability in other situations. The representative users must also remember that in 
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working with the project team, they “might get too knowledgeable about the product and 
forget that it will all be new to the other ones” (Dumas and Redish, 1999). Addressing 
this limitation, personas use a fictitious user as a representative, whose characteristics are 
obtained through data induction, to work with the design team.  
Persona, according to Cooper and Reimann (2003), is developed based on user 
goals, attitudes, work or activity flow, environment, skills and skill levels, and 
frustrations, even including  a picture of the real person to engage the designer further 
with the user archetype. These personas, then, become composite archetypes, developed 
using behavioral data obtained from actual users through ethnographic interviews 
(Cooper and Reimann, 2003). Thus, personas assist in the identification of user categories 
based on data, further ensuring that the interaction design caters to the characteristics of 
user categories. Understanding the goals and behavior patterns of an archetype allows the 
designer to satisfy the broader group of people represented by that archetype (Goodwin, 
2001). The primary advantage of personas is that they enable such identification with the 
hypothetical archetypes, making it a successful design tool. Not only the designers but 
also the management and other members of the organization can empathize with the users 
when exposed to these personas (Grudin and Pruitt, 2002). As a result, personas can be 
used to communicate data collected through other research methods as well as helping 
designers avoid using stereotypes in defining user behavior.  
In addition to the benefit of engaging the design team with the target users, 
research indicates that persona-based scenarios are helpful in interaction design 
(Blomquist and Arvola, 2002), meaning that the design team can develop scenarios more 
relevant to the users by understanding the goals of the personas better (Clayde, 2004). 
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According to Blomquist and Arvola (2002), these persona-based scenarios can be used 
effectively in writing test cases for usability evaluations. Initially, Carroll (1995) defined 
a scenario as an example, episode, or instance of human-computer interaction. However, 
this definition has been expanded to “a description that contains (1) actors, (2) 
background information on the actors and assumptions about their environment, (3) 
actors’ goals or objectives, and (4) sequences of actions and events” (Carroll and Go, 
2003). Applied to interaction design, this definition involves an understanding and 
description of the users, their tasks, work environments, and finally, their goals and 
objectives. 
The use of scenarios based on personas has been found to be more effective than 
those without them. As Grudin and Pruitt (2002) demonstrated in their accountant 
example, scenarios without personas are “dull” and have a limited engaging capability in 
comparison to those based on personas; in fact, they found that fictional people can be 
extraordinarily engaging. Although these characters may not be actual humans, their 
behavior is based on real data, specifically the goal of personas (Grudin and Pruitt, 2002; 
Nielsen, 2004). Since personas use the ability of the human mind to generate inferences 
from partial knowledge of people and apply them to new situations, this design tool 
promotes a continuous approach when considering large sets of features (Grudin and 
Pruitt, 2002).  
Personas Creation 
To develop personas, Cooper (1999) suggested that their descriptions should 
include goals, skills, tasks and a few fictitious details. However, these attributes were 
based only on his intuition and experience, not from experimental data. This lack of field 
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data has prompted criticism of his approach, although his goal-directed design concept 
has received much industry attention. A more research-oriented approach developed by 
Goodwin, the Vice President of Cooper’s team, develops persona descriptions based on 
ethnography data (Goodwin, 2002). A further set of characteristics for persona 
descriptions proposes to include demographic data, descriptions of a typical day in the 
life of the user, lifestyle and leisure activities, job activities and roles and, finally, 
computer skills and technology attributes (Mikkelson and Lee, 2000).    
Using Mikkelson and Lee’s attributes, Grudin and Pruitt (2002) created personas 
for the design team working on the Windows Project at Microsoft through both 
foundation documents and posters. Characterizing these efforts as successful and  
well-recognized, they, unlike Cooper, advocated using other data material, both 
qualitative and quantitative, to complement personas. However, they did not specify the 
process used to translate the ethnographic field data into personas. A later study 
attempted to create a tighter coupling between user research and personas by using 
advanced statistical analysis techniques to identify clusters of information needs of users, 
thereby identifying user categories (Sinha, 2003). The amount of data required to perform 
such analysis with statistical significance is huge, and for smaller applications it is 
difficult to identify the categories in a quantitative fashion. Nielsen (2004) employed the 
theory of film scripting in developing the attributes of the model used in her concept of 
engaging personas. In this model, Nielsen described elements like the body, psyche, 
background, emotions and opposing characteristic traits need in the persona to make it a 
rounded character with unpredictable actions rather than a flat stereotypic character. This 
research, based on the advantages of qualitative techniques, presents a case study where 
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the design team members utilize persona methods for interface design. However, this 
behavioral study lacks experimental validation of its methodology.    
Along with the various usability engineering techniques such as contextual 
inquiry, prototyping, iterative testing, heuristic evaluation, cognitive walkthrough, and 
others, persona is an additional tool, albeit a powerful one, focusing on user needs and 
goals. Although it is not a substitute, it is considered to augment these methods by 
governing design decisions, thereby, enhancing user experience.  
While these personas involve personal details, including a picture of the user type, 
to add reality, there was very little research emphasizing the type of data to be used and 
the process by which it is collected and translated into a persona until Pruitt and Adlin 
(2006) created the persona development lifecycle methodology. Even though their 
research provides a comprehensive view of the creation and use of personas, it does not 
include any experimental validation of this process. Given the increased use of personas 
in industry, it is imperative to measure the effectiveness of this design tool 
experimentally and to learn whether the benefits associated with it are worth the time and 
money involved in its development. To address this issue, the current research proposes 
to conduct an experimental study which will validate the effectiveness of personas in the 
interface design process. This experiment will involve two design teams who will 
develop low-fidelity prototypes of a cell phone interface, one using personas and the 
second using other design methods. Evaluation of the resulting designs will aid in 
assessing the effectiveness of using personas in the interface design process. This 
experiment will be controlled for variability factors to enhance its accuracy and 
applicability.   
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The current research also includes a case study documenting the development 
process of an intranet application using persona methods. This intranet application can be 
used by the airline industry to analyze its aircraft maintenance data, and the user testing 
conducted to evaluate the performance of the system developed will focus on the 
efficiency of the design method adopted.  
A Case Study (Field Research) on the Development of an Intranet Application To Assess  
Aircraft Maintenance Data 
The aircraft maintenance system is complex, involving a number of stakeholders 
who ensure the airworthiness of the aircraft while at the same time adhering to the 
regulatory standards, policies and procedures of the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA). The complexity of this structure and the processes involves a correspondingly 
significant information flow among the various entities of the system, the two most 
important being the vendors responsible for the maintenance of the aircraft and the airline 
company representatives who oversee the vendors and their work. The inspection carried 
out on an airplane by the vendor personnel termed as Aircraft Maintenance Technicians 
(AMT) is often overseen and audited by the airlines owning the aircraft. The data from 
these surveillance and auditing processes indicates the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
inspection and maintenance tasks being carried out by the vendor.  
An appropriate data collection strategy could potentially identify the sources of 
improper maintenance, which would, in turn, reflect on the efficacy of the aviation 
maintenance process. Furthermore, the data thus collected can be utilized to conduct 
analysis and assess risk related factors, eventually impacting the safety of the aircraft. In 
addition, this data analysis could provide such valuable information as error trends 
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specific to a fleet type or a particular vendor, helping airline management to mitigate risk 
proactively.    
In comparison with other industries, the use of human-computer interaction in 
aviation maintenance field is limited, in the past primarily involving passenger 
reservation systems and crew display interfaces. More recently, Seamster and Kanki, 
(2000) collaborated with NASA and the FAA to restructure and update operating 
document guidelines, developing a user-centered interface for their management. The 
objective of this user-centered design effort was to identify the key flight document 
issues, subsequently designing a new structure for an operating document guidelines 
manual and developing a prototype user interface as a tool to manage the development 
and maintenance of the necessary documents. There are, however, additional sources of 
information, some of the most important having a direct bearing on the safety of the 
aircraft and, hence, the airline. Aircraft maintenance data alone can play an important role 
in indicating the safety of the airline. However, the data needs to be collected, stored and 
retrieved in a user-friendly fashion so that, when analyzed, it provides the users with 
valuable information in terms of safety of the aircraft. The primary role of the user is to 
follow standards and regulatory methods so as to collect critical data which eventually 
can help the airline understand the safety information of its aircraft maintenance 
processes and operations. As a result, any system developed to include the entire system 
of data management of aircraft maintenance operations should be able to accommodate 
and adapt to both the data and the use types associated with this process.    
To develop a system which will support more robust information management 
beyond collection, storage, analysis and retrieval of the maintenance data, it is required to 
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understand the various types of users who will interact with the system, their 
characteristics, behaviors, skills so as to ensure that the system is acceptable to users of 
all categories. The individual contributors report data to the management either using 
web-based computer applications or through intranet or paper-based systems; their 
managers then study this data to understand the problem areas and to make managerial 
decisions. On the other hand, the upper management in the hierarchy might be only 
interested in the overall health of the airline. WebSAT, the tool proposed here to facilitate 
the data management process, should, thus, meet to the various needs of these different 
types of users, thereby creating a smooth interaction between the humans and the 
computer interfaces.  As a result, the designers and developers are required to understand 
the various users involved in the system, their work activities and the other characteristics 
that govern the usage of the system.   
 Although several methodologies exist for designing and developing interfaces, 
guidelines specific to the development of intranet applications are not extensively found 
in the literature. While these applications are also similar to web-applications like 
Amazon.com, they differ in that they are not content intensive but rather data-entry 
intensive. In addition, there is a process flow associated with the interactions between the 
user and the system. Such client-server specific systems have an inherent set of problems 
based on the number of times a user interacts with the server either to post data or to 
retrieve information from it. Since personas have been found to be effective in 
representing user attributes, thus enabling designers to be more effective, it may be 
worthwhile to adopt persona methods to design and develop an intranet application such 
as WebSAT. This study involves conducting field research with a partnering airline 
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company to develop WebSAT and test it with representative users to verify if the 
performance of the system indeed meets the user requirements. Considering the 
limitations of a field research in evaluating design methods, a laboratory study was also 
conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of personas in interface design using the cell 
phone design task discussed previously. The methods employed to conduct both the field 
and laboratory studies are elaborated in Chapter III.   
Motivation and Objectives of the Research 
 The objectives for both the field and experimental studies are listed below: 
Field Study 
1. To use and document persona methodology in developing an intranet application 
for analyzing aircraft maintenance data.  
2. To assess the effectiveness of the web applications by conducting a field study of 
the representative users at a partnering airline to measure the success of the 
methods adopted. 
Experimental Study 
3. To validate experimentally the effectiveness of personas in interface design by 
conducting a laboratory study using a cell phone interface design problem. 
4. To disseminate the research results. 
 
CHAPTER 3 
Methodology – Field Study 
 System design involved in product development is an iterative process with 
continual evaluation of the design based on the data gathered. Since involving users alone 
does not ensure a completely user-acceptable system, the current section will focus on the 
amalgam of several user-centric design methods that have been proposed in the past for 
efficient and effective product development. Ethnographic research methods combined 
with persona and scenario development and iterative testing of the low-fidelity and 
functional prototypes will be the major focus of the methods adopted in developing 
WebSAT application. Specifically, the following four phases will be adopted in the 
software development lifecycle of the intranet application - WebSAT.  
Phase 1. Ethnographic Research 
i. Identify representative users, their goals, needs, and tasks 
ii. Establish user profiles 
iii. Develop work analysis 
Phase 2. Persona Development 
i. Create the number of personas required 
ii. Validate Persona 
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Phase 3. Persona communication 
i. Perform competitive benchmarking and set target specifications 
ii. Generate concepts based on personas and gallery method 
iii. Perform user testing to select the final concept 
Phase 4. Scenario development for iterative design and testing 
i. Develop persona-based scenarios during brainstorming sessions 
ii. Design interfaces using persona-based scenarios (wire frame, visual design) 
iii. Conduct preliminary testing of prototypes 
iv. Develop high-fidelity prototypes and functional interfaces iteratively 
v. Conduct final testing to assess the performance of the interface 
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Figure 1. Intranet application – development lifecycle 
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Ethnographic Research 
Ethnography helps understand the needs of people and provides insights that are 
useful for high-level conceptual design by taking into consideration the dynamics of 
peoples’ lives and their lifestyle (Siegel and Dray, 2005). The utility of ethnography is 
seen mostly in the requirements elicitation process. The sociological methods often 
emphasize on capturing data on variables such as age, gender, culture differences, 
differences in status, perception of people, social activities, typical work day, and other 
aspects which directly have a bearing in understanding who the people are and their 
relation to the system being designed. Usability engineering focuses on the technology 
needed to identify how users interact with a given design in order to accomplish their 
goals, while ethnography helps understand how people behave in their context (Siegel 
and Dray, 2005). The ethnographic methods will not only help identify the work flow of 
the user but will also focus on his/her social work life and helps to comprehend their 
motivations, attitudes, opinions, perception and goals. The ethnographic techniques also 
help the system design team to uncover various latent needs or tacit knowledge which by 
definition is invisible to the insiders (Forsythe, 1999).  
The key problem in using ethnographic techniques is that it can be challenging to 
translate the highly unstructured qualitative data about people into specific system design 
requirements that can be readily used by the designers (Hughes et. al., 1993). In the 
current research, there are three design team members who work as ethnographers and 
system designers. So translation and communication of the gathered data was not an 
overwhelming problem for the design team. The WebSAT design team used surveys, 
questionnaires, interviews, observation sessions combined with contextual inquiry, focus 
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groups, and study of available documentation at the client-side as modes of data 
collection. 
Iyengar et. al., (2004) have articulated various factors to be considered in 
selecting each of the above mentioned data collection techniques based on which suitable 
methods were selected for the system design of WebSAT application.   
The various maintenance hangars of the client are located at different 
geographical sites. The location of the research laboratory in Clemson made the cost-
value associated with the field visits a limiting factor in the number of data gathering 
sessions carried out. However, along with interviews and observation sessions at onsite 
the research team also had made several conference calls with the end-users for further 
clarification on the work processes.  
Through the data gathering sessions the research team identified that the aircraft 
maintenance oversight process takes place in the form of four different work functions in 
the quality assurance department of the airline. These work functions are called 
surveillance, technical audits, internal audits and airworthiness directives which are 
focused on evaluating the aircraft maintenance operations of the airline company. This 
document does not reflect the work done with respect to the airworthiness directives 
work function. 
Apart from data gathering trips to the client’s location, a web-based survey was 
also conducted. Each trip consisted of 2 – 3 sessions and each session lasted typically 
from 1 – 2 hours. During the session, two of the team members were focused on 
conducting the session while the other person was a designated note taker. The roles were 
rotated among the team members for each session.  
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An online questionnaire was administered to obtain data on user attributes such as 
skills, attitudes, and behaviors. This information was summarized to eventually establish 
user profiles and user categories. The survey helped in reaching out to users who were 
located at different geographical sites and made it possible to gather data on more number 
of users in a cost effective way. The survey was prepared based on certain variables such 
as demographics, psychographics (which include personality traits like fears, aspirations, 
and motivations) and technographics (which include attitude towards technology, 
experience related to computers, and web experience). It was ensured that all the survey 
respondents have PCs at the workplace on which they can take the survey and have 
minimum web-experience like using e-mails which would help them take the online 
survey. The pilot survey was administered with three professors from Clemson 
University, one doctoral student and one master’s student to check for any errors, 
readability and interpretation of the questionnaire. Based on the feedback the survey was 
modified (see Appendix 1 for the survey). The survey was launched using 
www.surveymonkey.com. The anonymity of the subjects was maintained through this 
survey which was stated in a confidentiality statement in the introduction section of the 
survey along with the purpose of the survey, time taken to complete the survey, survey 
instructions and contact information of the research team. Participation of the subjects 
was solicited through e-mail (see Appendix 2 for e-mail description). The survey was 
sent to 21 participants. Initially there were 36 questions in the survey but with the 
feedback provided by the users, the length of the survey was decreased to 27 questions 
with the survey time being 15 minutes.  
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Results and Discussion of Data Gathering Sessions 
As part of the planning phase of the product development, the team had come up 
with the mission statement as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 Mission Statement 
 
Mission Statement: Web-based Surveillance and Auditing Tool Prototype 
 
Product 
Description         
• A distributed application, incorporating a recommended 
categorization and data collection scheme for maintenance 
surveillance and auditing application 
A data reduction module that allows analysts to conduct data 
analysis and facilitates trend analysis 
Key Business 
Goals 
• Achieve standardized data collection, reduction and analysis of 
maintenance errors across geographically dispersed entities of the 
airline industry 
• Develop a proactive system that captures maintenance errors 
• Accomplish trend analysis in future versions of WebSAT 
 
Primary 
Market 
• Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)  
 
Assumptions & 
Constraints 
• Develop WebSAT such that it adheres to FAA standard research 
software design specifications (For e.g., SQL server, ASP.NET, 
PHP) 
 
Stakeholders • FAA 
• Airline Company QA Department 
• QA representatives/auditors 
• Information Technology  Department 
• Other airlines 
 
 
Interviews 
This method is suitable for meeting the airline managers. This also allowed the 
design team to take a first-hand look at the managers’ work environment and to collect 
useful documents. The stakeholders got an opportunity to associate a face with the names 
of people who are involved in the project. This enabled a positive interaction between the 
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design team and the managers, who gained trust in the interviewers through their personal 
experience. The managers also willingly shared many a time the regulatory documents 
which had comprehensive descriptions of their work procedures and policies. This helped 
the team to gain a good understanding on how the aircraft maintenance process functions, 
the different types of people involved in collecting the data, and its management.  
Observation Sessions 
To understand how aircraft maintenance is done, it is important to see how the 
maintenance personnel carry out their day-to-day work. Observation sessions helped in 
following through the surveillance quality assurance representative (QAR) and 
understand how data is collected based on the work cards at the maintenance hangar and 
how the existing tool is used to feed in this data. The team followed through a typical 
work day of the QAR to understand his goals in daily work routine, the various tasks he 
performed to accomplish his goals and the team also sought clarifications on aspects that 
were not comprehensible to them.  
The team used the approach of contextual inquiry by combining the above two 
mentioned techniques of interviews and observation sessions, where the ethnographers 
shadowed the users while they continued to perform tasks in their work domain. This 
approach helped the team to both observe the personnel while they perform their work 
and ask them questions contextually. These sessions conducted with the personnel from 
all the work functions viz. Surveillance, TA, IA and AD helped the team to have a first 
hand experience with various types of users, the tasks they currently perform, their skills-
set and frustrations in performing those tasks, and their attitude towards using various 
applications.  
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Document Study 
To thoroughly understand the working of a complex and highly regulated airline 
industry, the design team did an in-depth reading of relevant procedural manuals. The 
team looked at various weekly and monthly reports that a QAR submits to his manager. 
The team studied the nature of the work cards using a sample work card which was given 
to them. Similarly, the team also got an understanding on how reports are created both in 
surveillance and auditing domains. The team got samples of various types of checklists 
that are currently being used by both the TA and IA domains. The team also got an 
understanding of the various modes of interactions that take place between the vendors 
and the auditors and their managers. The auditors shared sample report templates that are 
sent to the vendor for corrective actions and the documented responses of the vendor 
addressing the audit concerns.  
With this information the team identified the work flow analysis for each work 
function and translated the customer statements obtained during interviews, into need 
statements (see Appendix 3) as proposed by Ulrich and Eppinger (2004). A need that has 
been stroked through indicates that it is being eliminated from consideration based on the 
importance rating obtained or because of the scope of the project. 
Metrics were identified for each of the need statements to assess the performance 
of the system and benchmark it with other competitors in a quantifiable fashion as shown 
in Appendix 6.  
Work Flows of Different Work Functions in QA 
Audit is a more formal system-specific evaluation rather than a task level 
supervision akin to surveillance. Audits are evaluations done by the airline company on 
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the procedures, policies and regulatory methods adopted by an organization or a 
department. Audits performed on companies external to the airline company are called as 
technical audits in this context and those performed on the departments within the airline 
company are called as internal audits.  
The audit management process for both the technical and internal audits is similar 
except for one aspect - the auditee in the case of internal audits is the departments within 
the airline and that in case of a technical audit is an external vendor doing business with 
the airline. The team identified the following data through the interviews. 
Technical Audits.  
The system level evaluation of standards and procedures of part-suppliers, fuel 
vendors, and ramp operations done on a periodic basis is referred to as Technical Audit. 
The work function of technical audits is to ensure compliance with Federal Aviation 
Regulations (FARs), and established company policies and procedures. Whenever there 
is a new business need, there is a request sent to the technical audits unit to perform an 
audit on the business provider so that the airline can get an approval to do business with 
that vendor. However, if the vendor is already in the approved list, the airline company 
only needs to perform audits on a periodic basis to retain the approval status of the 
vendor. Before conducting the current audit, the previous two audit records are checked. 
The manager will assign an auditor to a new audit and schedule the audit. The technical 
audits unit performs 4 different types of audits – part suppliers/vendors, fuel vendor, line 
maintenance, and ramp operations.  
Auditors use checklists to perform evaluations on vendor systems and are 
recurrent in nature. The team identified that there are approximately 13 checklists in total 
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that deal with technical audits. Three checklists are related to fuel, line maintenance and 
ramp audits respectively and there are approximately 10 supplier audit checklists. Before 
conducting an audit, the auditor will select the audit standards, perform pre-audit analysis 
and finally will complete the audit. The auditor then reports the findings to the manager. 
Standardized audit report formats have been developed using Microsoft Word for each 
audit type and are used to report these findings. The manager of technical audits provided 
the research team with this information during the interview session and shared the 
available documentation on the desktop procedures and the samples of the various 
checklists available. This helped the team to identify the nature of the checklists. The 
checklist data consists of Yes, No, N/A or N/O where ‘Yes’ indicates that the auditor 
approves the vendor on that checklist item and ‘No’ indicates that the vendor has not 
adhered to the regulatory policies pertinent to that checklist item. The auditor will choose 
N/A if the checklist item is not applicable to that vendor and N/O is chosen when that 
particular checklist item in not observed at the vendor location. After each audit the 
auditor submits an audit report to the manager and sends it to the vendor which presents 
the concerns related to audit compliance that require vendor’s response. These reports 
also document new problems encountered during the audit which have no reference in the 
checklist. This audit report along with an inter-office memorandum is then sent to the 
vendor through e-mail and copied to the manager. The vendor will respond to the auditor 
within a due date by sending a set of corrective actions which address all the findings 
pointed out by the auditor in the report. If the auditor finds the corrective actions to be 
acceptable he will approve them and file the documents received along with the rest of 
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the documents such as checklist, report, and other e-mail communication such as date 
extensions for the corrective actions and subsequently will proceed with closing the audit.  
To assess the overall vendor performance, the manager feeds the checklist data 
thus collected into MS Excel sheets and the rejection rate against a vendor per audit is 
computed using the formula given below: 
rejection rate per audit = (# of ‘No’s) / (total # of questions) 
There are also certain audits which can be completed by the vendors themselves. 
This occurs when the auditor cannot physically go to conduct the audit and consequently 
performs a “supplier correspondence” audit. In this case, the auditor mails out a checklist 
and hence it is also known as desktop/ mail-out/ correspondence audits. These mail-out 
checklists may be referred to as hybrid checklists. In other words, these checklists have 
questions which have Yes, No, N/A type of answers as well as open ended subjective 
answers. In technical audits domain checklists are fairly unvarying and new revisions 
occur only once in many years. Some items in a checklist may not be applicable to all 
vendor locations.  
Currently, the audit management system is paper-based and the only level of 
automation involved is that the auditors use MS Word to create or modify checklists and 
to create the audit report. There is a vendor management system to conduct the vendor 
approval process which is on the company’s intranet. The communication between the 
auditors and the manager and vendor takes in the form of e-mails, phone and fax. Hard 
copy reports hold the audit data for several years which are catalogued in cabinets and 
based on the vendor names and locations. The team went through the checklists in detail 
to understand the different types of questions and answers that are seen in the checklist. 
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The team also carefully examined the nature of a report which is sent to the vendor at the 
end of the audit. Figure 2 below shows the work flow analysis of technical audits from a 
technical audit manager perspective.  
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User: Manager
1. Perceive notification for a supplier audit from an 
external department or SCORE system
2. Schedule the audit
3. Assign an auditor based on vendor zip code
4. Forward the request to the assigned auditor
5. Approve FMR, and other supplier type vendors
6. Verify the various audit checklists and fuel surveillance checklist
7. Schedule FMR audits
8. Score the ramp audits
Vendor
Auditor
-Select Audit Standards
-Perform pre-audit analysis
- Complete the audit at vendor location
- Formulate Audit report
-Follow up on Corrective Actions
Close Audit
Schedule an appointment with 
Mx. Personnel or Inspector
All Findings
Prior to Corrective 
Actions Phase: 
Audit Findings 
Report
Mainframe System Request for an audit 
(also could be thru e-mail)
Supplier Evaluation 
System
Surveillance
Work Flow Diagram
Work Function: Technical Audits 
User: Manager
Source: Trip Report I, II, V
Glossary:
FMR – Fuel, Maintenance and Ramp
Request to perform an audit
Fuel Vendor 
Surveillance Report
Final Audit Report
includes findings, 
concerns on compliance 
issues, other comments,  
corrective actions
Major Findings
Corrective Actions
 
Figure 2. Work Flow Analysis of Technical Audits 
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Appendix 3.1 shows the customer statements and associated need statements of the 
technical audit personnel.  
Internal Audits.  
The purpose of the internal evaluation is to keep a strict vigil on the day-to-day 
operations of the airline company’s air operations division. It also provides procedures 
for the training and qualification of auditors and evaluators, tracking of audit and 
evaluation requirements, maintenance of audit and evaluation records, and planning, 
conducting, documentation and follow-up audits and evaluations. Internal audits work 
domain comprises of three audit categories. (1) Engineering Material and Maintenance 
(EMM) (2) Flight Operations Division (FOD) and (3) Air Transportation Oversight 
System 
The internal audit process is similar to technical audits where the auditor selects a 
checklist based on the audit category to perform an audit. The audit requirement is 
tracked and scheduled using Excel spreadsheets. Standardized checklists exist for 
recurrent audits and are revised with change in policies and procedures. Electronic 
versions of the checklists are developed using Excel templates and are maintained on the 
local area network. The total number of departments that need to be audited are 35 for 
EMM and 22 for FOD. Hence there are 57 different types of checklists available in the 
shared folder of the local area network.  For Ad Hoc audits, the manager assigns the 
requirement to an auditor and provides specific information and instructions. All special 
audit reports are coordinated through the manager. Recurrent EMM audits are done on-
site, a minimum of once each year. The maximum time between complete audits never 
exceeds 18 months. 
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Whether it is an EMM or an FOD audit, the audit process remains the same. On a 
periodic basis (once in 12 to 18 months) an audit of a particular department is conducted. 
Once the department to be audited is identified, an auditor is assigned to the audit. The 
audit is scheduled and the auditor makes his travel plans and gets an approval from the 
manager. The auditor retrieves the audit checklist specific to a department from the 
shared folder of the local area network and modifies it based on new regulations, policies 
and standards. Upon modifying the checklist, the auditor sends it for approval to the 
manager. The required personnel are also copied on this e-mail if there are secondary 
auditors assisting the primary auditor on this audit. Once the audit is completed, an audit 
report is created and sent to the auditee, manager and other members in the distribution 
list. This report consists of the findings observed during the audit and also has a target 
date to address the corrective actions for the discrepancies noticed. If the corrective 
actions received within the deadline are satisfactory then the audit is closed.  
ATOS is the third category which is a FAA program and is implemented as a 
good business practice. Because of the scope of the project WebSAT Internal Audits 
Module will not include the information and findings obtained from ATOS evaluations in 
WebSAT data analysis.  Figure 3 shows the work flow analysis of internal audits function 
and Appendix 3.2 shows the customer statement and the associated need statements 
obtained from the data gathering sessions conducted with the internal audit personnel. 
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 Figure 3. Work Flow Analysis of Internal Audits 
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Surveillance  
 Surveillance is the day-to-day oversight and evaluation of the work contracted to 
an airframe substantial maintenance vendor to determine the level of compliance with the 
airline company’s Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance Program (CAMP) and General 
Maintenance Manual (GMM). The primary objective of surveillance is to provide the 
airline through the accomplishment of a variety of specific surveillance activities on a 
planned and random sampling basis, an accurate, real-time, and comprehensive 
evaluation of how well each substantial maintenance vendor is complying with the 
company’s and FAA approved regulatory requirements. A QAR, stationed at the vendor 
location, schedules surveillance of an incoming aircraft. The specific task to be 
performed on an aircraft at a vendor location is available on a work card. The 
representative performs surveillance on different work cards according to the surveillance 
schedule. The results are documented in a web-based system and used to analyze the risk 
factors associated with a particular vendor and a particular aircraft.  
The team has identified that there is a schedule that the QAR looks at to identify 
which aircraft is coming in for maintenance to the facility where he is located. Once the 
aircraft arrives at the maintenance site, the representative uses an intranet system to 
identify the tail number of the aircraft and makes a note of it on a piece of paper. He 
enters this information into the surveillance tool in the intranet system which in turn 
provides the pending work order number of the newly arrived aircraft along with its 
previous work order numbers. This page also provides historical information about the 
maintenance activities carried out on the plane. The representative has to scroll down 
through the list to the last entry to identify the new work order associated with the current 
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maintenance event. This work order contains a list of work cards that the maintenance 
technicians at the vendor site will work on. The surveillance schedule, with the work card 
numbers is available as an electronic version on the intranet system. Every QAR has a 
user login and a password to view this surveillance schedule. The surveillance schedule is 
also available on the Master Job Control Sheet (MJCS) which is the hardcopy version of 
the surveillance schedule available to the QAR. After reviewing the surveillance schedule, 
the representative prioritizes his work. The FAA requires the QAR to surveillance all the 
Airworthiness Directives (ADs) of a work order. The schedule includes ADs with the 
various work cards. At present, the surveillance schedule does not differentiate ADs from 
work cards. The representative also needs to schedule an appointment with the 
maintenance personnel or the inspector for operational maintenance work cards. Hence, 
he pays particular attention to ADs in the schedule. Ordinarily, there are about 750 
routine work cards, and about 900 to 1500 non-routine cards in a typical C-check 
surveillance, which is a 45-90 day heavy maintenance event. All the routine work cards 
are pre-loaded 2 or 3 days before the aircraft comes in. During a surveillance task, a 
typical activity related to a routine work-card might generate a non-routine card, in 
addition to the defined routine cards for surveillance. Work-card surveillance is meant for 
the purpose of fault finding, and that is what it does when a non-routine is generated. 
The research team shadowed the QAR through his surveillance activities at the 
maintenance facility. The QAR carried a notepad to jot down the findings for each work-
card surveillance activity he performed on the aircraft at the hangar. In this session the 
team identified that if the QAR performs a surveillance activity on a maintenance 
technician while he is working on the aircraft then this type of an activity is known as in-
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process surveillance, where the surveillance task is carried out while maintenance is in-
process. On the other hand, oversight on those activities which have already been 
performed by the vendor’s personnel is known as verification-surveillance. All the 
surveillance activities which are related to work done on an aircraft are called as technical 
activities. The team also observed that the QAR while walking around the hangar, might 
notice expired shelf items or unsafe maintenance of fire extinguishers. This type of 
surveillance activities which are not directly related to work done on the aircraft are 
considered as non-technical activities. The QAR either rejects or accepts each of these 
technical and non-technical activities based on what he sees at the vendor location. There 
are 17 such type of activities which the QAR is supposed to do a random sampling of 
while conducting surveillance. The data on accepts and rejects of the work cards is fed 
into the intranet based surveillance tool by categorizing each reject against the respective 
activity which is known as a process measure.  
The observation technique thus helped in overcoming the limitation of other 
methods by following the task/work flow in real-time than depending on the user’s 
perception of their work. 
The notes from all the data gathering session that took place with the surveillance 
personnel helped the team in constructing work flow analysis diagrams representing the 
work flow for surveillance process as shown in Figure 4. Appendix 3.3 shows the 
customer statements and their respective need statements obtained from surveillance 
personnel.  
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Figure 4. Work Flow Analysis of Surveillance  
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The hierarchy of all the needs (see Appendix 4) which was a result of using 
affinity diagrams was developed by pooling all the need statements of a particular work 
function into groups based on their similarities. Each group had a title which is referred to 
as the primary need and the actual need statements that belonged to each primary need 
are referred to as secondary needs (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2004). Having combined the 
needs into groups the team proceeded to obtain an importance rating for each of the need 
statements from the managers of each work function respectively and all the 3 team 
members gave a rating and an average of these ratings was obtained to get a final rating 
for each need statement (see Appendix 5 for the list of needs along with the importance 
rating). The users were explained the importance of this rating process. The rating scale 
was explained to the participants and the team ensured to get a rating from the users on 
all the needs. The rating scale used is also indicated in Appendix 5. 
Target Specifications 
In the next step, the team generated metrics for each need statement (see Appendix 6) 
obtained from surveillance, internal audits, and technical audits. The primary purpose 
of these metrics otherwise referred to as system specifications is to measure how well 
the system does what it has to do. For the design team to come to a consensus on these 
specifications it is important to identify how competitors are performing in achieving 
the user needs. The team used existing system as one of the benchmarking product 
because at the very least the new system should perform better than the existing system. 
If the existing system is not applicable for comparison on certain requirements, the 
team had benchmarked the current product with other products which share similar 
goals or tasks like WebSAT on that particular requirement. In Appendix 6 it can be 
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observed that there could be one metric measuring more than one need. After the 
metrics were determined, the team also came up with values for these metrics which 
indicate the marginal value or minimum required performance of the system with 
respect to each metric and the ideal value which indicates that the system’s 
performance is more than acceptable.  
 
CHAPTER 4 
System Design and Development 
Information Architecture of Auditing Modules 
The three WebSAT modules – technical audits, internal audits, and surveillance 
were designed independently and the team started with the design of auditing modules. 
The team realized that technical and internal audits were similar with respect to the audit 
management process although technical audits dealt with vendors external to the airline 
and internal audits dealt with all the departments within the airline by virtue of which the 
checklists used by each of these work functions are also different. A task analytic 
approach was used to identify various primary and secondary tasks of the auditors. This 
analysis further led to the development of the product map (see Appendix 7). During the 
first iteration of the product map of the technical audits management system, the major 
tasks that were identified during the team brainstorming sessions are given below:  
• Start a new audit 
• View checklist 
• Enter checklist data  
• Retrieve current or past audit information 
• Modify checklists that are currently in the system 
• Create new checklists into the system 
• Generate reports 
• Perform data analysis 
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The team tested the product map with 2 domain experts – managers of both 
technical and internal audits work functions. This helped the team uncover some of the 
latent needs like generating audit reports with different levels of details. The testing and 
subsequent brainstorming sessions reaffirmed that TA and IA work functions are very 
similar. Nevertheless, the tool has to cater to the differences in the customer requirements 
as shown in the customer statements.  
Having developed the product map, the team used the gallery method to generate 
the information architecture for the Technical Audits (TA) module. Using the product 
map, the design team grouped the primary tasks based on functionality and determined 
four basic groups of tasks namely, audit tasks, checklists, reports and data analysis.  
Audit Tasks: Start New Audit, Resume Audit, View Closed Audits 
Checklists: View Checklist, Modify Checklist, Create New Checklist 
Reports: Summary Report, Comprehensive Report 
Data Analysis: Summary Findings, Detailed Findings 
In the subsequent phase of concept generation, the design team members have 
come up with three different concepts for the TA module as shown in Figures 5, 6, 7 
which fundamentally address the issue of information architecture with respect to the 
primary tasks identified through task analysis. The three design team members through 
brainstorming sessions enhanced all the three concepts and developed low fidelity 
prototypes of these concepts using MS PowerPoint 2003. Subsequently, the team 
conducted user testing with three HCI experts – faculty members at Clemson University 
and two domain experts – the managers of technical and internal audit work functions 
respectively. The card sort classification evaluation technique was used where the end 
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users evaluated the given labels and grouping of various auditor tasks. The think aloud 
technique was utilized to evaluate the concept presented to them and get feedback on 
various scenarios presented to them. The age of the HCI experts and the domain experts 
was in the range of 40 to 65.  
For this testing phase, the team acquired IRB approval to use human subjects for 
the research. The subjects were presented with a consent form which gave them the 
instructions regarding the study (Appendix 8).  
 
Figure 5. Concept 1 for TA Module prototype 
The concepts were refined and combined based on the testing results and the final 
concept (shown in Figure 8) which was a result of this process was considered for 
functionality development. The HCI experts were located in the vicinity of the research 
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team but the domain experts were geographically located at a different place. Due to 
scheduling constraints, the testing with the domain experts was remotely conducted. The 
HCI experts were provided with both verbal and written descriptions of the scenario that 
they need to perform using the paper prototypes presented. Since the prototypes were not 
functional, the subjects were asked to think-aloud so that their thought process can be 
captured. In case of the domain experts, to ensure a smooth conducting of the testing, the 
subjects were provided a storyboard of the testing scenarios (see Appendix 9) prior to the 
testing. The scenario description was presented to them in one slide and in the next slide 
the screens appeared. The testing was done on a conference call and hence the team could 
ensure that the users were on the same page as the experimenters. The order in which the 
concepts and the scenarios were presented to the subjects was randomized to reduce any 
order effects. 
 
Figure 6. Concept 2 - Metaphor Outlook Express 
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Figure 7. Concept 3 – Tab Metaphor 
The results from initial testing phase with the faculty members showed that the 
information architecture of concept three was preferred to rest of the two concepts. The 
users also mentioned that the grid feature of concept two which allows selection of an 
entity from a long list was very intuitive to them. This testing method involved only 
qualitative assessment of the concepts presented. The results from testing conducted with 
the domain experts also showed that concept three was preferred the best. This resulted in 
the final concept as shown below. All the findings obtained from these two testing phases 
were qualitative in nature and the team utilized the user feedback provided on the screens 
to enhance the system design for next iteration. The comments received by the HCI 
experts addressed issues like visibility and feedback to the user. For example, once the 
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auditor selects an audit he would see all the details pertaining to the audit. But how does 
he know if he can edit that information or not? These kinds of issues were reflected 
through first phase of testing. The comments received from domain experts emphasized 
on whether a drop down is a suitable object to use for vendor selection as there might be 
600 vendors for one particular type of audit and a possibility of using dependent drop-
downs in such a case was suggested. Using the interface provided, the domain experts 
passed comments like,  
“I like the tab structure, the work flow is quite apparent to me” 
“This layout is even better than the previous one” – referring to concept 3 being better 
than concept 2 
“I am not sure what happens when I click on “view audit” There will be hundreds of 
audits over a period of time so this list will be too long to scroll and find the one I am 
looking for. Is there a way in which I can sort these results?”  The domain experts 
commented on the labels used to communicate the tasks and their input was used to make 
necessary changes – for example “view audit” was changed to “view closed audits.”  
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Figure 8. Final Concept 
Creation of Personas 
Creating User Profiles Using Results of Web-based Survey 
The web-based survey mentioned in earlier section was sent to totally 26 
participants of whom 18 completed the survey. There were totally 12 participants who 
belonged to the category of QARs or auditors from TA, IA and AD and 6 of them 
belonged to the manager category. The purpose of this survey was to establish user 
categories and get data on the opinions, attitudes, motivations, and goals of the users. The 
data obtained through survey along with other data sources such as customer statements 
and trip reports were utilized to identify different categories and sub-categories of users 
and to create potential skeletons or profiles of the users. Each work function had two 
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categories of users namely managers, auditors and quality assurance representatives. 
Hence the key element in identifying the user categories in this research was the job role. 
The customer selection matrix shown in Table 2 identifies the importance of each of 
these sub-categories. Assimilated data points from interviews and observation sessions 
conducted with various types of users along with the data obtained from the online 
questionnaire was used to create personas.  
Table 2 Customer Selection Matrix 
Manager Sub-Ordinate 
Auditing Auditing 
 
Surveillance 
technical internal 
Surveillance 
technical internal 
Heavy    Yes Yes Yes 
Moderate Yes Yes Yes    
Occasional       
None       
 
Based on the customer selection matrix shown in Table 2, 1 skeleton was developed for 
technical auditor using the format suggested by Pruitt and Adlin (Creating Personas 
Workshop, N/N/G conference 2005). The data documented in the form of trip reports 
which reflected the transcriptions of the data gathered from each field visit was used to 
come up with the details of the skeletons.  
These skeletons were further transformed into personas by enhancing with richer 
set of details using trip reports, customer statements and results obtained from the survey 
research. The intention of these personas, as stated before, was to bring the user data to 
life and model it in terms of a fictitious person so that the designer can better engage with 
the user to identify suitable design solutions.  
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The data collected from field research and online survey showed that there is little 
diversity in the user population in terms of variables such as psychographics and techno-
graphics. Most of the users were using the applications only because their management 
requires them to. Safety being the primary concern of aircraft maintenance operations, the 
auditors feel that their audits should give a best assessment of the vendor performance 
and the QARs expressed that the aircraft are very important to them and they prefer to 
spend more time working on it to ensure its safety than sit in front of a computer entering 
the data as they are not computer savvy. The age range of these users varied anywhere 
from 45-65. The data obtained showed that currently there are no female employees and 
the designers’ obvious gender choice for the persona was a male. The significant 
difference in the users existed by virtue of their job roles which prompted the designers to 
create the personas in such a way that they could see the persona in the job role at various 
instances in his work life and understand his goals, skills set and frustrations while at 
work. The researcher felt that focus on personal life was not critical for this product 
although a tinge of the user going on jogging or listening to jazz music could be used to 
make the scenario realistic. (On the contrary, for consumer products such as cell phone 
interfaces or web-applications such as Wal-Mart, where the user population is very 
diverse in terms of demographics, psychographics, technographics with a range of 
behavior observed for a user population and when there is no well defined process in 
which user actions can take place, it becomes very important for the designers to focus on 
the personal aspects of the users and to understand their lifestyle, their likes and dislikes - 
what could be pleasing and can grab their attention and glue them to their products.) 
Nonetheless, the team does realize that such fictitious details make scenarios look more 
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realistic and help the design team in engaging with the persona description better. In this 
study, since there were no significant differences found in the behavior within the user 
population that based on job role, there was only one persona per job role. 
During the observation sessions, data on the post-its around the users’ work place, 
their achievement records, captions, pictures, greeting cards, and family photographs 
around the work station was also documented to assess their personality. Having 
identified job role as the major criterion in differentiating the personas, the team 
proceeded to elaborate the goals of these personas. It was identified that auditors from 
internal audits and technical audits share similar goals and tasks. This was verified from 
the survey data as well.   
The technical auditor persona was first developed by elaborating the technical 
auditor skeleton. Every sentence in the persona was supported by data collected through 
ethnographic research. Each time there was a key user whose interview data formed the 
basis for the persona.  
Nielsen in her engaging personas description argued that a persona needs to have 
a body, psyche, background, emotions for the designer to empathize with his/her 
motivations and cacophony which can be described as opposing character traits that avoid 
the persona to be a stereotype (Nielsen, 2003). In the current study, the persona 
description includes name, age, sex and looks of the human being which Nielsen 
described it as the “body” to characterize the persona. The persona description also 
includes a “quote” specified by the user which reveals his emotions and opinions. The 
quotes given by the users in their interviews and the frustrations mentioned in the survey 
were used to sketch the motivations and attitude of the persona which Nielsen describes 
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as the “psyche.” The personality of the fictitious user was further developed using other 
behavioral data points identified through ethnographic research. For example, one user 
has indicated that losing the data is very frustrating. So this element was utilized to 
describe the persona emotions and later on it was used to develop a scenario which 
ensures that the system has a capability to save the data at every instance. The survey 
results gave an idea about the user proficiency with MS Office in particular, Excel, Word 
and PowerPoint and any other computer applications that they use in their job role which 
was used by the designers in determining the computer proficiency of the persona. It 
should be noted that all the fictitious details mentioned in the persona were based from 
the real data. The researcher selected those pictures which had a person with a work 
station and few post-its and event calendars all around as identified in their data gathering 
sessions. This way the team felt that they could see the user in his job role. Two of the 
team members were involved in creating the persona skeleton (see Table 3), out of which 
one person developed the persona. The researcher was the key member involved in 
creating the persona and once a persona was created the other two team members 
provided their inputs in improvising the persona document. 
The persona description went through two iterations. In the first iteration it was 
realized that the description was not cohesive. Also the team members could not 
appreciate the utility of the fictitious details in making design decisions. Two personas 
were developed for TA work function – one technical auditor and one representing TA 
manager. The descriptions got better with more experience gained through iterations. 
Each persona description was written in a way to emphasize the goals of the persona 
which differed from a manager to an auditor along with a name, picture, age and work 
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role. The persona document was ensured to be handy in one page so that the team 
members could hold onto it while brainstorming sessions. For this study it was felt that 
the data on their goals, tasks and actions is most significant to be reflected in the 
description. Emphasis was laid mostly on work life than personal life. Although, it was 
difficult to see the utility of fictitious information with regard to the current product, the 
fictitious details were used to either describe the persona activities, emotions, motivations 
or attitude. For example, details such as the persona using online billing systems at home 
or search engines like Google to look for information on motorbikes was used to 
understand the persona’s level of comfort with web and technology as such. The 
researcher felt that details specific to income, spending habits, and household activities, 
may not be of much importance to the context. WebSAT is a system which will automate 
the current manual audit process and hence it is important for the designers to understand 
more about the persona characteristics in terms of his abilities with respect to technology. 
The design team’s goal was to make WebSAT system meet the user’s goals and make it 
extremely easy for them to handle and embrace in their work life without any hindrances.  
After creating the persona document the team read through it individually and 
held on to it during brainstorming sessions. A poster was also prepared to reflect the 
persona’s day at work and the different situations that the persona is involved with in his 
work life. This way the team got an opportunity to look at the work cycle of the persona 
and thus tried to keep focused on the various scenarios that originated from his job role, 
goals and tasks. The poster was put up in the design team work place where the brain 
storming sessions were conducted and it was used during communication purposes for 
their scenario generation. It was realized that the timeline in which the persona’s work 
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activities are taking place is not apparent from the poster. So in the next iteration, the 
poster was modified to accommodate this information (see Appendix 10 for a poster on 
the work life of Thomas – The Technical Auditor). This poster shows the audit process 
from the persona’s perspective along with his reactions to each task he deals with. The 
bubbles in the poster indicate the persona’s thought process.  
Table 3 Persona Skeleton - Technical Auditor 
Name:  Thomas Wilson 
Age:   54 
Disabilities: Corrected Vision 
Job:  
 
Senior Technical Audit Specialist for the past 10 years 
at a pioneer airline company 
Career Achievements:
  
Qualified C.A.S.E auditor  
Received best auditor award several times in his tenure 
Started his career as an aircraft maintenance technician 
and has been involved in the aircraft maintenance field 
for approximately 25 years 
Technology:   PC, 800 X 600 monitor, T1 Line 
Computer Experience: Moderate 
Computer Proficiency:  
 
“I will use it only if I have to” attitude. Moderate 
proficiency with Microsoft Word, Excel, some report 
writing tools, and database applications for vendor 
management and mainframe systems that deal with 
information on aircraft maintenance operations 
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Work place: Uses computer for 3 – 4 hours a day 
Home: Does not carry office work home 
Has a home computer but primarily watches his 
children using it 
Internet Experience:  Low 
Checks e-mail on Yahoo and needs his son’s help to 
find any information pertaining to new motor bikes 
Family: Married with 3 children and 5 grandchildren 
Hobbies: Traveling with family, learning about new motorbikes, 
watching soccer and NBA 
Goals:  To be a role model for his fellow auditors 
To keep him abreast of the current audit methods 
Frustrations: Having to remember many passwords  
Lack of computer-specific knowledge to accomplish 
the task at hand 
Persona Description – Technical Auditor 
Thomas Wilson  
Senior Technical Audits Specialist 
Technical Audits Department 
Quote: “When all ends run out, then go to 
the QA to verify the compliance 
standards.” 
Attitude: I know what I am doing.  
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Thomas is a 58-year-old auditor with a fairly athletic body who has worked with the 
same airline company for past 10 years. Because of his experience in aircraft inspection 
and maintenance, he has good insight into the various quality assurance requirements, 
compliance standards and regulatory policies.  
 This experience plus his flexible attitude helps Thomas cope with his erratic 
schedule where the priorities change almost hour-by-hour. Thomas is not as 
technologically savvy as the younger auditors, saying that he is more comfortable using 
paper and pen than a computer for the tasks that he is not trained on. He manually 
updates his event calendars on the cork board because, as he emphasizes, “I need to keep 
track of my audits.” However, for the amount of time he has to spend checking and 
responding to e-mail, Thomas cannot imagine a day without a computer, saying, 
“Without a computer I might come home.” 
Knowing that management is pushing towards using automated systems for 
collecting and interpreting aircraft maintenance data, Thomas started familiarizing him 
with the new tools being introduced into his work domain although he does not trust 
these systems when it comes to saving data. He is glad to know that with the new data 
analysis tool he does not have to do the tedious work of interpreting the data but he is 
afraid that the system might make him feel stupid for his lack of knowledge.  
Thomas also has several post-its on his desk showing the passwords for various software 
applications that he uses because he becomes frustrated when having to remember a 
different one for each system. 
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Thomas’s Typical Work Activities: 
While in the office, Thomas spends much of his of time scheduling, making 
phone calls, entering data, generating reports, contacting vendors, organizing travel 
itineraries and obtaining approval for travel expenses. 
Thomas completes the approval process for new vendors when other departments 
put in a request. When it comes to conducting an audit, Thomas, to be proactive, learns 
about the service order requirements before going to the vendor location and reads the 
vendor manuals to prepare him for the audit. Apart from the new regulations, Thomas 
often focuses his audit based on a vendor’s past performance and hence reads the old 
audit reports on the vendor before going to the vendor location to see his performance in 
the past. Once the audit is scheduled, Thomas makes his trip plans and gets it approved 
from the manager. While at the vendor location, Thomas spends a good amount of time 
reading the vendor manuals, and learning about new updates in regulatory requirements 
with respect to purchase/service orders. Thomas is provided with a laptop by the 
company for entering data and writing reports while on the road. Thomas transcribes the 
audit data into a report which includes the audit date, findings or discrepancies observed 
at the location, concerns and directions to the vendor for further verification in the same 
areas. Thomas sends this report to the manager and the vendor with a cover page 
containing the audit summary and findings along with the references. Response due dates 
are flexible, and if a vendor does not reply in due time then Thomas calls to see if an 
extension is needed. If there is no further response, Thomas immediately suspends the 
vendor using the vendor management system. Thomas updates this information to the 
vendor management group before the vendor is aware of it. Thomas accesses each of his 
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audits using vendor as the identification entity and as a result is not interested in the other 
functions that the software might provide. Thomas reviews the corrective actions and 
ensures that every finding has been addressed and writes a final report before closing the 
audit and sending it to the manager.  
Thomas underwent training to learn a couple of applications like the vendor 
database which he uses to obtain vendor information, last audit date and next audit 
schedule. Thomas uses the mainframe system to access other information related to 
aircraft maintenance audits.  
Thomas’s Occasional Work Activities 
Being a C.A.S.E. membership chairman, Thomas works on C.A.S.E. audits which 
sometimes might not be applicable to his vendors. Thomas is also assigned to audits 
outside his normal job responsibilities. Thomas occasionally uses bar charts for 
preliminary data analysis and becomes frustrated when he loses data. Sometimes Thomas 
works on correcting the documentation for his engineering group and frequently is tasked 
with the approval process for new vendors when other departments put in a request. 
Thomas at Home 
While at home, Thomas sits with his 15-year-old son to look up online for 
technical parts of motorcycles which are his passion, yet, he does not trust online 
shopping for security reasons. 
Thomas’s Goals 
Gather and share valuable data: Thomas wants to find valuable information from his 
audits and make use of it by sharing with others so as to foresee improper maintenance 
factors.  
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Take Pride in Helping the Airline Achieve Safety:  Thomas is proud of having moved into 
the QA group after the initial struggle as an aircraft mechanic. He has 25 years of 
experience but is not looking to retirement soon. He participates in several training 
programs and earns certificates to keep abreast with the current regulatory policies.  
Table 4 Michael - Audit Manager Persona Skeleton 
• Name: Michael Karowski 
• Age: 47 
• Job: Audit Manager at a forging airline company for the past 4 years 
• Work hours: 8 am to 5 pm 
• Education: B.S. Aeronautical Engineering 
• Technology: PC, 800 X 600 monitor, T1 Line 
• Disabilities: Corrected Vision 
• Family: Married with 2 kids -14 and 6 years old 
• Hobbies: Golf, football, parasailing, jazz music and travel with family 
• Career Achievements: Was elected as the President of C.A.S.E, an airline member 
body with a motto to achieve improved levels of safety. 
Goals 
• Life Goals:  
– Recognition 
– Passion towards safety 
– Scale heights 
– Work Efficiently  
• Experience Goals: 
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– Easy to use 
– Intuitive to me  
– Data analysis interpretable 
– Have control over the system  
– Flexible 
– Make my auditor life simple 
• End Goals:  
– View / Create Reports 
– Perform data analysis 
– Collect, store audit data 
– Comment on the results obtained from data analysis 
– Create, Modify Checklist 
– Data Sharing 
– Streamline audit process 
– Use Process Measures to evaluate people involved in audits 
• Corporate Goals: 
– Gather maintenance data in a standardized fashion 
– Perform data analysis to see trends in the maintenance data 
• Tasks:  
⎯ Check auditors’ status 
⎯ View Reports 
⎯ Prioritizing review reports 
⎯ Organize stuff 
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⎯ Assess Vendor  
⎯ Address CASE concerns 
⎯ Decide what meetings to attend 
⎯ Troubleshoot with Tech personnel 
⎯ Review Checklists 
⎯ Create Checklist 
⎯ Modify Checklist 
⎯ Perform data analysis  
⎯ Reject/Approve a supplier 
⎯ Oversee auditors 
⎯ Answer millions of questions 
⎯ Serve as technical expert on quality systems, ramp operations, fuel quality,    
      aircraft maintenance 
⎯ Manage employee time records 
⎯ Perform many tasks related to administrative support of employees 
⎯ Approve expense reports 
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Audits Manager - Persona  
Michael, the manager of the audits 
management department is a 47-year-old with 
always a lively smile on his face. Michael started 
off as a pilot with the Navy but after gaining 
considerable insights into the aircraft maintenance 
operations, soon shifted into the quality aspects of 
aircraft and rapidly, scaled heights in his career.  
After he got promoted as a manager, four years ago, Michael had begun to explore 
ways to use the audit data and assess vendor performance. He says that at managerial 
level, the responsibility is high and the growth of an organization is impacted by the 
way the available data on safety of the airline is utilized. 
He believes that he is deprived of a system which can help him in giving 
trends in the audit data so that he can identify the alert factors. As of now, Michael 
uses excel sheets to document the audit data per each vendor and performs bar-charts 
or pie-chart based on analysis of the data collected over several years. Michael 
identified a standard scale to compare the vendor’s performance and presented it in 
the meeting with the upper management to emphasize that he is looking for a system 
which analyzes data and can help him get rid of the tedious Excel activity while 
facilitating ease of use for his auditors. Michael is accommodative of the fact that his 
auditors are not technologically-savvy people with resistance towards technology. 
Hence he ensures to keep their life simple by taking suitable steps when introducing 
novelties into their work domain. Michael takes pride in his leadership capabilities 
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and works towards honing them which is apparent through the books like “How to 
Fine-Tune Your Managerial Skills” on his bookshelf.  
Michael’s Typical Work Day 
Michael starts his day by looking at his calendar for the day and prioritizes his work 
based on the meetings he decides to attend. Attending the meetings is not always 
interesting to Michael unless there is a telling issue to be resolved. Sometimes 
Michael has to make a couple of phone calls to resolve matters like vendor approval 
issues. Michael works with his auditors in scheduling them for the upcoming audits 
and maintains the schedule of all his auditors at all times. Michael says that the 
auditors perform their duty but it will be helpful to me if I can see how the audits are 
being done based on the data collected.  
Michael works on approving checklist modifications, audit reports and 
corrective actions that are residing in the mail. He made several requests for an 
automated audit management system and often feels deprived of a one stop center 
where he can perform all the activities pertaining to the audit management process. 
Although, Michael is pro-automation, he is concerned that too jazzy software will 
always develop a resistance in his auditors. Once home, Michael does not worry 
much about his office life but he does browse the web to find books on amazon.com 
about successful leadership skills or to upload his family photographs on 
www.snapfish.com. 
Subsequent to the generation of technical audits personas, one persona 
representing an internal auditor was developed. The personas reflected the difference in 
the attitude between a technical auditor and an internal auditor based on the data gathered. 
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For example, Thomas the technical auditor wants to be able to use the system his 
manager wants him to use and not feel stupid for lack of knowledge. On the other hand, 
Ivan the internal auditor, with ‘never ever quit’ attitude, wants to be able to figure out 
how to use the tool with more ease and share the knowledge with his fellow auditors 
which he takes pride in. He knows he is not too techno savvy but he believes that 
technology is important to get him where he wants to be. So the goals of Michael, the 
audits manager were to enforce automation in the work domain of his auditors while not 
complicating their life. The manager also wants to make progress towards improving 
safety of the airline by analyzing and interpreting the data collected and understanding 
trends in the maintenance errors. In his 5 years of manager life, he has been doing 
preliminary analysis using Excel sheets and is very excited about using this new 
WebSAT tool. With these varied goals in mind for each persona the team set off to 
explore the personas further. 
The team could not see any difference in the goals of a TA manager and an IA 
manager at a high level except for IA manager is concerned about departments with the 
airline company itself and TA manager is concerned about the performance of vendors 
who performance maintenance operations on the airline aircraft. Hence they both deal 
with two different work functions and hence are responsible for auditing different entities. 
No persona was created initially for Internal Audits Manager. 
Table 5 Internal Auditor Persona Skeleton 
Name: Ivan Vazsuez    
Age: 46  
Job: Sr.Audit Specialist for past 7 years at a pioneer airline company 
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Work place: Uses computer for 3 – 4 hours a day 
Home: Uses his home computer 3-4 hours a week  
Internet Experience: Moderate. Uses Google to find information on new gadgets, 
cannot trust the net for shopping but sometimes uses internet for online bill payments 
Computer proficiency: ‘I can learn on my own’ attitude. Moderate proficiency with 
Microsoft office and few report writing tools  
Technology: PC, 800 X 600 monitor, T1 Line 
Disabilities: Corrected Vision 
Computer Experience: High 
Family: Married with 2 kids -18 and 14 years old 
Hobbies: Travel with family, reading, camping, watching football 
Goals: To give a best assessment through the audit he performs 
Career Achievements: Received best auditor award consecutively three times from FAA 
for the years 2000, 2001 and 2002. Worked for the US Navy for 5 years and has been 
closely working in aviation field for substantial number of years 
Frustrations: Applications taking too long to load, finds hard to remember things and 
manipulating reports using excel and word is the worst of all. 
  Internal Auditor Persona 
Ivan Vasquez 
Sr. Audit Specialist, Internal Audits Dept. 
Quote: Can't we combine Excel and Word 
objects into one report? 
Attitude: Never Ever Quit 
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Ivan is a 46-year-old auditor. He has a big body and has been a pilot himself before 
he came into the maintenance aspect of aviation industry. His experience and 
diligence in the aviation maintenance field have earned him a promotion to the 
senior audit specialist five years ago. Conducting an audit is not a big deal says 
Ivan although he performs at least 30-35 audits a year, but preparing for an audit 
takes a lot of his time. Ivan takes pride of his job role as he says, “We try to get 
everybody on speed and on time.”  
Ivan is not too keen to know the technical details of the configuration of the 
computer he works with. For Ivan, computer is another tool that helps him get his 
job done easier. He taught himself to use the MS office and he takes assistance 
from his colleagues if it becomes difficult for him to find his way around while 
working with it. He hopes that the new data analysis tool being introduced by the 
management will save him the trouble of dealing with excel graphs and putting 
them into word documents. He hopes his job to get better with this tool. 
 
Ivan’s Typical Work Activities: 
While in the office, Ivan spends a lot of his of time on work scheduling, making phone 
calls, data entry, report generation, contacting the vendors, constructing travel itineraries 
and getting approval for travel itineraries and trip expenses. 
• Ivan goes to the regulatory website to pull the requisite material and highlights the 
important details along with the checklist portions on the hardcopy, which need to 
be modified. He updates himself by reading the reference materials and standards 
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pertinent to a particular audit. He is involved in planning, initiating checklists and 
reviewing manuals 
• Ivan modifies the checklist based on the current regulations and references. He 
uses the excel template to modify the checklist each time. 16 of the questions are 
common and are applicable to every audit that he performs. He types in about 35 
questions on this template. Typing these entire questions take a lot of his time and 
at the end he runs a spell check once he is done with the typing episode. 
• Once he works on the modification process, Ivan sends the checklist to the 
manager to seek his approval for the updated checklist.  
• Conducting the audit may take Ivan anywhere from 8 hours to 8 days based on the 
type of audit he is working on.  
• Upon completion of the audit, Ivan transcribes the audit data and generates a 
report along with the findings. Ivan sends this report to the auditee and others who 
need to be notified of the findings (manager, sr. manager, VP, etc.). There is a 
standard template for this report which is stored in the local area network which 
also has the information of the distribution list. Ivan also specifies the target date 
on or before which the auditee has to respond with his corrective actions. 
• Upon the receipt of corrective actions, Ivan closes the audit and feeds the database 
with the appropriate information. For those audits which are past-due, Ivan relies 
on the database to alarm him.  
• Ivan hates Excel which he has to use on a lot of occasions - for maintaining a 
schedule of his audits and those of his fellow auditors. It is hard to modify an 
existing file says Ivan.  
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Ivan’s Occasional Work Activities: 
• Ivan occasionally conducts data analysis when asked by the manager. He 
generates bar charts or pie charts using Excel because these charts are easy for 
him to interpret the data. This analysis includes total number of findings and 
percentage of repeat findings. 
Frustrations 
• Like Thomas, Ivan is also frustrated with having to remember too many 
passwords as he says, “I hope there is a way to deal with the whole password 
thing.” 
• Ivan is frustrated with the intranet system that he uses to enter audit data because 
every time he wants to start a new record for a new audit he has to navigate 
through all the old records by pressing an arrow key as many times as the number 
of records that exist. If by mistake he enters data in any of the already existing 
records (fields are editable), he will lose the data that has been already stored. 
Ivan has learnt this the hard way and has no other way to work around this. 
Goals 
• To keep him abreast with the new regulations and policies (read the manuals 
thoroughly)  
• To give a good assessment on the vendor through the audit that he conducts 
• To be perfection personified and give the best audit that he can 
Common Tasks between Ivan and Thomas: 
• Schedule audit (planning ahead of time) 
• Print audit checklist and enter data on this hardcopy while conducting the audit  
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• Transcribe checklist data into findings 
• Generate findings report and send it to the auditee and other required people  
• Search for audits  
• Start a new audit 
• Modify existing checklists in the system  
• Create new checklists into the system 
Both Ivan and Thomas deal with audit management processes and hence have these tasks 
in common. However, the frequencies with which they perform these tasks differ.  
It can be observed that the format of the Michael’s skeleton is different to the 
auditor persona skeleton. This format was adopted from the one proposed by Copper and 
Reimann (2003) who emphasized on the classification of user goals. The personas thus 
created were shown to the representative users from whom the survey data was collected. 
They were asked to validate how closely they could relate to the description given in the 
persona document (Pruitt and Adlin, 2006). The mean value obtained for the technical 
audits persona was 81.67% and the mean value obtained for the internal audits persona 
was 82.5% (Appendix 11). The manager of technical audits and internal audits conveyed 
their consensus when they were showed the auditing manager persona-Michael Karowski. 
Both of them could relate themselves approximately 75% to the manager persona. Thus 
the team validated and finalized the developed persona.  
Two other members were later recruited into the project team who were solely 
responsible for software development. The design team members’ involvement in the 
system design and development process was focused more on the user research, interface 
design, interaction design, and information architecture. Functionality development was 
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no longer the design team member’s responsibility. The designers communicated the low 
fidelity prototypes of the screen designs to the developers while they used them to create 
functional prototypes. There were several other scenarios which were uncovered by the 
developers while software development and the solutions to these problems were 
discussed by the team from a persona perspective. The team changed their decisions 
many times until they felt that the persona was satisfied. The scenarios for Thomas are 
documented (see Appendix 13 for examples of the scenarios). Screens were designed to 
accommodate the scenarios developed as described in the iterations below.   
Design of Technical Audits  
 Iteration I 
During the user testing session with the audit managers, the team identified that it is 
reasonable for an auditor after he logs in to see the “Start New Audit” page if there are no 
ongoing audits in his account. Otherwise an auditor after logging into WebSAT sees the 
“Resume Audit” page where he can see all the list of the audits that he is currently 
working on and click on any one audit to access its details (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Resume Audit 
Resume Audit:  
The resume audit page has a table listing all the current audits of the person who logged 
in. Upon clicking on the Audit ID link the auditor proceeds to view the details of the 
audit which give information on the vendor on which the audit is being conducted, 
vendor contact information, and information on the primary and secondary auditors 
responsible for the audit. This information can be edited and saved as shown in Figure 10 
below. The global navigation structure remains the same with all the links being visible 
from each page. When clicked on Save and Enter Data the auditor will be taken to a page 
where he can enter the checklist data. These were the designs the team had prior to 
creating personas. (Because the design team decided to use the persona methodology 
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after having starting the design process, the resume audit page, audit details page, view 
closed audits and start audit page were already designed but the data later gathered 
through personas was used in enhancing existing designs and creating new screen designs 
for the rest of the tasks of technical audits module).  
 
Figure 10. Audit Details 
The other tasks that could be achieved from this screen were printing the checklist 
associated with this audit or creating a report for this audit apart from choosing any of the 
top navigation links.  
Checklist Data Entry 
This page cannot be accessed from global navigations. When the auditor logs into 
WebSAT to continue entering audit data from where he left it off before he can resume 
the specific audit using “Resume Audit” page the following sequence of actions should 
take place 
Print Checklist || Create Report
©Human Computer Systems Laboratory, Department of Industrial Engineering, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634 
Primary 
Auditor Name
Audit Details 
(Country)      (Area)               (Phone) 
Email Address 
Contact Name 
Facility Name 
Primary Auditor ID
Start 
End Date
Audit Status
Facility ID 
Second Auditor
Auditor Information 
Phone
Facility Street 
Address
Contact Title 
Countr
Cit State Zip
–   –   
Fax: –   –   
.   
Pre-audit 
Post-audit 
Mail Out 
Audit ID 
Supplier/ Facility Information
Save and Enter Audit Data
Print Checklist || Create Report 12345678
Save
12345678
mm /dd / yyyy
mm /dd / yyyy
Is the Facility owned by FedEx? Y N
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Resume Audit ? View Audit Details ? View Checklist Data ? Edit Checklist Data 
Below the global navigation tabs, the Meta-data related to this audit is displayed as 
shown in the Figure 11 below. The design of this screen mimics the checklist template 
currently used by the auditor with each question being followed by the corresponding 
answer choice type. The “Edit Answers” button at the bottom of the page allows the 
auditor to go to editable version of the data. Each page shows 10 questions and the 
buttons “Previous” and “Next” are used to navigate from one page to another in 
backward and forward directions respectively. The first page will not show the 
“previous” button and the last page does not show “next” button. Instead the last page has 
“Submit and Return to Audit Details” which when clicked on allows the auditor to submit 
the data to the system and return to the Audit Details Page. If the auditor chooses “No” as 
the response to the checklist question automatically the ALI (aircraft level impact) drop 
down will appear using which the auditor can make a selection on the aircraft level 
impact category. The non-editable version allows only viewing the question and answers 
of the checklist.  
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Figure 11. Checklist Data Entry  
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Start Audit 
The screen shown in Figure 12 below was designed for starting a new audit on a specific 
vendor.  
WebSAT
Web-based Surveillance & Auditing Tool
©Human Computer Systems Laboratory, Department of Industrial Engineering, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634
Checklists
View Checklist
Modify Checklist
Create Checklist
Summary Findings
Data AnalysisReports
Submit
Vendor Site/
Supplier Name
Audit Type
Auditor Name
Auditor ID
Start Date mm /dd / yyyy
Detailed 
Analysis
View Audit
Resume Audit
Start Audit
Audit Tasks
Start Audit 
Log Out
FedEx / nwa /Air Carrier Technical Audits Module
Summary Report
Comprehensive 
Report
*
(fields with * are required)
 
Figure 12. Start Audit  
‘Audit type’ and vendor are the required fields for which the auditor needs to provide 
information before he can proceed. If the auditor does not provide a start date in the given 
text field the system assumes the current date as the start date. Once the information is 
submitted to the system by hitting on the Submit button the auditor is taken to the Audit 
Details screen which is shown in Figure 10. 
*
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View Closed Audits 
If the auditor wants to look at the past audits he could use the view closed audits link to 
go to a page with a list of closed audits e displayed in a chronological descending order 
as shown in Figure 13. The audits for past two years will be shown in a grid structure 
similar to Resume Audit page where the Audit ID link can be used to select a specific 
audit. If the user wants to view audits that are not in this list, search options are provided 
below for choosing the criterion which retrieves the audits of his interest.  
 
Figure 13. View Closed Audits 
View Checklist 
This page allows the user to select a checklist type and the checklist revision using the 
drop-down menu provided as shown in Figure 14 below. The checklist questions are 
displayed in the subsequent screen which can be printed in a printer friendly version.  
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Figure 14. Checklist Selection for Viewing Checklist 
 
Figure 15. View Checklist  
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Modify Checklist 
This screen was designed subsequent to the creation of personas. The following scenarios 
were created to come up with design solutions for Thomas’s needs.  
Scenario: “Michael, the manager tells Thomas to modify the Ramp-operations checklist 
based on the new regulations and policies. Thomas wants to look at the current version 
and mark changes on the hardcopy before he makes the modification on the system. 
Thomas logs into WebSAT and prints the hard copy of the checklist. He goes through the 
new regulations and marks the changes on the hard copy. He comes back to WebSAT and 
chooses the Modify Checklist option. He is taken to a screen where he can select the 
audit type and the checklist version. He finds out that the default version is the latest and 
leaves that option as it is. He chooses 'Proceed to Modify Checklist’ option and the 
checklist screen is displayed on the screen. The category name and the process measure 
are shown on top of each category of questions. Thomas looks at the options to 'Modify', 
'Insert', and 'Delete' each question. He chooses the delete option below question # 2 after 
which the system asks for confirmation on deleting the question. He confirms his action 
and is taken to the new question 2 which was earlier question # 3.” 
The UI shown in Figure 16 was designed to select a checklist for modification. If 
an auditor already started modification he can see it in the grid shown below his name 
and can retrieve it by clicking on the link provided to the version number. The auditor 
can also use the audit type drop-down menu if he wishes to choose any other checklist for 
modification. 
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Figure 16. Checklist selection page for modification 
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Figure 17. Checklist Modification – Screen Design 
Continuation Scenario: “Thomas now wants to modify question # 5 which in his 
hardcopy is numbered 6. He chooses the modify option provided next to the question. He 
is taken to a screen which shows an editable version of the chosen question. He modifies 
the question description and also changes the reference using the respective fields. He 
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does not alter the process measure. He chooses the answer type associated with the 
question and submits it. The system asks Thomas for confirmation on the modification 
made to question 5 and upon confirmation takes him back to the checklist page on which 
the modifications done are reflected.” 
Continuation Scenario: Thomas wants to insert a new question between two questions. 
This question has several sub-questions. He chooses the Insert option after question 3 and 
is taken to a new page where he can enter the question description as shown in Figure 18. 
(Sub-scenario: If he selects to insert between two categories to confirm which category 
the question should belong to the system asks for confirmation as shown in Figure 17.) 
Subsequently, he chooses the answer type for this question as “Sub-questions” upon 
which 4 fields appear to type in the sub-question descriptions. He provides with the group 
title for this section of sub-questions and proceeds with adding another group of sub-
questions. While entering data he decides to remove a particular sub-question. He selects 
the required sub-question and deletes the selected item. Thomas submits the entered 
information to the system and he is provided with an error message that the reference has 
not been entered. He proceeds to enter the reference and then clicks the submit button 
upon which he is taken back to the checklist page along with the new question that has 
been inserted. 
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Figure 18. Insert Question  
Create New Checklist 
Here is a scenario which explains the purpose of creating a new checklist. The airline 
management has decided to do business with vendors who provide service for “Tool 
Calibration.” The airline never did business with vendors for Tool Calibration before. So 
Michael the audits manager delegates his most efficient auditor Thomas to come up with 
a new checklist for this new audit type “Tool Calibration.” Thomas after doing his 
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research logs into WebSAT to start creating this checklist. He clicks on the “Create New 
Checklist” link and finds the new audit type created by his manager which is awaiting 
checklist creation as shown in Figure 19.  
 
Figure 19. Select a Checklist for Creation  
Thomas sees the screen as shown in Figure 20 after choosing Tool Calibration for 
creating the checklist where he is asked for information on the category name he wants to 
enter for the checklist. Thomas can choose from the existing list or can enter a new 
category name. If Thomas enters a new category name, then the system asks for Process 
Measure Selection for the new category specified. Thomas can then specify the number 
of questions in that category and proceed to the screen where he can enter questions for 
that particular category. The team discussions before coming to a consensus revolved 
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around the task flow of creating a checklist. Two different task flows were discussed by 
the team initially. 
1. Thomas enters or chooses a category name and specifies the number of questions 
to be entered in each category ? The number of data entry fields for entering 
questions will be based on what Thomas entered in the previous step. Thomas 
enters questions in this screen which also provides him with options to delete a 
question or add a new question and specify the question type. After completing 
the data entry of all questions for this category Thomas proceeds with adding a 
new category. The entire process repeats once Thomas adds a new category. After 
completion of entering all the checklist questions Thomas submits it to the 
manager for approval. 
2. Thomas enters a category name and proceeds without entering the number of 
questions. Subsequently, he can enter one question at a time and proceed with 
completing the task by choosing to add a new question as many times as the 
number of questions. The disadvantage with this thought process was that if there 
are 133 questions in a checklist Thomas needs to choose to add a new question at 
least 132 times. In the previous task flow Thomas specifies the number of 
questions even before he starts data entry.  
 
Figure 20. Create New Checklist Category Selection 
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There were several scenarios that needed to be accommodated by the design. For 
example, Thomas after creating few categories might want to preview the checklist. Also, 
Thomas might want to navigate from one category to another to delete, add, modify or 
simply view the questions. Based on the different tasks Thomas would encounter while 
creating a new checklist, the team came up with the design as shown in Figure 21. 
However, the team struggled with the placement of so many action buttons that are 
required on this screen. 
The team when looked at the solution from Thomas’s perspective, identified that 
Thomas cannot easily embrace this solution. The modifications to this solution will be 
discussed in Iteration 2.  
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Figure 21. Create New Checklist – Questions per Category 
Reports 
Through the work flow analysis of Thomas it was apparent that Thomas after conducting 
an audit summarizes his findings and sends it to the corresponding vendor through e-mail 
and copies his manager on that e-mail. So the team had two scenarios with respect to 
report generation.  
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1. Thomas is entering audit data and wants to generate a report after he is done with 
entering 50 responses out of 117 to see how the report looks like. He finds a 
generate report option while on the checklist data entry page. 
2. Thomas is planning a trip to Venice to conduct an audit on the SACO Fuel 
Vendor. Thomas wants to view the past audit findings of SACO before he plans 
his audit. Thomas logs into WebSAT and generates the audit report for 2005 
SACO fuel audit which was conducted by his fellow auditor Nicole. 
The design team felt that “Summary Report” and “Comprehensive Report” need not be 
two separate links in the global navigation tabs. Instead “Audit Report” can replace these 
two links and the level of details required to generate the report can be specified within 
the “Audit Report” page. The design solutions are shown below for each scenario.  
Storyboard for audit report generation includes Figures 22, 23, 24, and 25. 
 
Figure 22. Choose Options for Generating an Audit Report  
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Figure 23. Search Results of Audits for Generating an Audit Report 
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Figure 24. Selecting Audit Report Content - Screen Design 
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Figure 25. E-mail Audit Report with selected content 
The team after exploring the data analysis scenarios got rid of the data analysis tab and 
came up with “vendor assessment report” link which when accessed allows the user to 
perform data analysis at different levels. This link was grouped with the audit report in 
the reports tab. The links “summary findings” and “detailed analysis” in the data analysis 
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tab were not necessary anymore as the vendor assessment report will allow selection of 
the criteria to perform analysis. 
Vendor Assessment Report 
Scenario for vendor assessment: Thomas is making his travel arrangements to conduct an 
audit on the SASCO vendor. He has not worked with this vendor for a while and has 
decided to look at the audit data for the past 4 years. He decides to perform analysis of 
SASCO audit data which would help him focus on vital areas during the audit. Thomas is 
very uncomfortable remembering the passwords for different applications that he uses at 
work. He is glad that the password for WebSAT comes very natural to him without 
having to look at the post-its he has on his desk to pull up the password. He logs into 
WebSAT. Thomas clicks on the vendor assessment link in the data analysis tab which 
takes him to a new page. On this page, he identifies that there are several ways of 
analysis and chooses to perform vendor assessment overtime. In this section, Thomas 
identifies “SASCO” and sets the date range of the audits on which he seeks the analysis. 
Subsequently, Thomas submits this information. Thomas is essentially looking for an 
index that helps him understand the vendor’s performance over the past 4 years and help 
him compare to the ideal standards. Thomas looks at the report presented to him by the 
system which contains details on the vendor and the audits on which data analysis is 
performed. Thomas finds the vendor performance score over 4 years and the vendor 
rejection rate on a comparative scale. Thomas also is provided with the distribution of the 
rejection rate for each of the process measures in a chart format. He reviews this 
information which helps him identify the weak areas of the vendor. Having gathered all 
the required information, Thomas sends a copy of the report to his manager and prints it 
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for further review during his travel. Thomas is concerned if the report has too many pages 
as it will not be handy for him to review while in travel.  
Other Vendor Assessment Scenarios - Analysis of a Single Closed Audit  
Thomas receives an e-mail form his manager Michael Karowski asking for details on the 
ramp audit that he conducted 2 months ago. Thomas quickly logs into WebSAT and 
selects the vendor evaluation link in data analysis tab which takes him to a new page. On 
this page, he identifies that there are several ways of analysis and chooses to perform 
“vendor assessment specific to an audit”. In this section, Thomas provides information to 
the system on the appropriate “Ramp Vendor” and is still looking for the other options 
through which he could specify the audit information. He finds a field in which he could 
provide the audit start date and another in which he could provide the auditor name. He 
sees “Thomas Wilson” appearing in the auditor name field as default and leaves it 
without changing. He specifies the audit start date and subsequently, submits this 
information. Thomas is essentially looking for an index that helps him understand the 
vendor’s performance in that particular audit. Thomas looks at the report presented to 
him by the system which contains details on the vendor and the audit information. 
Thomas finds the vendor performance score for that particular audit and also is provided 
with the distribution of the rejection rate for each of the process measures in a chart 
format.  
Analysis based on a single process measure 
“Thomas is not interested in the analysis of audits conducted by other audits.  However, 
he is interested in assessing the “Safety” process measure with respect to his vendor.” 
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Based on the last year audit data, Thomas decides to review vendor’s performance on this 
process measure. He logs into WebSAT. Thomas clicks on the vendor evaluation link in 
the data analysis tab which takes him to a new page. On this page, he identifies that there 
are several ways of analysis and chooses to perform vendor assessment for a process 
measure. In this section, Thomas identifies “SASCO”, selects the process measure – 
Safety and sets the date range of the audits on which he seeks the analysis. Subsequently, 
Thomas submits this information. Thomas is essentially looking for an index that helps 
him understand the vendor’s performance for this process measure and help him compare 
to the ideal standards. Thomas looks at the report presented to him by the system which 
contains details on the vendor and the audits on which data analysis is performed.  
 
 
Figure 26. Options for Vendor Assessment 
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Figure 27. Selection of audits displayed based on specified criteria 
 
Figure 28. Vendor Rejection Rate – Numerical and Graphical Information 
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Figure 29. Vendor Rejection Rate for Various Data Categorization Schemes 
Manager Screens 
Apart from being able to see what the auditor does, Michael is also responsible for 
approving any modifications made to existing checklists or new checklists that are 
created. So a link named “approve checklist” was included in the checklists tab for 
manager which allows him to go through the approval process. The scenario for approve 
checklist is given below: 
Thomas modified a checklist to suit the new requirements for the SASCO audit he will be 
conducting in two weeks. Thomas submitted the modified checklist to Michael. Michael 
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logs into WebSAT and clicks on “Approve Checklist” link to see if there are any 
checklists awaiting his approval. 
At this point, the team thought of a scenario where Michael would be interested in getting 
a notification if checklists are awaiting his approval rather than he going to the approval 
checklist to find out. To accommodate this, the team came up with a solution where the 
auditor when submits the checklist to manager for approval, an automatic e-mail will be 
sent to the manager that the checklist is awaiting approval and the auditor will receive a 
copy of the e-mail. The storyboard for checklist approval scenario is given below.  
Administration Tab: The team identified the latent needs of a manager which gives him 
privileges to add information on a new auditor to the WebSAT auditing system or modify 
current information on an auditor or remove an auditor who no longer belongs to the 
audits group. The same features were also considered with regard to modifying 
information regarding new audit types and existing audit types and new vendors and 
existing vendors. The manager sometimes wants to do these tasks himself than go to the 
system administrator.  Keeping this in view, three primary tasks were identified as shown 
below  
? Edit Auditors Information 
? Edit Vendors Information 
? Edit Audit Types Information 
Each of these tasks is further divided into Add, Modify and Remove catering to adding a 
new entity to the system or modifying existing information or removing a current entity.  
Through an interview session it came up that the manger might be interested in re-
assigning auditors responsible for an audit because of some inevitable circumstances like 
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the primary auditor of the audit falling sick. Without this flexibility if an audit is tied up 
to an auditor and in a situation when the auditor is absent then there will be no way to 
complete the audit in WebSAT until the primary auditor comes back. The screen designs 
for Administration Tab are given below.  
 
Figure 30. Add a New Auditor to WebSAT System  
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Figure 31. Remove an auditor from WebSAT system 
Once the manager selects an auditor from the drop-down menu and clicks on Delete the 
Auditor button a confirmation message pops up to verify if the manager is sure about his 
action to delete the auditor. Upon confirmation the system deletes the selected auditor 
from WebSAT which means that all the auditors conducted by the deleted auditor in past 
will still exist in records but for any new audits the auditor name will not be available and 
his account will be disabled.  
 The screen design to select an auditor to modify his information is similar to that 
of Remove auditor as shown in Figure 31. However, once the manager makes his 
selection the information of the auditor gets displayed in editable fashion which is similar 
to Figure 30.  
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Figure 32. Select an auditor to modify the information  
To re-assign an audit to another auditor the team identified that primarily the system 
needs to recognize the audit. The different sources of information which can help the 
system recognize the audit are the Audit ID, auditor name, or the vendor on whom the 
audit is being conducted. The manager is also required to specify the auditor name and 
identify whether he is the primary auditor or the secondary auditor. Accordingly, the 
screens shown in Figure 34 was designed to select the audits the manager is interested in 
reassigning the auditors. If the manager selects a particular auditor name and also 
identifies him as the secondary auditor then the system will display all audits on which 
the selected auditor is a secondary auditor. On this screen the manager can re-assign the 
secondary auditor of one or more audits. After the manager changes the assignment, a 
confirmation message is provided to the manager. Similarly, if the manager selects the 
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auditor as primary auditor in Figure 33 then all the audits on which the specified auditor 
is primary auditor are displayed as shown in Figure 34 where he can reassign an auditor.  
 
Figure 33. Select audits for re-assigning the auditors 
 
Figure 34. Re-assign auditors on various audits – screen design 
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Iteration II and III 
Resume Audit: When Thomas clicks on resume audit link, the system displays to him a 
list of audits that he is currently working on. Once he chooses to select any one of the 
audits he will be taken to a screen where the audit details of the selected audit are 
displayed. After viewing the details and making any changes if necessary, Thomas can 
proceed to the checklist data entry page from this screen by clicking on “Proceed to Enter 
Checklist Answers” button in the Audit Details page. However, it became apparent that 
Thomas might be interested in audit details once or twice while he is conducting the audit 
but the primary reason for him to resume an audit is to continue where he left the data 
entry from. But to go to checklist data entry screen Thomas has to pass through Audit 
Details even if he is not interested in this screen. So to avoid this two step process the 
team came up with the design shown in Figure 35 below. This design enables Thomas to 
click on Audit ID to go to Audit Details or click on audit type to go to checklist data 
entry page. After verifying this solution against Thomas Persona, the team came to a 
consensus that this solution involved learning. 
 During the course of the product development other scenarios arose which 
required that the auditor explicitly associate a checklist to an audit instead of the system 
hooking the standard checklist based on audit type selected when an audit is started. 
From a database point of view, this resulted in checklist versions being associated with 
auditors and audits. This scenario required an auditor to be able to retrieve the checklist 
version he is responsible for. For example, Thomas modified a checklist and associated 
this checklist to a fuel audit he will be performing on Bombay-Boss shortly. So a latent 
need for Thomas was recognized in this scenario that Thomas might want to be able to 
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retrieve the checklist version that was or is being used for a particular audit. Hence the 
team members thought of introducing one more link in the resume audit table which 
allows the auditor to directly view the checklist version associated to that particular audit. 
However, after doing a cognitive walkthrough with Thomas persona, the researcher 
identified that Thomas will be confused by this solution and will have a negative affect 
on WebSAT system. Using the persona for a cognitive walkthrough turned out very 
helpful to convince the design team members.  
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Figure 35. Resume Audit – Iteration II 
Start New Audit The Start Audit link label was changed to Start New Audit for better 
understanding. Earlier the design team considered the scenario where one auditor can 
start an audit for another auditor. But focus groups conducted with the end users both 
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auditors and managers revealed that an auditor cannot start an audit for his colleague. 
Hence the auditor name drop down menu was changed to a label which displays the name 
of the auditor who is logged in and cannot be edited. Once the required information is 
submitted to start a new audit, according to Iteration I the auditor will be taken to the 
audit details page. But in iteration II the team encountered the scenario where the auditor 
has to explicitly make a checklist association. For example, not always the auditor will 
use a standard checklist. There are times when the auditor makes certain modifications 
and would want to use the modified checklist instead of the latest standard checklist for 
the audit. So after starting an audit the next task in the work flow is to select a checklist to 
conduct the audit. Sometimes, the auditor might start a new audit in WebSAT and then 
decide to make modifications to WebSAT. So this scenario was also considered while 
designing the screen shot for checklist association.  
 
Figure 36. Start New Audit – Iteration II 
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The scenario description for checklist association is given below.  
Thomas logs into WebSAT to start a new audit. He clicks on the 'start new audit' link. He 
clicks on it and finds that there are a couple of required fields. He selects the audit type, 
and the vendor name using the given options. He sees his name as the default in the 
auditor name field and leaves it as it is. Now that he knows the start date he also enters 
that information. He also sees that there is a required field which says "Do you want to 
select a checklist for this audit?" and has forced responses with options as Yes, No (in a 
drop down with default as Select One). He selects “Yes” as the option and proceeds to 
"Checklist Association" page. 
 
Figure 37. Checklist Association – Iteration II 
The team during brainstorming sessions identified that it will be useful to the auditor to 
be able to select a checklist for modification from this screen itself. So apart from 
previewing a checklist, modify option was also provided as shown in Figure 38. The team 
identified that asking the question “Would you like to select a checklist for this audit” on 
“Start New Audit” screen, was not intuitive to Thomas as it should be made a required 
field to force a response from Thomas. The team avoided that question and instead, once 
Thomas provides the required information to start audit the system will take him to the 
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next task in the work flow which is to select a checklist for that audit. The auditor if still 
needs to work on the checklist he intends to use for this audit he can click on the button 
“Later” on the Checklist Association page which allows him to skip checklist selection at 
that point of time. Whether the auditor clicks on Submit or Later he will be taken to the 
Audit Details page. The Audit Details page reflects whether a checklist has been selected 
for the audit or not as shown in Figure 39.  
 
Figure 38. Checklist Association Iteration III 
Audit Details: In Iteration II, the Audit Details screen appeared as shown in Figure 39 
when checklist association was made. From this screen, the auditor cannot proceed to 
enter checklist data but he can either edit the content on this screen or proceed to make a 
checklist selection. However, if a checklist selection is made then the Audit Details 
screen appears as shown in Figure 40 and the capability to preview the checklist for that 
audit is also provided in the Audit Details screen. If Thomas chooses a wrong checklist 
he can use Select a Different Checklist feature provided on the Audit Details screen to 
modify his selection. Figure 41. shows the editable version of the audit details screen.  
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Figure 39. Audit Details – when No Checklist is selected for this audit 
 
Figure 40. Audit Details – Checklist Selection Made 
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Figure 41. Edit Audit Details  
The Add Another Contact link on the Edit Audit Details Screen allows the auditor to add 
extra information if there is more than one contact person at the vendor location. Figure 
42. shows the screen design for adding an additional contact information can be added.  
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Figure 42. Edit Audit Details Screen to Add More Contact Information 
View Closed Audit: This link was renamed as Search Audits. Search Audits enables to 
search both closed and open audits. Hence in this iteration the list of audits displaying the 
audits for past 2 years was eliminated and only the search options were retained to reduce 
clutter as shown in Figure 43. Through Search Audits, the audit data of any ongoing audit 
can only be viewed but cannot be edited by auditors who are not responsible for the audit. 
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Figure 43. Search Audits 
View Checklist 
In iteration II, the view checklist included a table listing ongoing audits of the auditor 
who logged in and a link was provided to the checklist associated to that particular audit. 
This solution accommodates the following scenario as shown in Figure 44. 
Thomas is heading out to conduct an audit on TEMPCO fuel vendor for which he wishes 
to print out the appropriate checklist. As he logs into WebSAT he sees 'View Checklist' 
link in the checklists tab and clicks on it. He sees a table with a list of audits and 
associated checklists. He sees through the various fields of the table and identifies the 
audit he is looking for based on the vendor name and its status. He clicks on the checklist 
link and a pop-up window opens asking if he wants to open, or save the PDF document of 
the checklist or cancel the action. He chooses to open the checklist. He views the 
checklist and selects the print option from the file menu to print the checklist.  
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If Thomas wants to find other checklist revisions that do not exist in this table, he can use 
the search options provided to look up the checklist. 
 
Figure 44. View Checklist 
New Audit Type Checklist: The Create New Checklist was renamed as New Audit Type 
Checklist as it was identified that Thomas refers to modifying existing checklist as 
creating a checklist. Hence to avoid confusion a name which is more explicit and unique 
to the goal was identified. The goal of Create New Checklist was to be able to create a 
checklist for a new audit type that will be introduced in future. Thomas more often 
modifies a checklist than creating an all together new one. Keeping that in mind, there is 
only one option for Thomas which states Modify checklist.  
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The screen design for create new checklist in iteration 1 has several buttons in one page 
which allows Thomas to take several actions. The positioning of the buttons enforces 
Thomas to commit errors. There is no logical task flow to the solution provided in 
iteration 1. If Thomas wants to see the list of all categories at once it is not possible. In 
view of this, the team came up with another solution according to which, once Thomas 
selects the checklist he needs to create, Thomas then starts the process by creating a 
category. Once he adds the first category he will proceed to the summary page which 
displays high-level information of the checklist as shown in Figure 47.  
 
Figure 45. Checklist Selection for New Audit Type Checklist Creation 
In Figure 45, we can see that there are two tables. If there are any checklists that the 
auditor already had submitted the status of approval will be shown either as request for 
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modification or awaiting approval. If the checklist gets approved a notification will be 
sent by e-mail but the auditor will not see the top table. The other table, however, has list 
of new audit types for which checklists need to be created. After selecting the checklist 
for creation, the auditor sees the screen as shown in Figure 46. This design is not different 
to the one shown in iteration 1, Figure 20. However, instead of using a Go button to 
proceed to the subsequent task of adding question descriptions, Thomas is now required 
to Proceed to the Checklist Summary page which is shown in Figure 47. 
 
Figure 46. Choose Category Name  
 
Figure 47. Checklist Summary Page 
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The Checklist Summary page allows Thomas to click on the name of a category and 
proceed to it directly. He can add or delete a category from this page. The checklist can 
be previewed or submitted to the manager from this page. All these functions were 
present on the question description page in the earlier iteration. However, this solution, 
based on task flow, segregates the functions in two different pages thereby not only 
reducing clutter, but also making the work flow and task flow more apparent to Thomas. 
This solution was motivated totally from Thomas’s perspective. The designs generated 
were walked through using Thomas persona and solutions were identified by trying to 
solve Thomas’s difficulties in embracing the provided solution.  
 
Figure 48. Checklist Question Descriptions. 
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As shown in Figure 48, this screen allows question descriptions to be entered in the text 
boxes provided under Questions header and enter its reference in the corresponding text 
box. Questions can also be deleted by selecting them using the checkbox provided next to 
each question and clicking on the delete button. If a question has sub-questions, more 
items or group of items can be added using add sub-items or add group links. Items can 
be deleted by selecting the items using the checkboxes provided next to each item and 
clicking on the delete button. A group can be deleted by clicking on Delete Group link.  
Resume Audit / Checklist Data Entry / Audit Details: There was one more iteration to the 
resume audit page. The researcher still was not convinced that Thomas would easily 
memorize that the two links in the audits table will lead to two different pages. Once the 
team got convinced about Thomas’s perspective of checklist data entry being a primary 
task, the team came up with a solution which enabled Thomas to see things upfront and 
make deliberate selections than clicking and then identifying what it is about? Based on 
this solution resume audit page had two child tabs – checklist data entry and audit details 
as shown in Figure 49. As soon as a person logs in, if he has ongoing audits he will land 
in Resume Audit page with default tab being Checklist Data Entry. Because the Checklist 
Data Entry tab is selected, the auditor when clicks on the Audit ID he will be taken to the 
checklist data entry page. However, if he wants to view the Audit Details, he can click on 
the tab and the same list of audits gets displayed and upon clicking on a particular Audit 
ID, the auditor will go to audit details page.  
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Figure 49. Resume Audit with two tabs 
Checklist Data Entry 
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Figure 50. Checklist Data Entry 
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Corrective Actions 
Once an audit has been conducted and the report is sent to the vendor, the vendor is 
required to respond to the auditor within the specified target date with the corrective 
actions for the reported findings. Currently, this process takes place by e-mail and fax. 
The vendor sends the hardcopies of the required material which substantiated his 
corrective actions through fax and some transactions take place through e-mail. In other 
words, the vendor might ask for more time through e-mail or if the corrective actions are 
more verbal in nature than sends a document through e-mail stating those actions. If 
supporting material such as certificates need to be provided then the vendor sends the 
material through facsimile. However, WebSAT in this iteration made an assumption that 
vendor will not have access to WebSAT even partially and hence vendor is not a direct 
user. The design team intended to address this issue by collecting the supporting 
materials in the same fashion and documenting the auditor’s approval of those corrective 
actions in WebSAT. The screen design shown in Figure 51 provides with details on the 
corrective actions approval process. 
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Figure 51. Corrective Actions Approval Screen 
The expected date of corrective actions that is specified in audit report is automatically 
picked up by the system and displayed in this screen as shown in Figure 50. If the auditor 
still is not satisfactory with any of the corrective actions, and marks it as No with 
comments, the next time he comes to the screen the previous comments are shown in 
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non-editable version and he can mark his decision once again and add comments in the 
text field provided.  
Audit Planning 
Audit planning task was identified more from a research perspective and was meant for 
manager to be able to plan the different parameters for an audit and identify the predicted 
rejection rate for the audit that is going to be conducted based on the risk model 
developed using historical data as shown in Figure 52. However this task was retained for 
user testing to get the auditor’s perspective and feedback on this scenario.  
 
Figure 52. Audit Planning Screen Design 
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Figure 53. Predicted Response Rate for Audit Planning 
Design of Internal Audits 
As mentioned earlier, the internal audits process is very much similar to the technical 
audits process. Apart from taking into consideration the different checklists related to the 
different departments that need to be audited on a periodical basis, the team through their 
observation sessions identified that the checklist modification is done by the internal 
auditor more often than the technical auditor. In other words, Ivan the internal auditor 
modifies the checklist thoroughly each time he conducts an audit. Yearly, an internal 
auditor can conduct anywhere between 20 – 35 audits. Hence it is a very important task 
in his job role. However, Thomas, the technical auditor modifies a checklist very rarely 
and most often uses a template. Even when he does, it is very minor modification.  
Modify Checklist Task Flow gathered from an observation session: It was observed that 
the internal auditor uses a MS Excel template to store checklist data and modify them 
when necessary. Each checklist has anywhere between 50 – 100 questions. The first 16 
questions are always retained while the rest all of them will be selected using a mouse at 
once and the delete key on the key pad will be pressed which results in deleting all the 
questions.  
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All the solutions that were developed for technical module were verified to see if they 
suit Ivan, the internal auditor. It was identified that Ivan will encounter a lot of frustration 
with the Modify checklist solution that was designed for Thomas. The technical audits 
design solution has Modify, Insert and Delete link next to each question. If Ivan has to 
use this solution he has to click on the delete link as many times as the number of 
questions he wants to delete. Hence the team got back to the drawing board to come up 
with a different solution as shown in Figure 54.  
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Figure 54. Modify Checklist Solution for Internal Auditor, Ivan 
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New Department Checklist 
The new audit type checklist creation task screen designs from technical audits were used 
for new department checklist creation task. However, the task flow for creating a new 
checklist overlaps with the modify checklist process partially. So to keep the user 
experience consistent within each work function, the screen in which the user enters and 
modifies the checklist questions were designed following the modify checklist design 
solutions as shown in Figures 55 and 56. 
 
Figure 55. Department Selection for Creating New Department Checklist 
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Figure 56. Choosing Sections for Creating New Checklist 
CHAPTER 5 
User Testing Of Auditing Modules 
Methods 
Subjects 
Four auditors and one manager from the technical audits work group were involved 
through user testing for evaluation of the technical audits module. Evaluation of internal 
audits module also involved four auditors and one manager from the internal audits work 
group through user testing. The participants recruited for this study are real-time users of 
WebSAT responsible for the auditing systems and procedures of external vendors and in-
house departments and, as such, accurately represent the user population.  
Procedure 
The participants were asked through e-mail to participate in the user testing. Two 
researchers conducted the experiment, beginning with the subjects being given a brief 
introduction about the purpose of the testing before each user session. The subjects then 
completed the consent form found in Appendix 13, after which the first task began. The 
users had no familiarity with the tools prior to this point, and they were not helped while 
they performed the task. Any clarification required was provided in terms of task 
instructions, with their questions being answered only at the end of the session. The tasks 
were given in the order of the lifecycle of an audit process. Hence, all the users 
performed the tasks in the same order.  
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Stimulus 
The team was provided with a cubicle at the company’s QA Department to setup the 
equipment required for testing. The WebSAT application was presented to the users on a 
19” Dell color monitor, and a standard Dell keypad and optical mouse were used as the 
input devices. The application was initially loaded on a Dell Inspiron 700 m laptop 
because of its portability, and the peripheral devices were connected to it.  However, 
since the representative users do not regularly work with laptops, the standard input and 
output devices were ones they were familiar with.   
Tasks  
All subjects were asked to complete the following tasks in the order listed below (see 
Appendix 14 for the scenario descriptions presented to the subjects): 
1. Retrieve vendor X’s past audit findings 
2. Start a new audit on vendor X 
3. Select a checklist for the new audit started 
4. Print the checklist selected for vendor X to use for conducting the audit 
5. Enter findings for the new audit started 
6. Identify the regulation standard for the question given on the specified checklist 
7. Categorize the audit findings in terms of ALI and OC 
8. Generate the audit report based on the audit conducted and send it to vendor X 
9. Approve corrective actions 
10. Find vendor contact information 
11. Find the different audit types 
12. Find the audit status  
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13. Find help information   
 
14. Create a new checklist for the new audit type 
 
15. Modify the checklist given and submit it to the manager for approval 
16. Perform data analysis 
Data Collection 
Performance measures determining the efficiency and effectiveness of user performance 
were measured in this study. Specifically, the time taken to complete each task was 
obtained. If the user was unable to complete a particular task after initial attempts, it was 
counted as not accomplished. In addition, qualitative feedback was acquired through the 
think-aloud technique and the satisfaction ratings obtained through the After Scenario 
Questionnaire (ASQ) developed by Lewis. A summative evaluation of the tool was 
conducted by administering a SUMI questionnaire at the end of each session. 
Results and Analysis 
The findings obtained from the field study of the user testing of the WebSAT auditing 
modules were compared to the target specifications to determine if the system met the 
user requirements as shown in Appendix 15. The results from the ASQ, which rated the 
user satisfaction with the system after every task on a scale of 1 to 7 (1 indicating very 
satisfied and 7 very dissatisfied), signify that the users were highly satisfied with the 
system for most of the tasks (see Appendix 16). Specifically, the average after- scenario 
questionnaire rating for the 12 tasks ranged between 1 and 2, indicating that the users 
were very highly satisfied with the ease-of-use and the amount of time needed to perform 
each of these tasks. Most users did not give any rating to the third item (satisfaction with 
online support or help information provided for that particular task) in the ASQ because 
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they did not use the online help to perform the task. The average after- scenario 
questionnaire ratings were computed for each task as the three ratings for each task were 
highly correlated. It can be observed from Appendix 17 that the average rating for the 12 
tasks ranged between 1 and 2, indicating that the users were very highly satisfied with the 
ease-of-use and the amount of time needed to perform each of these tasks. Except for 
scenario 10 which is to identify vendor contact information, the remaining tasks received 
an ASQ rating ranging between 1 and 3. These results suggest that even though the users 
did not have a familiarization session with the tool, it is very user-friendly and satisfies 
the users in accomplishing their goals. With increased use, the users will become more 
comfortable and adept with the tool. In addition, the system met its performance 
specifications for all metrics except Metric 2, which was assessed by Scenario 10. In this 
scenario the user was required to identify the vendor’s contact information, with Metric 2 
measuring the performance of the system in satisfying this requirement (see Appendix 6). 
As can be seen in Appendix 17, approximately 40% of the users were able to complete 
this scenario. The reason that less than 50% were successful is that the mental model of 
the designers was different from that of the users’ in this situation. The designers 
provided the capability to view and modify the vendor contact information in the audit 
details screen, meaning that the auditor has to look for an audit conducted on a specific 
vendor and retrieve its details to view the vendor contact information. Auditors, on the 
other hand, looked for a more obvious and direct link for finding vendor contact 
information, logical because before they conduct an audit they contact the vendor; hence, 
most of the them thought that the Audit Planning hyperlink would facilitate their 
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retrieving vendor contact information. The other 11 scenarios were completed by all the 
users.   
 While the system exceeded ideal values of the metrics in some cases, for example 
in generating an audit report and sending it to the vendor, in most other cases, it satisfied 
the marginal values (see Appendix 15). However, during testing it was found that the 
auditors occasionally wanted to attach files along with entering textual data for audit 
findings during checklist data entry. This capability was provided and implemented in the 
next iteration, which was the final one. 
 All the users expressed that they would rather receive corrective actions from the 
vendor electronically than through the manual procedure, and they would also prefer the 
vendor to be able to view the auditor’s feedback on these actions. To address this 
suggestion, the corrective actions process was modified as seen in Figures 57, 58, and 59.   
 
Figure 57. Vendor Access Portal – To View Audit Reports 
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Figure 58. Vendor Access to View Findings and Access Corrective Action Form 
Once the vendor logs on and accesses the audit report, he can view the audit findings one 
at a time as shown in Figure 58, accessing the corrective action form by clicking on the 
link below each finding. The vendor uses the Browse and Upload feature to attach files or 
any supporting documentation. The email corrective actions button is then used to send 
the corrective actions to the auditor through WebSAT.  
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Figure 59. Vendor Access - Corrective Actions Form 
The vendor documents the corrective actions information on the corrective actions form 
as shown in Figure 59, printing the form if needed. After entering all the required 
information, he saves it and returns to the findings page. Once the vendor sends the 
corrective actions through WebSAT, the auditor can view the information through the 
corrective actions link in the Audit Tasks Tab, proceeding with the approval process as 
indicated by Figures 60 and 61. 
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Figure 60. Auditor – Corrective Actions Page 
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Figure 61. Corrective Actions Approval Page 
 In addition, the usability testing resulted in several other modifications. Through 
this testing, it was identified that audit planning is a manager privilege, not an auditor 
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scenario, and the interface was changed to reflect this. Furthermore, an audit deletion 
capability was added after testing, the link appropriately being added to the Audit Tasks 
tab. However, the integrity of the system was maintained with the addition this error 
recovery feature. As a result, auditors can delete only their own audits. Moreover, they 
cannot delete an audit if it has already reached the corrective actions status. The screen 
design for delete audits can be seen in Figure 62.   
 
Figure 62. Screen Design for Delete Audits 
             Due to organizational changes, a new technical audits manager was involved in 
the testing. He proposed restricting the number of auditors having the capability to 
modify the standard checklist. Using this feedback, the checklist modification procedure 
was altered slightly. Similar to the current tool, all auditors are able to add questions to 
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the existing standard template, this revised checklist existing in a particular auditor’s 
account to be used for his audits only. However, not all of them are able to modify or 
delete existing questions. Only the auditors given this capability by the manager will be 
able to modify the standard template itself. The screen design for the manager to provide 
this privilege to the auditor is shown in Figure 63.  
 
Figure 63. Edit Auditors Screen which enables manager to choose to allow an auditor to 
modify a checklist  
Summative Evaluation 
Subsequent to performing all the 16 scenarios, each user completed the standard Software 
Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI), the purpose of which is to collect data on user 
satisfaction, one of the most important variables determining the success of a product. 
The 50 questions on this inventory are answered as agree, undecided, disagree, 
represented by a 1, 2, or 3, respectively. The data is entered in the SUMISCO software in 
the same order as that of the questions. The subsequent analysis measures the software 
product on five specific SUMI scales – Efficiency, Affect, Helpfulness, Control and 
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Learnability—in addition to the sixth, the Global Usability scale, which is a general 
satisfaction measure (see Appendix 19). These scales measure the degree to which the 
user can meet the demands of the tasks or the computer system, given his ability and 
level of knowledge. The higher the SUMI scale, the better the product is, with scores over 
50 indicating the user is competent with state-of-the-art technology. The combined scores 
of the technical and internal audits evaluated here totaled higher than  60 on five scales 
and 58 on the efficiency scale (see Appendix 18 for the specific scores), indicating the 
high quality of these WebSAT auditing modules. More importantly, it is suggestive that 
persona is a promising design tool, one that can achieve promising results.  
 
CHAPTER 6 
System Design and Development – Surveillance Module 
  Persona Creation 
Before beginning the conceptual design of the surveillance module, the team 
created the persona of a surveillance quality assurance representative using the data 
gathered through surveys, interviews, and observation sessions.  
Table 6 Persona Skeleton – Surveillance Representative 
Name:  Ray Parker 
Age:   48 
Disabilities: Corrected Vision 
Education:  Trade or vocational school degree (beyond the high school level) 
Job:  
 
Senior Quality Assurance Representative for the past 6 years at a 
pioneer airline company 
Career 
Achievements:
  
Worked as an aircraft maintenance technician for 17 years and 
moved into the quality assurance group approximately 9 years ago.  
Was promoted to senior quality assurance representative 6 years ago 
and has extensive knowledge of and experience in aircraft 
maintenance operations.  
Technology:   PC, 800 X 600 monitor, T1 Line or better   
Tech Attitude: “I am not computer savvy, but computers make my job easier.” 
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Computer 
Proficiency:  
Moderate proficiency with Microsoft Word, Excel, some report 
writing tools, and database applications for surveillance operations  
Work place: Uses computer for 3-4 hours a day 
Computer   
Experience:  
Moderate 
Home: Has a home computer but primarily watches his children using it 
Internet 
Experience:  
Moderate 
Uses online bill payment option for his credit cards 
Family: Married with 3 children and 8 grandchildren 
Hobbies: Antique and hiking trips with spouse, and gardening  
Goals:  To be “out there” performing surveillance and ensuring aircraft 
safety  
To be able to capture good data associated with work cards 
Frustrations: Having to remember the definitions of the process measures for 
categorization purposes and the lack of training and concise user guides 
Quote: “I am programmed on aircraft problems. I would rather have the web 
tool figure out the good data on accepts associated with a work 
card.” 
 
This skeleton was further enhanced into a persona description, with the researcher 
creating it and the other team members providing input.  The resulting description is 
provided on the next page 
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     The team then began design discussions utilizing the persona documents and 
screenshots of the existing surveillance web tool at the client location.  The following 
instructions formed the basis for using the persona documents during brainstorming 
sessions:   
– Team discussions will specifically focus on catering to Ray. 
– Ray becomes a team member during brainstorming sessions. 
– Solutions are to be considered from Ray’s perspective. 
After identifying the work flow shown in Figure 4 in Chapter III, the primary tasks of the 
representative were identified, and the information architecture of the surveillance 
module was established.  
Surveillance Representative Persona 
Ray Parker 
Age: 48  
Quote: “I’m programmed on aircraft problems.”  
Attitude: “I am not computer savvy.” 
 
Ray is the Quality Assurance Representative for TranSwift, a pioneer airline 
company. TranSwift now wants to gain the reputation of being a cutting-edge 
company by improving the safety levels of its aircraft using advanced 
information technology. It is now Ray’s responsibility not only to look after his 
aircraft but also to learn to use the WebSAT system to perform advanced data 
analysis. 
Two years ago, Ray underwent training when process measures were introduced 
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into his current system; however, he found this change frustrating due to the lack 
of concise user guides.  This experience may influence his attitude in having to 
learn how to use the tool as well as understand the new terminology being 
introduced in his work domain.  
Typical Work Activities 
 Aircraft are Ray’s priority, and he takes pride in ensuring their safety, 
spending approximately 5 hours each day inspecting and monitoring the work 
being performed on them.  Ray utilizes the current surveillance database to 
identify his daily work activities. He verifies the surveillance activity status and 
prints the work cards before performing the surveillance of the scheduled 
aircraft.  While performing this task, Ray jots down the appropriate data 
concerning a vendor’s activities on his notepad, and after returning to his 
workstation, he enters this information into the database. He performs research 
follow-ups as necessary. Ray spends approximately 2 hours each day on the 
paperwork associated with surveillance data entries and on other computer-
related and office work. He fears that the data entered might be lost because of 
quirks in the system.  
In particular, Ray has to be meticulous in identifying new ADs entering 
the system, comparing the list with the Master Job Control Sheet, a manual 
process prone to error. Ray also attends weekly aircraft status conference calls 
with his manager for which he prepares a productivity report indicating the 
number of surveillance activities carried out on all the aircraft at that vendor 
location and the distribution of the data with respect to employees and process 
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measures.  In addition, Ray reviews daily activities on A/C Maintenance 
operations and answers questions from vendor personnel pertaining to airline 
policies and standards.  
Goals  
Walking a safer aircraft is of primary concern. 
In addition, gain experience in order to use the programs to their full potential. 
 
Based on these work activities, the following were identified as the primary tasks of Ray, 
the QAR: 
? Retrieve scheduled activities of a work order 
? View existing data on different types of surveillance activities  
? Verify if the target number of surveillance activities has been achieved 
? Access new ADs 
? Enter NRs  
? Generate productivity report 
? Assess vendor performance using historical data 
Information Architecture of Surveillance Module 
Using the tab metaphor developed for the technical audits module for organizing the 
information architecture, the team grouped Ray’s tasks based on functionality, creating 
the tabs of (1) Surveillance Data (2) Surveillance Details (3) Reports. These were further 
subdivided into the following:  
Surveillance Data: Start New Surveillance, View Surveillance Data, View Surveillance 
Activity Distribution 
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Surveillance Details: Work Cards, ADs, Non-Routines, Vendor Non-Routines, 
Information 
Reports: Status Report, Productivity Report  
After Ray logs into WebSAT, the Start New Surveillance screen shown in Figure 
64 appears. The task flow for each of the activities associated with this task is described 
below.  
Design of Surveillance Module - Iteration I 
Start New Surveillance: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     Select 
Activity from Surveillance Schedule      Enter Activity Data 
Ray enters the aircraft tail number, and the system provides him with a list of open work 
orders pertaining to it. He then selects the work order of interest from the list shown in 
Figure 65 below, enabling him to view the list of scheduled surveillance activities as 
shown in Figure 66. 
 
Figure 64. Start New Surveillance  
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Figure 65. List of Work Orders for Specified Aircraft Tail Number 
 
Figure 66. Scheduled Surveillance Activities for Selected Work Order 
The activity selected from this list is viewed as shown in Figure 67. Clicking on the Edit 
button accesses the screen which allows for entering new data or editing information 
previously entered as shown in Figure 68.  
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Figure 67. View Activity Data 
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Figure 68. Enter/Edit Activity Data 
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As shown in the figure 68, the site name is pre-selected in the dropdown menu. However, 
if the plane is rescheduled for a different site for some reason, the user changes the site 
name using this menu.  
After performing the surveillance activity, Ray uses the radio buttons to designate 
the status of this work card as Accept, Reject or Other. Irrespective of which is chosen, 
Process Measure, Maintenance Source (Mx Source) and Maintenance Task (Mx Task) 
are required fields, with others being required depending on the status selected. For 
example, if Ray selects Reject, Discrepancy and Corrective Actions are also required 
fields. In addition, when Ray rejects a vendor’s performance, he generates a Non-Routine 
by entering the non-routine number in the field provided. If the status chosen is Other, 
then either WCCR or PFCR is required as there is a discrepancy with the Work Card, and, 
hence, a work card change request (WCCR) or a publication form change request (PFCR) 
needs to be issued. In either of these situations, the vendor is not responsible for the 
discrepancy, and as such his work is not rejected.  
View Surveillance Data: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     View 
Surveillance Data 
Activities on which data has already been entered can be retrieved and viewed through 
this page, which is accessed from the Global Navigation Tab – Surveillance Data. After 
clicking on the View Surveillance Data hyperlink, the aircraft tail number is entered, 
displaying the work orders, both closed and open, for the aircraft as shown in Figure 63. 
The required work order can then be selected by clicking on the Work Order number 
hyperlink, and the data pertaining to each activity subsequently accessed by clicking on 
the activity number. The data on activities of an ongoing work order can both be viewed 
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and edited from this screen, while data for closed work orders can only be viewed. In 
addition, the different types of activities--Work Cards, Airworthiness Directives and 
Non-Routines-- can be viewed individually by using the buttons provided as shown in 
Figure 69 below.   
 
Figure 69. View Surveillance Data 
The process measure distribution of the activities performed can be viewed by clicking 
on the Surveillance Activity Distribution. This page can also be accessed using the 
Activity Distribution link from the Global Navigation Tabs.  
Activity Distribution: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     View Activity 
Distribution 
For this activity, the team generated a scenario involving a work closing date for which 
Ray needs an overview of the data entered for all the Work Cards, ADs, and NRs to 
determine how much work remains before the plane is to leave the hangar. Based on this 
scenario, the activity distribution page was designed to provide information on the total 
number of activities performed for a particular work order as well as information on 
whether the target has been reached. First, Ray enters the aircraft tail number and chooses 
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the required work order to display the distribution of surveillance activities performed in 
terms of process measures as shown in Figure 70 below. The total number of activities 
are further divided into the number of accepts and rejects per process measure. 
 
Figure 70. Activity Distribution 
Surveillance Details  
Ray needs to access and view information pertaining to different types of activities 
including Work Cards, which are scheduled activities; Airworthiness Directives (ADs), 
which are mandatory activities; and Non-Routines (NRs), which are either rework or 
vendor-generated activities. 
Work Cards: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     View Scheduled Work 
Cards 
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Once a work card is retrieved from the list of scheduled activities, its data page, which is 
similar to the enter surveillance data page shown in Figure 68, is displayed.   
ADs: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     View ADs 
Similar to the work card selection process, ADs for a particular work order can be 
accessed by clicking on the ADs hyperlink in the Surveillance Details Tab. The team 
generated a scenario involving differentiating the types of surveillance activities in which 
Ray prints out a list of the new ADs and plans the work for a day. For this scenario, it 
would be beneficial if Ray can access the different types of surveillance activities easily 
rather than having to sieve the information from a master list of all scheduled activities.    
Non-Routines: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     Access NRs 
The Non-Routines generated due to rejection of surveillance activities can be accessed 
using the Non-Routines hyperlink in the Surveillance Details Tab. The scenario 
developed for this activity involved Ray rejecting work card 234 last week, documenting 
a non-routine for it. In his follow-up session with the vendor, Ray identified that the 
problem has been corrected. He now wants to access the NR documented for this work 
card and enter the data obtained. Figure 71 below illustrates the three tabs Work Card NR, 
Vendor NR and Out-of-Scope NR, with the default tab, Work Card NR, selected. Using 
the Work Card NR tab, Ray can access the NRs generated due to work card or AD or NR 
or other activity type rejections. The Vendor NR tab displays the list of non routines 
which are generated by the vendor and the out-of-scope NR tab displays the list of non-
routines which are not a part of the scheduled surveillance event. To continue the 
scenario, Ray wants to check how many Rejects have occurred and how many of them 
have been converted to Accepts. To accommodate this scenario, Ray is provided with 
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two status types, the status of the originating surveillance activity and the status of the 
NR itself. The resulting information as shown in Figure 71 shows the NR status of 
NR32465 and the corresponding originating item status to be reject, indicating that the 
reject has not been corrected.  
 
Figure 71. Non-Routines Information 
Vendor NR: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     Vendor NRs  
The non-routines generated by the vendor, but not the rework NRs, can be accessed by 
clicking on the Vendor NR hyperlink. These NRs for which data has been already entered 
can be retrieved through the Vendor NR tab shown in Figure 71. The QAR usually 
samples 10% of the non-routines generated by the vendor but 100% of the rework non-
routines. The team considered the possibility of Ray accessing directly the sampled list of 
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NRs separate from viewing the entire list of vendor-generated NRs. The resulting non-
routine data entry page is similar to the one shown in Figure 67, with the addition of a 
NR documentation text box allowing for the entry of any additional information 
pertaining to the discrepancy. 
Information: Enter Aircraft Tail Number     Select Work Order     Information Details  
At times Ray needs to enter data on activities not in the scope of the scheduled 
surveillance event, information that he should be able to retrieve later. The vendor is not 
held responsible for any such rejects, but this data is required to be documented for 
informational purpose. The Information hyperlink in the Surveillance Details Tab can be 
used to access the data entry page. 
Status Report 
The scenario developed for the status report involves the monthly meeting Ray has with 
the CAMPCO vendor; at one of these meetings, he wants to show how performance has 
been deteriorating for the past three years. Ray was told by his manager that WebSAT 
helps in providing the expected performance of the vendor based on the past data, 
comparing it with the actual performance to see if the vendor has succeeded or failed 
meeting expectations.  
Initially, the team used the label name Status Report to allow Ray to generate 
vendor performance reports. However, when the team began discussing this activity in 
terms of Ray, the members concluded that the term Status Report did not explicitly 
convey the purpose of the link, replacing it with Vendor Assessment. Once Ray clicks on 
this link, he chooses to perform assessment of the vendor for all aircraft from the various 
methods of analysis provided. Ray begins the process by identifying the vendor 
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CAMPCO and selecting all the reports analysis choices listed. Ray submits this 
information and then analyzes the report accessed containing details on the vendor and 
the aircraft on which it performed maintenance. Ray is provided with a rejection rate 
graph allowing him to compare the expected number of rejections to the actual one. He 
then prints this report to take to the review session with the vendor.  
 
Figure 72. Vendor Assessment 
Based on the options chosen, the system displays all the closed work orders for a 
particular vendor for the date range specified as shown in Figure 73. If date range is not 
provided, then the system displays the closed work orders over the past five years.  
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Figure 73. Aircraft Selection 
Once Ray selects the required work order(s), the system displays information on both the 
actual and the expected rejection rates. A graphical representation of the same 
information is also provided in the form of a line graph as shown in Figure 74. Based on 
the report analysis options chosen in Figure 72, the system displays an aggregated 
summary per aircraft or for all the aircraft chosen. 
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Figure 74. Rejection Rate Line Graph 
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Productivity Report 
The productivity report allows Ray to view the number of surveillance activities carried 
over and documented in WebSAT at a particular vendor location(s) over a specified 
period of time. The distribution of the number of activities performed is given in various 
ways based on the options chosen as seen in Figure 75. The Overview option provides the 
total number of work orders for a specified search criteria and the total number of 
activities performed per work order in addition to the total number of accepts and rejects 
as shown in Figure 77. Cumulative information is provided for all work orders and 
individually for each work order at a particular site. The final option, Charts, allows Ray 
to choose from such different data classification schemes as the distribution of total 
activities, accepts and rejects in terms of charts for Process Measures, Aircraft Level 
Impact, Organizational Categories and Major Categories as shown in Figure 76. 
 
Figure 75. Specify Options for Productivity Report 
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Figure 76. Specify Options for Generating Charts 
 
Figure 77. Productivity Report Overview 
Manager Screens 
In addition to being able to access and perform the QAR tasks in WebSAT, the team 
realized that the manager has the additional task of setting the goals or target number of 
activities needing to be achieved. The additional tasks that only a manager can perform 
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involve editing the information concerning QARs and vendors. The Administration Tab, 
already designed for the technical audits module, was utilized to design screens for the 
surveillance module administration tab. Since managers may want to do these tasks 
themselves rather than relying on the system administrator, the following three primary 
tasks were identified for the manager: 
? Edit QAR Information 
? Edit Site Information 
? Set Goals 
Each tasks of editing QAR and Site information is further divided into Add, Modify and 
Remove for the purposes of adding a new QAR/Site to the system, modifying existing 
information or removing a current entity.  
The screen designs for the Administration Tab are given below:  
 
Figure 78. Add a new QAR to WebSAT Surveillance System 
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Figure 79. Remove a QAR from WebSAT Surveillance System 
Once the manager selects a QAR from the drop-down menu and clicks on the Delete 
button, a confirmation message appears, verifying that the manager wishes to delete the 
QAR. Upon confirmation, the system deletes the selected QAR from WebSAT, meaning 
that this QAR can no longer access WebSAT with his user ID. 
 The screen design to select to modify QAR information is similar to that of 
Remove auditor as shown in Figure 79. However, once the manager makes his selection, 
the information for the QAR is displayed in editable fashion to enable modification. Once 
the manager edits the information and submits it to the system, a feedback message 
confirms the modification. 
The screen designs for editing site information are similar to those of edit QARs 
and hence will not be discussed here.  
The screen designs shown in Figures 80 and 81 were designed for the manager to 
set goals for the QAR.  
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Figure 80. Set Goals 
 
Figure 81. Edit Goals 
Iteration II 
While conducting a cognitive walkthrough of the interfaces designed, the team 
tried to think from Ray’s perspective to identify if they are intuitive for Ray. It was 
identified that the names of the tabs needed improvement as Ray would have to study the 
entire list before proceeding with a particular one and that the layout was not very 
intuitive. In the next iteration, the name of the Surveillance Details Tab was changed to 
Activity Types. Furthermore, it was identified that Information hyperlink was not 
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apparent enough to Ray. The team used this term because during data gathering sessions, 
the domain experts often referred to out-of-scope activities as information. To make it 
more explicit, the word Information was replaced with Out-of-Scope. Also, the NRs 
hyperlink was renamed as NR Info to differentiate it from Vendor NR.  
 With these changes the interface (see Figure 82) was tested with end users for the 
first time, and data on performance metrics and satisfaction ratings was collected. The 
results from these user testing sessions is discussed in the next chapter. 
 
Figure 82. Iteration II 
 
 
CHAPTER 7 
User Testing of Surveillance Module 
Methods 
Subjects 
Seven quality assurance representatives and three surveillance managers out of 
which one manager was ex-manager for surveillance work function participated in user 
testing of the surveillance module. The participants recruited for this study are real time 
users of the web-based surveillance and auditing tool who are responsible for conducting 
surveillance of the vendor maintenance activities and precisely represent the user 
population. The testing was conducted at the vendor sites where the QARs were located.  
Procedure 
The participants were sought permission to conduct user testing through e-mails. 
Two experimenters conducted the experiment. The researcher gave a brief introduction 
on the purpose of the testing session during each user session and obtained consent for 
participation on the consent form shown in Appendix 13. The users were not hinted on 
the task path while they performed the task. Any clarification required was provided in 
terms of task instructions. Their questions were answered only at the end of the session. 
The user did not have any familiarity with the tool before the first task. All the users 
performed the tasks in the same order. The WebSAT team was provided with a cubicle at 
the client location where they set up their equipment for testing. 
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Stimulus 
WebSAT application was presented to the users on a 19” Dell color monitor and a 
standard Dell keypad and a standard Dell optical mouse were used as the input devices. 
The application was loaded on the Dell Inspiron 700 m laptop machine and the peripheral 
devices were connected to the laptop. Because of the portability, the laptop was carried. 
However, given that the representative users do not use the laptop on a regular basis, the 
standard input and output devices were used which the user is more familiar with. 
Tasks  
Subjects were asked to complete the following tasks in the same order (see 
Appendix 19 for scenario descriptions presented to the subjects). 
1. Identify the % of activities to be carried out for each process measure of a 
surveillance event. 
2. Classify the data collected in terms of a process measure, risk to aircraft, and 
indicate managerial implications 
3. Access an AD 
4. Access the sampled surveillance activities  
5. View the % of discrepancies  
6. Generate a risk analysis report  
7. Access information on non-routines  
8. Access information on non-routines generated by vendor  
9. Generate a weekly status report 
10. Access help information  
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Data Collection 
Performance measures that determine the efficiency and effectiveness of user 
performance were measured in this study. Time taken to accomplish each task was 
measured. There were 10 scenarios to be accomplished by each user and data was 
collected in terms of time taken to complete the task, and satisfaction ratings obtained 
through After Scenario Questionnaire developed by Lewis (see Appendix 17). A 
summative evaluation of the tool was conducted by administering a SUMI questionnaire 
at the end of each session. If the user voluntarily refused to proceed with a particular task 
after initial attempts the task was accounted as failed. Think aloud technique was used to 
obtain qualitative feedback apart from administering a subjective questionnaire.  
Results 
 The results obtained from the field study which involved user testing of WebSAT 
surveillance module were compared to the target specifications to verify if the system 
met with the user requirements or not as shown in Appendix 20. The system met with its 
performance specifications for all the metrics other than metric 32 and 17 which were 
assessed by scenarios 4 and 10 respectively. In scenario 4, the user was required to access 
the sampled list of surveillance activities which was assessed by the time it took to 
retrieve the list of sampled surveillance activities for a give work order. From Appendix 
20 it can be seen that 4 of the users were able to complete this scenario. In WebSAT, the 
user has to click on the Start New Surveillance hyperlink which then allows him to enter 
the aircraft tail number and select a work order of interest. Having done that, the user will 
be able to see the list of sampled surveillance activities. The users when asked to perform 
scenario one which was to enter data for a given work card have clicked on Start New 
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Surveillance hyperlink and proceeded to the sampled activities from where they chose the 
given work card to proceed with data entry. However, when they were asked to retrieve 
the sampled surveillance activities, they could not perform the task. This problem was 
observed with most of the users. The research team attributes this problem to 
comprehension of the task instruction provided. As most of the users required 
clarification on the task instruction some were trying to look for an explicit hyperlink to 
retrieve sampled activities. The scenario 10 which required using the online help 
provided to perform a task was accomplished by 70% of the users. But there were 3 users 
who could not complete the task as indicated in Appendix 20. The ASQ ratings (see 
Appendix 21) show that the users were highly satisfied with the system for most of the 
tasks. A rating that is closer to one indicates that the users are very satisfied with the 
system while a rating closer to seven indicates that the users are highly dissatisfied with 
the system with respect to that particular task. It can be seen that the average after 
scenario questionnaire rating for 8 tasks ranged between 1 and 2 as shown in Appendix 
16. This shows that the users were very highly satisfied with the ease of use and the 
amount of time it took to perform each of these tasks. Most of the times, the users gave 
the 3rd item in the ASQ the same rating as item 1 and 2 because they did not use the 
online help to perform the task. Except for metric 32, and 17, the rest of the tasks had an 
ASQ rating ranging between 1 and 3. The users did not have any familiarization session 
with this tool before they used it and faced it for the first time during this testing which 
suggests that the tool is very user-friendly and satisfies the users in accomplishing their 
goals. With increased use, the users will get very well versed with using the tool.  
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The system exceeded ideal values in all cases except for metrics 32 and 17. For 
the first iteration testing, the system has performed fairly well which also is indicated by 
the summative evaluation (SUMI analysis).  
 In iteration 1, the task flow to enter/edit surveillance activity data was - Enter A/C 
Tail Number > Select Work Order > Select Activity > View Data > Edit/Enter Data. 
However, the qualitative feedback obtained from the users for scenario 2 indicated that 
there is no need for the user to first see a non-editable version of the activity data page 
when they proceed to data entry. So this change was implemented after the user testing 
session and now the user will only see an editable version of the data entry page unless 
the work order is closed.  
 For the scenario where the user was asked to evaluate the vendor performance, 
some users started with productivity report when they were supposed to click on vendor 
assessment report. Currently, the end users use the term “productivity report” to generate 
their weekly or monthly reports. Although, the team borrowed the terminology from the 
users, some of the users had a different mental model for the term vendor. The reason for 
this is that some of the maintenance locations are owned by the airline company itself. 
Hence these maintenance locations are not treated as vendors. Hence the vendor 
assessment term was renamed as Risk Evaluation which indicates that the assessment is 
being performed using a risk model unlike the productivity report which only reports raw 
data in terms of number of activities performed. Furthermore, the term Vendor was 
replaced with Site in the various screens where the user performs data analysis or 
generates a productivity report specific to a maintenance hangar site.  
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 The team was told that there are different types of surveillance activities such as 
EO (engineering order), FCD (fleet campaign directive), OEM (original equipment 
manufacturer document), and others apart from the Work Cards, NRs and ADs that were 
listed under Activity Types tab. With this feedback, the team decided that based on space 
constraints and information clutter, hyperlinks cannot be provided for each activity under 
the activity types Tab. Hence a new design was created which enabled the user to Search 
Activities by specifying the type of activity or any other search criterion as shown in 
Figure 84 (Figure 83 shows design before testing and Figure 84 shows design after 
testing).  
 
Figure 83. Screen Design before Testing to Access ADs 
 
Figure 84. Screen Design after Testing to Access Different Types of Surveillance 
Activities 
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 Identifying that there are more than 3 different types of surveillance activities the 
design for view surveillance data also was slightly modified. Earlier three buttons were 
provided to view data pertinent only to ADs or NRs or Work Cards as shown in Figure 
85. In the new design a dropdown menu was provided which allowed viewing only one 
type of activity from a list of several types of activities as shown in Figure 86.  
 
Figure 85. View Surveillance Data before Testing 
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Figure 86. View Surveillance Data after Testing 
 It was also identified that there are occasions when the QAR also performs 
surveillance on activities which are not part of the sampled list. To accommodate this 
scenario, the Enter New Surveillance link was provided which when clicked on directly 
shows a blank data entry page and the information pertaining to the activity can be 
entered by the user. However, the Start New Surveillance hyperlink was replaced with 
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Surveillance Schedule as the team felt that the purpose of these two links Start New 
Surveillance and Enter New Surveillance would not be apparent to the user. Similarly 
Enter New NR link was also created which allowed the QAR to enter data on non-
routines which are not listed in the system. The users also have indicated that it would be 
useful for them to be able to generate the productivity report based on employee because 
most often the QARs are interested in looking at what the target is and whether they have 
met the target or not. Hence the team has decided to come up with a hyperlink View My 
Activity Distribution which when clicked on allows the user to specify the date range and 
site of interest and subsequently provides with information on the number of activities 
performed by that particular user in the specified date range and whether he/she met with 
the target. 
 With the new changes the team had designed a paper prototype of a different 
organization scheme as shown in Figure 87 which indicates that the tasks were grouped 
based on entering data, viewing data and generating reports. The team obtained 
qualitative feedback from the users on the organization of information and implemented 
it. Furthermore, the designs earlier have the capability to retrieve all work orders based 
on the aircraft tail number entered. However, in this iteration the provision to enter a 
work order number directly was given to the user so that if a person has the work order 
number he can directly proceed to the list of scheduled activities and thereby reduce one 
step.  
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Figure 87. Iteration III - Tabs Layout 
 During testing, the managers have mentioned that they don’t intend to see the 
non-routines to be categorized. The WebSAT NR Info screen design had a Tab structure 
which allowed the QARs to distinguish between non-routines that are generated by 
different sources as shown in Figure 88. Their perspective with non-routines was slightly 
different to what the QARs have expressed in past during data gathering sessions. The 
managers intend to see all the non-routines at one place with the source of the non-
routine being indicated but they don’t want the explicit categorization. Hence the screen 
design was changed from having 4 different tabs to having one table with a list of non 
routines a shown in Figure 89 below where the originating item of the non routine is 
provided in the column next to the NR #. Data on the non-routines which are out-of- 
vendor scope can be entered using the Enter New NR hyperlink and the data can be 
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retrieved in the View NR Information along with the originating item which in this case 
would be customer requested (the airline being the customer).  
 
Figure 88. NR Info. – Screen Design before Testing 
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Figure 89. NR Info. Screen Design after Testing 
 During beta testing phase it was identified that the users most often click on Enter 
New Surveillance even for activities which can be retrieved through Surveillance 
Schedule or NR Information. The designers’ mental model was that the Enter New 
Surveillance and Enter New NR hyperlinks will be used only when the activities 
performed by the QAR on the hangar are not a part of the sampled list. However, the 
QARs irrespective of whether the activity is already listed in the schedule or not they 
tend to use the Enter New Surveillance hyperlink whenever they come to the system for 
data entry. The design team presumes that over a period of time the QARs will learn this 
process.  
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The other changes that were implemented after the testing was to give the 
manager a capability to re-open a work order that closes after end date registered has 
passed. Sometimes, the aircraft might still be on the hangar and surveillance still might be 
taking place but the work order end date approaches and the system locks up anybody 
from accessing the work order for data entry. To accommodate this scenario, the team 
had come up with a solution which is to provide warning to the QAR one week before the 
end date as shown in Figure 90 below.  
 
Figure 90. Work Order Close Date - Warning Page 
The user can either Skip the message or change the work order date but the manager will 
be notified of this. In spite of the warning, if the QAR does not take any action and if the 
work order gets closed, the manager has the privilege to re-open the work order and the 
screen design for which is provided in Figure 90.  
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Figure 91. Re-open Work Order (Manager Privilege) 
Summative Evaluation 
 Subsequent to performing all the 10 scenarios, each user completed the standard 
Software Usability Measurement Inventory (SUMI), the purpose of which is to collect 
data on user satisfaction, one of the most important variables determining the success of a 
product. The 50 questions on this inventory are answered as agree, undecided, disagree, 
represented by a 1, 2, or 3, respectively. The data is entered in the SUMISCO software in 
the same order as that of the questions.  The subsequent analysis measures the software 
product on five specific SUMI scales – Efficiency, Affect, Helpfulness, Control and 
Learnability—in addition to the sixth, the  Global Usability scale, which is a general 
satisfaction measure (see Appendix 22). These scales measure the degree to which the 
user can meet the demands of the tasks or the computer system, given his ability and 
level of knowledge. The higher the SUMI scale, the better the product is, with scores over 
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50 indicating the user is competent with state-of-the-art technology. The scores evaluated 
here were higher than 60 on all the six scales (see Appendix 22 for the specific scores), 
indicating the high quality of the WebSAT surveillance module.  More importantly, it is 
suggestive that the methods adopted are promising in achieving effective and efficient 
systems. The SUMI ratings obtained on each scale are reported in terms of the median of 
the standardized z-scores. Because the sample size is as low as 10, the median values are 
considered instead of mean so that outliers do not have much impact on the statistic.  
CHAPTER 8 
Methodology - Experimental Study 
Hypotheses 
The following three hypotheses will be tested in this study: 
H0 1: There is no difference in the performance of the representative users when using 
interfaces developed with persona methods than when using interfaces developed without 
persona methods. 
Ha 1: There is a significant difference in the performance of the representative users when 
using interfaces developed with persona methods than when using interfaces developed 
without persona methods. 
 
H02: There is no significant difference in the performance of the secondary user category 
when using interfaces developed using personas than when using interfaces developed 
without persona methods. 
Ha2: There is a significant difference in the performance of the secondary persona user 
category when using interfaces developed using persona than when using interfaces 
developed without persona methods. 
 
H0 3: Subjective measures are not correlated with performance measures. 
Ha 3: Subjective measures are significantly correlated with performance measures. 
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Study Description 
This study was conducted in two phases. Phase I involved selecting design team members 
and assigning them to six teams, with 3 of these using personas to design the specified 
interface and the remaining 3 not using personas to design the interface. 
Interface Design Task (Phase I) 
The interface to be designed for evaluation was selected based on the feasibility of 
capturing performance data and the ease of evaluation. Websites, posters and hardware 
products such as car dashboard prototypes were considered for the experiment before 
designing a cell phone interface was chosen.  This task was selected because the 
interactive simulations for cell phones can be developed using simple design tools like 
MS PowerPoint, and performance data can be collected easily from the representative 
users while they perform tasks using these simulations.  
Subjects 
Designer Subjects:   Phase I required selection of design group members based on 
their design experience. Twelve subjects between the ages of 20 and 35 from the 
Clemson University graduate and undergraduate student population, including both males 
and females, were pre-screened. A pre-test questionnaire (see Appendix 23) was 
administered to identify such factors as age range, gender, ethnicity, design experience 
(number of design projects worked on), number of courses taken related to user centric 
design, familiarity with personas, and attitude towards design. A qualitative analysis of 
the results of this pre-test questionnaire was conducted so that the participants could be 
strategically allocated to the teams, ensuring that all teams had a similar level of design 
background and experience. This pre-screening also ensured that all 12 design team 
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members had the required expertise using MS PowerPoint in low-fidelity prototype 
design.  The table 7 below gives the details on the design team allocation based on the 
screening data obtained:       
Table 7 Design Team Allocation 
1a 1b 2a 3a 3b 4a 4b 5a 5b 6a 6b
Gender (M/F) M F M M F F M M F F M
Graduate (G)/ 
Undergraduate (U)
G G U G G G G G G G U
Courses in UCD 0 2 0 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 1
Familiarity with 
Persona
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Design Projects > 5 > 5 > 5 3 > 5 > 5 3  > 5 > 5 > 5 3
Yes
> 5
Team 6 
As Am
CS CSIE IE PC
2
CS IE PC PCMajor1 CS IE IE
Am As Am
G
Am As Am As
F
Ethnicity 
(Asian/American)
As Am As
Persona Group
Characteristics Team 1 Team 2 Team 3 Team 4 Team 5 
2b
Non-Persona Group
 
Target Audience 
              Cell phones are used today by a variety of people, ranging from teenagers to 
businessmen and women and senior citizens.  As a result, there is much variability in the 
demographics of each of these user types, their cell phone needs, their skills-set in using 
these phones, and their attitude towards cell phones, in addition to several other 
characteristics. Given this variety, it was decided to limit the user category to working 
women as the target audience for this study to make the creation and testing of personas 
manageable and feasible while still meeting the research objective of experimentally 
validating the use of personas. This limitation in scope also ensured that the selected 
target population was available for obtaining the data required and for testing the 
interfaces designed. The design teams were presented with the business goals of a 
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fictitious cell phone company, OnWyre, targeting working women as it launches its next 
generation cell phone interface (see Appendix 25). 
Design Stimulus 
     The design stimulus was presented in the form of information given to an OnWyre 
design team working on the new cell phone design. The Persona Group was provided 
with the same information as the Non-Persona Group apart from the persona documents 
and scenario descriptions.  
User Requirements 
         The researcher interviewed 9 working women on campus, all of whom have had a 
cell phone at least for a year. Of these 9 users, 5 belonged to the primary user category 
and 4 to the secondary, with the data obtained being used to formulate customer and need 
statements (see Appendix 26), and to create personas and persona-based scenarios.  
Persona and Scenario Creation 
        Interviews were conducted in the work space of the representative users, a process 
which helped gather data relative to user needs and goals and the different tasks 
performed using the current cell phones. These interaction sessions helped the researcher 
understand the users’ psychographic and technological skills. The data gathered in this 
form was used to create the two personas: Abby Williams (representing working women  
35-60, non-techno savvy, moderate cell phone usage) and Susan Lee (representing 
working women 35-60, techno savvy, moderate to high cell phone usage). Persona-based 
scenarios were then developed based on the user tasks, needs and goals (see Appendix 27 
and 28 for Personas and scenario descriptions for both Abby and Susan). All the 
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statements attributed to the personas and the subsequent persona-based scenarios were 
data-driven to ensure that no extra information was provided to the Persona Group teams.  
Pilot Study 
        A pilot study was conducted with two members who did not participate in the final 
study to determine a reasonable time to allow for the design teams to develop solutions 
and low-fidelity paper prototypes for the 12 scenarios. The two subjects in this pilot study 
were mechanical engineers with design experience in using professional engineering 
tools. They were tasked with checking to see if the personas and the persona-based 
scenarios were easy-to-understand.  
Study Procedure 
Day 1 (Non-Persona Group)  
• Instruction Session I on UCD (30 min) 
• Quiz over Methods Presented During Instruction Session (10 min) 
Day 1 (Persona Group) 
• Instruction Session I on UCD (30 min) 
• Quiz over Methods Presented During Instruction Session (10 min) 
• Instruction Session II on personas - their purpose and use during design (15 min) 
Day 2 (Non-Persona Group) 
• Description of design problem given to all 6 teams 
• Need statements provided 
• Metrics provided 
• Ten heuristics and cognitive walkthrough checklist provided 
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• Teams designed interfaces and developed low fidelity prototypes using MS 
PowerPoint 
Day 2 (Persona Group) 
• Description of design problem given to all 6 teams 
• Need statements provided 
• Metrics provided 
• Ten heuristics and cognitive walkthrough checklist provided 
• Persona descriptions and persona-based scenarios for both primary and secondary 
personas provided 
• Teams designed interfaces and developed low fidelity prototypes using MS 
PowerPoint 
On Day 1, a UCD process instruction session including all six design teams was 
conducted, followed by a quiz to test the understanding of the methods presented (see 
Appendix 24). All the design team members had to get at least 8 or above in the quiz out 
of 15 to be able to take part in the design task. On Day 2, the design problem description 
including the stimulus material was presented to he teams. Both groups were presented 
with the same design task and materials, with the Persona Group also receiving the 
persona description, the persona-based scenarios and the persona poster which is 18 X 24 
size picture of Abby with her name and title – Abby the Administrative Assistant on it. 
This persona documentation did not include any information about the users not provided 
to the control group, the only difference being that this data was modeled in terms of a 
persona. 
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The teams were then asked to conduct brainstorming sessions, the Persona Group using 
the persona documents while the control group, the Non-Persona Group, referred to an 
elastic user during their sessions rather than a fictitious character. Subjects performed 
their design tasks in two sessions, a three-hour one in the morning and a five-hour one in 
the afternoon. There was a lunch hour with free pizza and soda provided to all the 
participants. In addition, each was compensated at a rate of $10 per hour for their time for 
a maximum of eight hours. By the end of Day 2, subjects had developed low-fidelity 
prototypes using MS PowerPoint.  
 Materials 
 All teams were given a whiteboard, markers, pencils, erasers and sheets of paper 
to perform their design tasks. They were also provided with 19-inch Dell Flat Panel Color 
Monitor PCs for developing their low fidelity prototypes in MS PowerPoint 2003. The 10 
usability heuristics proposed by Nielsen(1993) and a cognitive walkthrough checklist 
were provided to all the team members to use in evaluating their designs (see Appendix 
29). The three design teams comprising the Non-Persona Group was given the target 
audience description and instructions on using need statements, user goals and tasks in 
designing their interfaces. The persona descriptions and persona-based scenarios were 
provided to the three design teams belonging to the Persona Group along with the rest of 
the documents provided to the Non-Persona Group.  
User Testing Subjects 
Twenty-four users between 35– 60 years of age representing the working women 
category were recruited from the Clemson University staff and faculty population. Of 
these 24 users, 12 were assigned to the primary user category and 12 to the secondary 
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based on the ratings obtained through persona validation. In other words, the two 
personas were shown to the 24 participants and they were asked to specify whom they 
can relate to better and give a rating on how much they can relate to with the persona. 
The ratings obtained are provided in Appendix 30. 
Experimental Design 
Table 8 Digram Balanced Experimental Design 
 Interfaces 
Sub 1 A    B  C  D  E  F  
Sub 2 B   D  A   F   C  E  
Sub 3 D   F  B  E   A  C  
Sub 4 F  E  D  C  B  A  
Sub 5 E   C  F  A  D  B  
Sub 6 C  A  E  B  F  D  
Sub 7 A  B  C  D  E  F  
Sub 8 B  D A  F  C  E  
Sub 9 D  F B  E  A  C  
Sub 10 F  E D  C  B  A  
Sub 11 E  C F  A  D  B  
Sub 12 C  A E  B  F  D  
Sub 13 A  B C  D  E  F  
Sub 14 B  D A  F  C  E  
Sub 15 D  F B  E  A  C  
Sub 16 F  E D  C  B  A  
Sub 17 E  C F  A  D  B  
Sub 18 C  A E  B  F  D  
Sub 19 A  B C  D  E  F  
Sub 20 B  D A  F  C  E  
Sub 21 D F B  E  A  C  
Sub 22 F  E D  C  B  A  
Sub 23 E  C F A  D  B  
Sub 24 C  A E   B  F  D  
 
A digram-balanced Latin Square experimental design was used for this study to 
counterbalance the order in which the subjects went through the 6 designs to minimize 
any order effects. The two independent variables were type of interface at two levels 
(persona versus non-persona) and user type (primary versus secondary). All the 
participants performed all tasks using all 6 designs to reduce the variability caused by 
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individual differences. In addition, the variability due to task was reduced by assigning 
the same set to each interface. Similarly, the task order allocated to the subjects was also 
counterbalanced to minimize the order effects and a particular subject went through the 
same task order across all 6 designs. In Table 8, the persona interfaces are represented by 
the alphabets A, B and E and The Non-persona interfaces are represented by the 
alphabets C, D and F 
Rationale for the Within Subject Design: The within subject design was used in 
this study for several reasons.  First, it is less susceptible to variability due to individual 
differences than the between subjects design. In addition, higher statistical power can be 
achieved for the same sample size using a within-subject design. Furthermore, for the 
research conducted here, this design provided the participants the opportunity to compare 
the benefits and problems of each interface and to offer their subjective opinions. This 
data was then used to compare their performances to their perceptions.  
However, a disadvantage of a within-subject design is that it promotes learnability 
unlike the between-subject design. In other words, since each subject is exposed to all 
treatment conditions, the presentation order may cause systematic effects on the 
performances of the subjects. To address this issue, this study counter-balanced the 
presentation order of the interfaces each subject was exposed to during testing. To 
perform this counter-balancing, the learning, or carry-over, effect needs to be symmetric 
from one experimental condition to another (e.g. A→B and B→A should have same the 
carry-over effect). To evaluate the effectiveness of a counterbalancing procedure, 
presentation orders can be assigned to treatment combinations, and the main effect can be 
tested. This inverse analysis strategy re-counterbalances treatment effects across 
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presentation orders and can, therefore, reveal fatigue and learning effects (Skraaning Jr., 
2003). The digram-balanced latin square design allowed counter-balancing the order in 
which treatments are assigned to the subjects as shown in Table 12.  
Tasks Performed 
The six design teams were tasked with designing a cell pone interface affording 
the following tasks:  
Task 1 Speed Dial Sara 
Task 2 Put on Silent   
Task 3 Set Alarm 
Task 4 Last Call Received 
Task 5 Set a Reminder  
Task 6 Take a Picture and Store it  
Task 7 Connect to Bluetooth  
Task 8 Calculate the Tip  
Task 9 Pay Cell Phone Bill  
Task 10 Put One Person on Hold and Take Another Call  
Task 11 Store More Contact Information  
Task 12 Turn Off Vibration 
 
One design did not afford the three task scenarios of Speed Dial Sara, Connect to 
Bluetooth and Pay Cell Phone Bill because the team did not design for these scenarios; 
hence only the data collected from the other 9 tasks was utilized for analysis purposes. 
Data Collection 
Data was collected on the performance measures of number of total tasks completed for 
each interface, the number of tasks optimally completed for each interface, and the time 
taken to complete each task on a particular interface. A satisfaction rating was obtained 
for every task on ease-of-use and amount of time taken to complete the task for each 
interface using the ASQ developed by Lewis (1990), and an overall satisfaction rating 
with the interface, (see Appendix 31) was obtained. Statistical analysis of the data 
obtained was conducted using the SAS code shown in Appendix 32. Analysis was 
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performed on four dependent variables:  1) total tasks completed on an interface 2) total 
tasks optimally done 3) overall satisfaction rating on an interface and 4) average after 
scenario questionnaire rating of all tasks performed on each interface. Time taken was not 
considered in the analysis because the subjects were not able to complete all the tasks 
even after spending considerable time on an interface. To perform analysis on this 
dependent variable, task time should have been assigned for those uncompleted tasks.  
However, since it was difficult to ascertain a reasonable estimation for this purpose, this 
dependent variable was not taken into consideration for analysis purpose.  
 
CHAPTER 9 
Results - Experimental Study 
Data were analyzed for the performance measures of total tasks completed and 
total tasks optimally completed, in addition to the subjective measures of overall 
satisfaction rating and average satisfaction rating of each task. All measures were 
analyzed using ANOVA at α=0.05 with subjects as the blocks. After identifying that the 
carry-over effect of the presentation order of the treatments was not significant for all 
response variables, this term was eliminated from the ANOVA model, and the analysis 
was performed again. Correlation Analysis of the performance and subjective measures 
was conducted. 
Performance Measures 
Total Tasks Completed 
 ANOVA was conducted on the total tasks completed by all subjects on all 6 
interfaces, with the results showing a significant difference between the interfaces. Table 
A-I in Appendix 33 summarizes the ANOVA results and p-values for all the interfaces. 
The interaction effect of category and interface was not significant (p-value = 0.09), 
suggesting that the total number of tasks completed by individual subjects on an interface 
did not vary based on her category. As shown in Figure 92, there was no significant 
interaction effect between the category and the interface type. However, the subject’s 
category had a highly significant effect on her performance with a p-value = 0.0001. 
Specifically, the subjects in the secondary user category completed more tasks than the 
subjects in the primary user category. In addition, the type of interface was highly 
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significant for the total number of tasks completed with a p-value < 0.0001. More 
specifically, the subjects using persona-based interfaces finished more tasks than those 
using non-persona interfaces. 
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Figure 92. Interaction Effect for Total Number of Tasks Completed 
Total Tasks Optimally Completed 
ANOVA was conducted on the total tasks optimally completed by all subjects on all 
6 interfaces, with a significant difference being found between the different interfaces. 
Table A-II in Appendix 33 summarizes the ANOVA results and p-values for all the 
interfaces. The interaction effect of category and interface was not significant (p-value = 
0.28), suggesting that the total number of tasks optimally completed by individual 
subjects on an interface did not vary based on her category. As the plot shown in Figure 
93 indicates, there was no significant interaction effect between category and interface 
type. The subject’s category had no significant effect on her performance with a p-value 
= 0.091, meaning that the mean number of optimal tasks did not vary between subjects in 
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the primary or secondary persona categories. Type of interface had a highly significant 
effect on the total number of tasks accomplished with a p-value < 0.0001. More 
specifically, the subjects using the persona-based interfaces finished more tasks optimally 
than those using non-persona interfaces. 
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Figure 93. Interaction Effect on Total Number of Tasks Optimally Completed 
Subjective measures 
Average After Scenario Questionnaire Rating 
At the end of each task, every subject was given the questionnaire developed by 
Lewis (1990) asking her to rate her satisfaction on  the three parameters of ease-of-use of 
the interface in relation to the task, the time needed to perform the task and the support 
information provided by the interface. The ratings obtained for each of these parameters 
were highly correlated for each task. Hence, a mean of these three ratings was obtained 
for every task and a grand mean of all task means computed to obtain one mean rating 
per subject per interface. Since there were 24 subjects and 6 interfaces, this analysis 
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considered 144 observations, with the lower the ASQ rating indicating the higher the 
level of satisfaction. 
Table A-III in Appendix 33 summarizes the ANOVA results and p-values for the 6 
interfaces. The interaction effect of category and interface was significant with p-value = 
0.0012, suggesting that the average ASQ rating of an interface differed significantly 
based on the subject’s category. The interaction plot shown in Figure 94 reveals a 
significant interaction effect between the category and the interface type. To provide 
more in-depth and meaningful analysis of this data, the simple effects of persona versus 
non-persona interfaces were analyzed within each category. This analysis found that 
persona-based interfaces received significantly lower ratings than non-persona interfaces 
for both user categories with p-value <0.0001 and p-value = 0.0032 for primary and 
secondary persona categories, respectively. These p-values indicate a highly significant 
effect. The table 9 below shows the results obtained from the post-hoc analysis: 
Table 9 Post Hoc Analysis – Average ASQ Rating Within Each Category 
Parameter    Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
P vs NP -0.56569444      0.10194450      -5.55      <.0001 
Category=1: P vs NP  -0.69530556      0.14451416      -4.81      <.0001 
Category=2: P vs NP  -0.43608333      0.14451416      -3.02      0.0032 
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Figure 94. Interaction Effect for Average After- Scenario Questionnaire Rating 
Overall Rating 
After completing every scenario, each subject was asked to rate her satisfaction 
with the interface on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 indicating very satisfied and 1 very 
dissatisfied. The ratings obtained were then analyzed using ANOVA. Table A-IV in 
Appendix 33 summarizes these ANOVA results and p-values for all the interfaces. The 
results of this analysis indicated that the interaction effect of category and interface was 
significant with a p-value = 0.0113, suggesting that the mean overall rating of an 
interface differed significantly based on the subject’s category. The interaction plot 
shown below in Figure 95 reveals this significant interaction effect between the category 
and the interface type. To provide more in-depth and meaningful analysis of this data, the 
simple effects of persona versus non-persona interfaces were analyzed within each 
category. It was found that persona-based interfaces received significantly higher ratings 
than the non-persona interfaces by both persona categories with p-value = 0.0076 and p-
value < 0.0001 for primary and secondary persona categories, respectively. The table 10 
below shows the results obtained from the post-hoc analysis: 
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Table 10 Post Hoc Analysis – Overall Rating Within Each Category 
Parameter              Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
P vs NP 0.77777778      0.15664705       4.97      <.0001 
Category=1: P vs NP 0.60476190      0.22205921       2.72      0.0076 
Category=2: P vs NP  0.95079365      0.22205921       4.28      <.0001 
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Figure 95. Interaction Effect for Overall Satisfaction Rating with the Interface 
Correlation Analysis 
 The results from the correlation analysis were used to determine if the subjective 
and performance measurers were correlated. This analysis was performed to identify if 
the subject’s perception of performance correlated with the actual performance. This 
analysis showed that the overall rating, which is a subjective measure, was not 
significantly correlated with other performance measures (p-value > 0.05). However, 
there was a significant negative correlation with the average ASQ rating as indicated by a 
p-value = 0.0241. There was a significant negative correlation between the number of 
tasks totally completed and the average ASQ rating as indicated by a p-value = 0.0018. 
Similarly, sufficient evidence was found for a negative correlation between the total 
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number of tasks optimally completed and the average ASQ rating. This shows that as the 
total number of tasks or the number of tasks optimally completed increased, the average 
ASQ rating decreased. In addition, the performance measures exhibited a significant 
positive correlation with one another (p-value = 0.0018) and the subjective measures 
exhibited a significant negative correlation with one another (p-value = 0.0241). The 
scatter plots shown in Figures 96, 97, 98 and 69 illustrate the dispersion of the data and 
the association between the subjective and performance measures.  
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Figure 96. Correlation Plot for Overall Rating vs. Total Tasks Optimally Completed 
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Figure 97. Correlation Plot for Total Tasks Optimally Completed vs. Average ASQ  
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Figure 98. Correlation Plot for Overall Rating vs. Total Tasks Completed 
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Figure 99. Correlation Plot for Total Tasks Completed vs. Average ASQ Rating  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 10 
Discussion & Conclusions 
 The results indicate that the persona interfaces were better than the non-persona 
interfaces. Apart from examining the statistical significance of the treatments, it is 
important to delve into the insights offered by the analysis. The analysis of the overall 
rating dependent variable clearly identifies that the interfaces that were highly 
satisfactory to the primary group of users were also preferred by the secondary user group. 
This finding supports the fundamental argument of personas – DESIGN FOR ONE 
PERSON. In other words, this result supports that identifying a primary target audience 
and designing to satisfy them will ensure better performance and satisfaction to 
secondary user categories than when designs are catered to all users. Although, the 
performance of the secondary user category was significantly better than that of the 
primary user group, as indicated by the two measures of total number of tasks completed 
and total number of tasks optimally completed, this finding was more predictable because 
the secondary user category represent a population that is technologically more skillful. 
Nevertheless, the performance of both the user categories was significantly better when 
using persona-based interfaces than with non-persona interfaces. 
The two performance measures have significant negative correlation with the 
average after scenario questionnaire rating. The lower the average after scenario 
questionnaire rating is the higher the satisfaction is. This could be explained by the 
subject’s indication of their satisfaction subsequent to each task being more 
representative of their actual performance than subsequent to the entire test session with 
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that particular interface. The rating obtained per interface might include more bias from 
the subject’s end which is not indicative of their performance. However, both the 
subjective measures are again correlated as indicated by the correlation analysis.  
The reason for the persona interfaces to fare significantly better than the non-
persona interfaces could be that the design teams after reading the persona documents got 
more engaged to the users. The persona teams validated their design ideas using the 
persona documents during their brainstorming discussions while the non-persona teams 
based their design decisions on their intuition and what they perceived about the user. 
Furthermore, the persona teams were provided with the context of use for each 
requirement. This allowed the design teams to engage better with the user perspective 
(Grudin, 2006). The design teams who read these scenarios would have been able to 
memorize the requirements better than those who read the raw need statements. This 
further might have resulted in the design teams’ ability to focus on the target audience. 
The teams from the non-persona group were also provided with demographic information 
on the target audience but the teams’ definition of the user category was not concrete. 
The quiz scores are indicative of their design experience and usability background which 
reveals that all the teams are competent enough for the exercise. 
In this study, the researcher has conducted the requirements and presented them to the 
design teams. This is also representative of real world situation where the user research 
group is different from the design group or the few team members who do the 
requirements gathering need to share this information with rest of the design team 
members. Furthermore, most often in real-word scenarios, the user research is 
communicated to the rest of the product development team. Hence for those who have 
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not interacted with the real user it is even more difficult to engage with the user during 
conceptual design phase. Personas, though do not replace rest of the user testing 
techniques, would be a very strong tool for communicating who the end user is and 
validating the designs to ensure that the designs are catered to the target audience.  
Future Extensions 
Similar studies where user performance is compared between designs developed using 
with and without persona methods can be conducted with designers from an industry 
setting to compare if there will be any differences in the study results. Furthermore, 
future studies can look into how different design teams come up with personas for the 
same set of user requirements.  
APPENDICES 
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Appendix 1  
 
WebSAT User Profile Questionnaire 
 
This questionnaire has been prepared by the Clemson WebSAT (Web based Surveillance 
and Auditing Tool) team to help us learn more about you, the potential end users of 
WebSAT system. The information you provide through this questionnaire will help us 
design and develop a good application that will be better tailored to your needs and be 
instrumental in accomplishing your goals.  
 
The purpose of Web-based Surveillance and Auditing Tool (WebSAT) is to capture and 
analyze data for different processes involved in the surveillance, auditing, and 
airworthiness directives departments of the aviation maintenance industry.  The tool, will 
allow the auditor to assess the vendor's performance apart from data entry. Similarly, it 
will help the surveillance representative to collect surveillance data systematically for 
further analysis. The QA department managers will have the ability to use this tool as an 
analytical tool for detailed analysis. 
 
Please note the following: 
1. This questionnaire is anonymous. Please do not identify yourself. 
2. The team would like to generate a general profile of the typical WebSAT user 
categories. 
3. We will be summarizing the responses to describe whole categories of users, 
rather than referring back to any single questionnaire. 
4. The more candid and accurate you are in your responses, the more useful the 
information gathered through this questionnaire will be, in helping us meet your 
needs. 
5. It should take about 15 minutes to complete this questionnaire. 
 
Your participation is greatly appreciated. 
 
Best regards, 
                                                                                                                                                                        
 
XYZ 
(For WebSAT team)
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Note: Please write “N/A”, if the question is not relevant to you. 
 
1. Check the job title from the options provided below.  
a. Quality Assurance Representative / Auditor  
b. Quality Assurance Manager  
c. Quality Assurance Senior Manager  
d. Managing Director  
e. Other (Specify) ________________________ 
 
 
2. Describe the current level of automation of your job title in your office by 
checking one choice below: 
a. ____ None (No users with my job title use computers) 
b. ____ Low (All users with my job title share a workstation with other  
users) 
c. ____ Medium (Some users with my job title share a workstation while     
others have their own computers) 
d. ____ High (All users with my job title have their own computers) 
e. ____ Not Applicable 
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(Job and Task Characteristics) 
 
3. Approximately, what percentage of your total work time do you spend doing your 
work in the following different locations (your answers should add up to 100 
percent)? 
a. ______ Your field office 
b. ______ Your home 
c. ______ A hotel room 
d. ______ Another field office 
e. _____  Other (specify) __________________________________ 
 
4. Please indicate your experience levels with each of the software programs listed 
below using the given scale.   
 
           
 
Very High 
Experience 
High 
Experience  
Moderate 
Experience   
Low 
Experience  
Very Low 
Experience  
N/A 
MSWord             
MS 
PowerPoint 
      
MS Excel       
Any other 
spreadsheet 
program 
      
Any other 
word 
processor 
      
Report 
Writing 
Tools             
      
 
                    
5. What are your frustrations and fears while using the above products in 
performing the tasks? 
  
___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
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6. Please indicate the amount of time spent on each of the activities listed below on 
a typical week using a scale of 1-5.  
(1 little time    5 lot of time) 
a. In-house meetings  1 2 3 4 5 
b. Client meetings 1 2 3 4 5 
c. Presentations  1 2 3 4 5 
d. Organizing your files  1 2 3 4 5 
e. Work Scheduling  1 2 3 4 5 
f. Data Collection 1 2 3 4 5 
g. Data Entry  1 2 3 4 5 
h. Data Analysis  1 2 3 4 5 
i. Report Generation 1 2 3 4 5 
j. Travel    1 2 3 4 5 
 
7. Have you performed any kinds of data analysis or used data displays at work 
before?   
a. Never done 
b. Rarely   
c. Sometimes  
d. Often  
e. Very Often   
 
8. Different types of data displays along with chart images are presented below. 
Please use this information to answer the question presented below.   
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If you have used data displays before, what types of displays do you best understand? 
You can select one or more and rank them according to your preference using the 
scale given below.  
1 - Lowest Rank  
6 - Highest Rank  
Please refer to the chart images presented in the adjacent figure in choosing your 
responses.   
1     2    3    4    5    6   
(lowest rank) (highest rank) 
Histograms                     
Pie-charts                     
Line diagrams                     
Scatter plots                     
Area diagrams                     
Surface diagrams            
 
9. Describe your typical work day along with your job responsibilities 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
10. On the average, how long do people stay in your job title before leaving the 
company, being promoted to other titles, or leaving the job for any other reason? 
 
a. ____ Less than six months 
b. ____ Six months to a year 
c. ____ Over a year, up to three years 
d. ____ Over three years 
e. ____ I don’t know 
f. ____ Not Applicable 
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(Activities) 
 
11. Please indicate how you spend your free time using the categories listed below. 
a. Sports & Games (e.g., Baseball, Pool, etc) 
_________________________________ 
 
b. Outdoor Activities (e.g., Picnicking, Camping, etc) 
_________________________________ 
 
c. Hobbies (e.g., Reading, Gardening, etc) 
_________________________________ 
 
d. Personal life (e.g., Family outing, Shopping, Movies, etc) 
_________________________________ 
 
e. Other (specify) 
_________________________________ 
 
12. Please select the frequency with which you do the following computer activities. 
(The purpose of this question is to identify your interaction levels with computers 
on a day-to-day basis)? 
 
Frequency Options: Never Used, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Very Often 
  
Online bill payment  
 
 
 
Frequency 
 
Download/Upload photographs on web   
View Stock Market Data   
Online Shopping   
 
13. How do you prefer viewing data from stock market and mutual funds? (The 
purpose of this question is to know your familiarity with data displays) 
a. With graphical displays (pictorial representation of data using charts)  
b. Tabular format of numerical data (numbers in tables)  
c. A combination of graphical displays and numerical data  
d. Other (please specify) 
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(Attitude and Motivation towards Technology) 
 
14. In general, how do you feel about working with computers? 
a. _____ I don’t like working with computers 
b. _____ I have no strong like or dislike for working with computers 
c. _____ I like working with computers 
d. _____ Others (please explain) __________________________________ 
 
15. How have computers affected your job? 
a. _____ Computers have made my job easier. 
b. _____ Computers have not affected my job in any particular way. 
c. _____ Computers have made my job more difficult. 
d. _____ Others (please explain) __________________________________ 
 
16. Please check the emotions you would associate with each of the activities listed 
below.  
  
S. No. Tasks Interesting   Boring   Frustrating Anger 
Inducing
1.  In-house meetings      
2.  Client meetings     
3.  Phone Calls      
4.  Presentations      
5.  Organizing your files      
6.  Work Scheduling      
7.  Data Collection     
8.  Data Entry      
9.  Data Analysis      
10.  Report Generation     
11.  Travel        
12.  Personal Life      
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(Knowledge and Experience) 
 
17. What is your level of typing skill? 
a. _____ “Hunt and peck” typist (less than 15 words per minute) 
b. _____ Moderately skilled touch typist (between 15 and 50 words per  
           minute) 
c. _____ Highly skilled touch typist (greater than 50 words per minute) 
 
18. How would you describe your experience level in your current job title? 
a. ____ Novice (less than 1 year) 
b. ____ Experienced (1-3 years) 
c. ____ Expert (more than 3 years) 
d. _____ Others (please explain) __________________________________ 
 
19. How would you describe your general level of computer experience? 
a. ___ None (I have never used any software applications) 
b. ___ Moderately low (I have learned and used between three and ten  
 different software applications) 
c. ___ Moderately high (I have learned and used between more than ten  
 different software applications but have no programming skills.) 
d. ___ High (I have used many different software applications and have  
 some programming skills) 
e. _____ Others (please explain) __________________________________ 
 
20. What is your highest academic degree? 
a. ____ no degree 
b. ____ high school degree 
c. ____ Trade or vocational school degree (beyond the high school level) 
d. ____ College Degree (e.g., B.A., B.S., Associate college Degree) 
e. ____ Graduate Degree (e.g., M.A., M.S., Ph.D., M.D.) 
f. ____ Others (please explain) __________________________________ 
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(Demographics) 
 
21. What kind of connection do you have to the Internet in your office?   
a. 28.8 Kbps modem  
b. 56 Kbps modem   
c. ISDN  
d. Cable modem   
e. DSL   
f. T1 or better   
g. Do not know   
h. Other (please specify) 
 
22. Are you: 
a. ________ Male 
b. ________ Female 
 
23. Are you: 
g. _______ Right-handed 
h. _______ Left-handed 
i. _______ Ambidextrous (equally coordinated with both hands) 
 
24. Are you color blind in any way? 
a. _____  No 
b. _____  Yes (please describe) ________________________ 
 
25. How old are you? 
a. _____ 18-25 
b. _____ 26-40 
c. _____ 41 – 55 
d. _____ over 55 
 
26. Do you wear glasses or contact lenses? 
a. ______ No 
b. ______ Yes (Please describe your vision problem and correction method. 
For example, nearsighted or farsighted; bifocals, contact lenses) 
 
27. Do you have any physical handicaps other than vision deficiencies that computer 
technology would need to accommodate or support (e.g., hard of hearing, arthritis 
in hands) 
a. ____ No 
b. ____ Yes (please describe) ________________________ 
 
 
Thank you for participating in the WebSAT user profile survey 
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Appendix 2  
 
 User Profile Survey E-mail 
 
All, 
 
The Clemson University WebSAT (Web-based Surveillance and Auditing Tool) team 
would like to invite you to participate in a user profile survey.  
 
This survey has been prepared by the Clemson WebSAT team to help learn more about 
you, the potential users of the WebSAT system. The information you provide through 
this survey will help us design and develop an application that will be better tailored to 
your needs.  
 
The purpose of WebSAT is to capture and analyze data for the different processes carried 
out by the surveillance, auditing, and airworthiness directives functions in aviation 
maintenance. 
 
SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS:        
 
This survey is anonymous. Please do not identify yourself in your responses.  
We will be summarizing the responses to describe whole categories of users, rather than 
referring back to any particular individual’s responses.  
Participants can take the survey in multiple sessions.  
Participants that return to a survey later will be able to edit their existing answers.  
Participants that return to an incomplete survey will be taken to the point that they left 
off.  
IF YOU INTEND TO TAKE THIS SURVEY IN MULTIPLE SESSIONS, PLEASE 
MAKE SURE THAT YOU USE THE SAME COMPUTER IN ALL THOSE SESSIONS 
TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY.  
MULTIPLE USERS CANNOT TAKE THE SURVEY ON THE SAME COMPUTER.  
It should take about 15 - 20 minutes to complete this survey. We will be anticipating your 
input to the survey on or before Wednesday, August 10, 2005.  
This survey is being hosted by a third party vendor - SurveyMonkey.com.  
Click on the link below to take the survey. 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.asp?u=604591208624 
 
If you have any questions or encounter technical problems while taking the survey, please 
feel free to email or call us at 864 656 7891 
 
The more candid and accurate you are in your responses, the more useful the information 
gathered through this survey will be, in helping us meet your needs. Your participation is 
greatly appreciated. 
 
Thank You  
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Appendix 3 
 
WebSAT Customer Statements 
 
Appendix 3.1 Customer Statements – Need Statements (Technical Audits) 
 
# Customer Statement Need Statement 
* Ability to decide if a particular audit has 
been done effectively.  
The tool indicates the effectiveness of an 
audit. 
2 Ability to determine if vendors meet the 
checklist standards. 
The tool indicates the effectiveness of the 
vendor. 
3 Audit findings should be registered. The tool stores information on audit findings. 
4 Ability to generate weighted score for 
vendors based on audit findings. 
The tool establishes a weighted score for 
vendors. 
5 Ability to generate standardized score 
card to evaluate vendor. 
The tool generates a standardized score card 
to evaluate the vendors. 
6 Generate annual score for vendor. 
 
The tool generates an annual score for the 
vendor. 
7 Ability to use checklist performance 
measures such as administration, 
training, functionality, etc., to evaluate 
audits 
The tool evaluates audits based on specific 
performance measures. 
8 Tool should tie up with the Audit 
Management System (AMS). 
 
The tool incorporates information from the 
audit management system  
The tool has access to AMS. 
9 The tool generates a severity index for 
ramp operations and line maintenance 
audits. 
The tool generates a severity index for ramp 
operations and line maintenance audits. 
10 Line maintenance data is collected and 
analyzed. 
The tool collects and analyzes audit data. 
 
11 Ability to establish the status of an 
ongoing audit. 
The tool provides status on an ongoing audit. 
12 Ability to provide information about 
surplus vendor records.  
The tool provides records regarding surplus 
vendors. 
13 Ability to recommend future audits. 
 
The tool recommends information for future 
audits. 
14 Ability to categorize different audits. The tool categorizes audits. 
* Indicate proposed completion of non-
systematic audit.  
The tool proposes completion of non-
systematic audit. 
16 Differentiate between airline owned and 
contracted audits. 
The tool differentiates between airline owned 
and contracted audits. 
17 Ability to schedule the next audit. The tool schedules the next audit. 
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18 Evaluate the performance of fuel vendor 
surveillance. 
The tool evaluates the performance of the fuel 
surveillance vendor. 
* Ability to monitor the approval process of 
vendor qualification. 
The tool monitors the approval process for a 
vendor. 
20 Ability to maintain an approved vendor 
list. 
The tool maintains an approved vendor list. 
21 Ability to communicate with SCORE. The tool has access to vendor information. 
22 Perform Pre-Audit standards for a 
supplier. 
The tool performs pre-audits for suppliers. 
23 Develop a checklist for Systematic and 
Non-Systematic audits. 
The tool has access to systematic and non-
systematic audit checklists. 
24 Provide documentation of corrective 
actions for Non-Systematic audits. 
The tool has access to documentation of 
corrective actions for non-systematic audits. 
* Perform Pre-Award audits The tool performs pre-audit audits. 
26 Ability to oversee the line maintenance, 
ramp operations and fueling operations. 
The tool oversees technical audits. 
27 Include requirement of performance 
metrics to perform fuel surveillance. 
The tool performs fuel surveillance based on 
specific performance metrics. 
* Include online systems desired to check 
the performance of FMR audits.  
The tool indicates the effectiveness of FMR 
audits. 
29 I (Mgr) would like the system to walk the 
auditor through the audit process. 
The tool helps the auditor with the audit 
process. 
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Appendix 3.2 Customer Statements – Need Statements (Internal Audits) 
 
 
# Customer Statement Need Statement 
1 
Incorporate measures to indicate 
effectiveness of policies, processes and 
systems. 
The tool indicates the effectiveness of 
internal audit policies, processes, and 
systems. 
2 
Indicate safety level of the airline using 
systems safety, risk analysis and risk 
management tools 
The tool indicates the safety level of the 
airline. 
3 Ability to provide procedures for training and qualification of auditors and evaluators. 
The tool trains and qualifies auditors and 
auditors.  
4 Provide tracking of audit and evaluation requirements.  
The tool tracks audits. 
The tool indicates evaluation 
requirements. 
5 Maintenance of audit and evaluation records. The tool maintains audit and evaluation records. 
6 Planning, conducting, documenting and follow up of audits and evaluations. 
The tool documents audits and 
evaluations. 
7 Ability to measure the compliance of EMM internal audits with FAA regulations 
The tool establishes compliance of EMM 
internal audits. 
8 
Provide a method to report critical findings 
and corrective actions for EMM internal 
audits. 
The tool has the ability to report critical 
findings for EMM audits. 
The tool has the ability to follow up on 
corrective actions. 
9 Ability to cater to new EMM functional requirements. 
The tool has the ability to incorporate new 
EMM functional requirements. 
10 Ability to maintain audit checklists.  The tool has the ability to maintain audit checklists. 
11 Develop checklists to be maintained in WebSAT The tool has access to audit checklists 
12 Ability to use ATOS through WebSAT The tool has access to ATOS. 
13 Create risk indicators to identify potential problem areas in audits 
The tool has the ability to indicate 
potentially problematic areas in an audit. 
14 I would like the checklist to be query based and online 
The checklist is query based. 
 
15 Develop a safety index for overall evaluation of safety standards 
The tool has the ability to generate a 
safety index for the evaluation of safety 
standards. 
16 Ability to use outside factors associated with surveillance and audit to form a safety index. 
The tool can use outside factors to 
establish a safety index. 
17 Provide MEL for each fleet. The tool can identify the MEL for each fleet. 
18 Develop a checklist for ECM  The tool can generate a checklist for ECM. 
19 Provide a risk analysis report for ECM The tool generates a risk analysis report for ECM. 
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20 Display a probability and impact matrix The tool has the ability to generate an impact matrix for audits. 
21 Generate checklists for flight operations checklists. 
The tool has access to checklists for flight 
operations. 
22 Inform departments about their progress based on audit findings 
The tool reports audit findings to specific 
departments. 
The tool has the ability to evaluate 
auditors. 23 
Evaluate auditors through internal 
evaluations and customer feedback survey 
forms. The tool has the ability to generate customer feedback survey forms. 
24 Ability to use ATOS through WebSAT. The tool has access to ATOS. 
25 The tool is flexible to new department additions. 
The tool is flexible to cater to audit needs 
of new departments. 
26 Ability to establish the status of a completed audit. 
The tool establishes the status of a 
completed audit. 
27 Tool should tie up with the AMS. The tool has access to AMS. 
28 Ability to maintain hangar, and environmental audit. 
The tool has the ability to maintain 
hangar, and environmental audit. 
29 Perform audits on recommendations generated by ATOS. 
The tool performs audits based on ATOS 
recommendations. 
The tool evaluates auditors. 
30 
Evaluate auditors using quantitative and 
qualitative performance measures. 
 
The tool has the ability to do analysis 
based on quantitative and qualitative 
measures. 
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Appendix 3.3 Customer Statements – Need Statements (Surveillance) 
 
# Customer Statement Need Statement 
1 Performing a variety of surveillance activities 
on a planned and random sampling basis. 
The tool performs a variety of surveillance 
activities. 
2 Comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness 
of the 8 substantial maintenance vendors. 
The tool can evaluate the effectiveness of 
all the substantial maintenance vendors. 
3 Perform selective work card surveillance 
based on previous selections. 
The tool can perform work card 
surveillance. 
4 Ability to present the selected work cards to 
the vendors. 
The tool allows the vendors to view the 
work cards selected for surveillance. 
5 Ken would like to capture information 
pertaining to the impact variables. 
The tool captures information pertaining 
to the impact variables. 
6 Ability to identify tasks with respect to vendors 
that are not being done to the level of 
expectation.  
The tool identifies vendor performance.  
7 Include a risk analysis module to perform QA 
representative evaluation. 
The tool evaluates the QA representative. 
8 Ability to identify repetitive maintenance 
anomalies. 
The tool captures repetitive maintenance 
inconsistencies. 
9 Provide weekly reports by the on-site 
maintenance managers. 
The tool generates reports out weekly 
findings for the on-site maintenance 
managers.  
10 Provide a monthly productivity report 
explaining the QAR performance. 
The tool generates reports out of monthly 
findings for the QARs. 
11 I want the QARs to have ownership of the 
data. 
The tool allows the QARs to access 
relevant information. 
12 QA representative can proactively create 
reports with the data. 
The tool allows the QARs to create 
reports. 
13 QA representatives needs to have 
appreciation of the data 
The tool allows the QARs to access 
relevant information. 
14 If the tool is not easy to use and QA 
representatives do not see a benefit, they will 
not use it. 
The tool presents information which will 
benefit the QAR.  
15 Provide transparent information flow between 
the various departments.  
The tool provides required transparent 
information flow between the various 
departments.  
16 Identify the cause of the risk. The tool identifies the source of risk 
factors.  
17 Identify the department responsible for the 
existing risk. 
The tool identifies the source of risk 
factors.  
18 I (QAR) use a planning chart to identify which 
aircraft will be coming into the facility. 
The tool helps the users to identify the 
incoming aircrafts. 
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19 I(QAR) have to go to disparate sources to 
manually feed information into the weekly 
status report. 
The tool allows generates weekly status 
reports. 
20 Reporting of planned maintenance agendas in 
the weekly status reports.  
The tool reports maintenance agendas on 
weekly status reports. 
21 I (Mgr) am interested in making standard 
procedures mandatory for representatives 
across all facilities.  
The tool operates with standardized 
surveillance procedures. 
22 I am interested in capturing location based 
trends from the surveillance data.  
The tool provides trends for surveillance 
data for specific maintenance locations. 
23 Manager and QAR No analysis done with the 
surveillance data is an opportunity lost. 
The tool analyzes surveillance data. 
24 Classification of data collected into a certain 
type of performance metric. 
The tool classifies the data collected. 
25 Fleet Specific Analyses which refers to 
analyzing trends across an aircraft fleet and 
concluding on their airworthiness is required.  
The tool analyzes data for specific aircraft 
fleet type. 
26 Use Case Standards to identify performance 
metrics.  
The tool identifies performance metrics 
27 Categorize various activities performed (data 
collected) during surveillance into different     
 performance metrics.  
The tool categorizes activities into 
different performance metrics. 
28 Promote standardization in categorizing data. The tool promotes standardization. 
29 Performance metrics is a manageable number 
and if this is further cut down to lesser 
variables, the resulting data will be 
inadequate. 
The tool uses optimum number of 
performance metrics 
30 a. I want the tool to categorize the 
performance metrics into technical and 
non technical.  
b. I want the tool to indicate that the 
number of surveillance activities that 
need to be carried in each category. 
c. I want the tool to be a goal recognizer. 
[a]. The tool categorizes performance 
metrics. 
[b]. The tool indicates the number of 
surveillance activities that need to be 
carried in each category 
[c]. The tool is a goal recognizer. 
31 For effective surveillance, variable and sub-
variable categorization is required.  
The tool categories the surveillance 
variable. 
32 The schedule includes ADs with the various 
work cards. At present, it does not 
differentiate ADs from work cards.  
The tool differentiates ADs and work 
cards. 
33 I (QAR) am interested in having numerical 
answers for my surveillance findings based on 
what happens at the site.  
The tool quantifies surveillance findings. 
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34 I expect the database to include non-routines 
for a work-order number, work card numbers 
for a particular surveillance, and analysis of 
the quantitative and qualitative findings to 
indicate high risk areas. 
The tool analyzes qualitative surveillance 
findings. 
35 (QAR) Work order numbers added by non 
routines hampers the routine vendor 
surveillance and is a situation of opportunity 
lost 
Tool differentiates between non routine 
work cards resulting due to risk related to 
aircraft and those resulting due to 
vendor’s status.  
36 (QAR & Mgr)The data of the non-routine and 
routine activities should generate trends which 
could result in new findings 
The tool allows information sharing 
between Internal audit and surveillance 
departments 
37 The auditors concern is to look at the number 
of rejected surveillance activities at the facility. 
The tool analyzes the number of rejects 
for effective surveillance analysis. 
38 The auditor is aware of a flag raised by the 
QA rep during a particular surveillance activity 
and can focus his audit on that area 
The tool allows the auditor to keep a vigil 
on specific surveillance activities 
39 Engineering Orders (EO) generated by routine 
surveillance and EO generated by ADs are 
not differentiated 
The tool categorizes Engineering Orders 
(EOs) 
40 I (Mgr.) want to document data and 
information coming out of these unaccounted 
surveillance activities, to help the overall 
surveillance and credit the representative for 
the surveillance performed.  
The tool stores information from 
unaccounted surveillance. 
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Appendix 4 
 
 Needs Hierarchy 
 
Surveillance. 
 
I. The tool performs surveillance activities. 
 
1. The tool helps the users to identify the incoming aircraft. 
2. The tool operates with standardized surveillance procedures. 
3. The tool uses optimum number of process measures. 
4. The tool indicates the number of surveillance activities to be carried out for each 
process measure. 
5. The tool categorizes Engineering Orders (EOs). 
6. The tool assists in sampling and performing a variety of surveillance activities. 
7. The tool performs effective surveillance. 
8. The tool allows the auditor to view discrepancies which occurred during 
surveillance. 
9. The tool captures information pertaining to the process measure. 
 
II. The tool does effective surveillance data analysis. 
 
10. The tool performs risk analysis. 
11. The tool captures repetitive maintenance inconsistencies. 
12. The tool allows the QA representative to perform analysis with the data. 
13. The tool identifies the source of risk factors.  
14. The tool provides trends for surveillance data for specific maintenance 
locations. 
15. The tool classifies the data collected. 
16. The tool analyzes data for specific aircraft fleet type. 
17. The tool quantifies surveillance findings. 
18. The tool analyzes qualitative surveillance findings. 
19. The tool performs data analysis of non-routine and routine activities. 
20. The tool analyzes the number of rejects for effective surveillance analysis. 
21. The tool categorizes activities into different process measures. 
 
III. The tool performs work card surveillance. 
 
22. The tool categorizes work cards 
23. The tool differentiates ADs and work cards. 
24. Tool includes non-routines for a work-order number and work card numbers for 
a particular surveillance. 
25. Tool differentiates between non-routine work cards resulting due to risk related 
to aircraft and those resulting due to vendor status. 
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IV. The tool allows access to relevant information. 
 
26. The tool allows the vendors to view the work cards selected for surveillance. 
27. The tool allows the QA representatives to access relevant information. 
28. The tool provides transparent information flow between the various 
departments.  
29. The tool presents information which will benefit the QA representative 
 
V. The tool evaluates vendors and surveillance personnel. 
30. The tool evaluates the effectiveness of the substantial maintenance vendors. 
31. The tool evaluates the QA representative. 
32. The tool helps the QA representative take credit for all the surveillance 
activities he performs and leaves no activities unaccounted.  
 
VI. The tool reports surveillance findings. 
33. The tool reports weekly findings for the on-site maintenance managers. 
34. The tool reports monthly findings for the QA representatives. 
35. The tool allows the QA representatives to create reports. 
36. The tool generates weekly status reports. 
37. The tool reports maintenance agendas on weekly status reports. 
 
VII. The tool is easy to use.  
38. The tool is easy to use to perform surveillance data analysis.  
39. The tool promotes standardization. 
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Internal Audits. 
 
I. The tool indicates the evaluation requirements and effectiveness of internal audits. 
40. The tool indicates the effectiveness of internal audit policies, processes, and 
systems. 
41. The tool indicates audit evaluation requirements. 
42. The tool establishes compliance of all internal audits. 
43. The tool collects customer feedback. 
 
II. The tool indicates the safety level of an aircraft. 
44. The tool has the ability to indicate potentially problematic areas in an audit. 
45. The tool has the ability to generate a safety index for the evaluation of 
maintenance processes.  
 
III. The tool trains and qualifies auditors auditing personnel. 
46. The tool trains and qualifies auditors and evaluators.  
47. The tool has the ability to evaluate auditors. 
 
IV. The tool indicates the status of an ongoing audit. 
48. The tool tracks audits. 
49. The tool establishes the status of a completed audit. 
V. The tool documents internal audit findings. 
50. The tool maintains audit and evaluation records.  
51. The tool can identify the MEL for each fleet. 
 
VI. The tool has the ability to analyze and report audit findings. 
52. The tool has the ability to report critical findings for all audits. 
53. The tool has the ability to follow up on corrective actions. 
54. The tool has the ability to generate an impact matrix for audits. 
55. The tool generates a risk analysis report.  
56. The tool has the ability to do analysis based on quantitative and qualitative 
measures. 
57. The tool allows internal audit personnel to view data analysis results.  
58. The tool reports audit findings to specific departments. 
 
VII. The tool is flexible. 
59. The tool has the ability to incorporate new functional requirements. 
60. The tool is flexible to cater to audit needs of new departments. 
 
VIII. The tool has access to relevant internal audit checklists. 
61. The tool has access to audit checklists. 
62. The checklist is query based. 
 
IX. The tool has access to relevant data sources. 
63. The tool has access to ATOS. 
64. The tool has access to AMS. 
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Technical Audits. 
 
I. The tool evaluates vendors associated with technical audits. 
65.  The tool indicates the effectiveness of the vendor. 
66. The tool establishes a weighted score for vendors. 
67. The tool generates a standardized score for the vendor.  
68. The tool generates an annual score for the vendor. 
69. The tool maintains an approved vendor list. 
 
II. The tool allows retrieval of relevant information. 
70. The tool stores information on audit findings. 
71. The tool provides records regarding surplus vendors. 
72. The tool provides documentation of corrective actions for all audits. 
 
III. The tool has access to with relevant information and data sources. 
73. The tool incorporates information from the AMS. 
74. The tool incorporates information from the SCORE. 
75. The tool has access to all technical audit checklists. 
 
IV. The tool analyzes and evaluates technical audits. 
76. The tool indicates the effectiveness of an audit. 
77. The tool analyzes data. 
78. The tool generates a severity index for all audits. 
79. The tool evaluates audits based on performance measures. 
 
V. The tool indicates the status of an ongoing audit. 
80. The tool provides status of an ongoing audit. 
81. The tool indicates completion of all audits. 
 
VI. The tool categorizes audits. 
83. The tool categorizes audits. 
84. The tool differentiates between FedEx owned and contracted (non 
FedEx) audits. 
 
VII. The tool assists the technical audit personnel to perform audits. 
85. The tool recommends information for future audits. 
86. The tool schedules the next audit. 
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Appendix 5 
 
 Importance Ratings 
 
No. Need (Surveillance) Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Avg Imp
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx
1
The tool helps the users to identify the 
incoming aircraft. 5  5 1 5 5 4 4.8
2
The tool operates with standardized 
surveillance procedures 5 5 1 5 5 5 5 1
3
The tool uses optimum number of 
process measures. 5 5 1 5 3 5 4.6 1
4
The tool indicates the number of 
surveillance activities to be carried out 
for each process measure. 5 5 1 4 1 3 5 4.4 2
5
The tool categorizes Engineering Orders 
(EOs). 5 5 1 4 1 2 3 3.8 2
6
The tool assists in sampling and 
performing a variety of surveillance 
activities. 5 5 1 5 3 5 4.6 1
7 The tool performs effective surveillance. 5 5 5 5 5 5 0
8
The tool allows the auditor to view 
discrepancies which occurred during 
surveillance. 5 5 1 4 1 5 4 4.6 2
9
The tool captures information pertaining 
to the process measure. 5 5 5 5 5 5 0
10 The tool performs risk analysis. 5 5 1 4 1 5 1 5 4.8 3
11
The tool captures repetitive maintenance 
inconsistencies. 5 5 1 4 1 5 5 4.8 2
12
The tool allows the QA representative to 
perform analysis with the data. 5 5 1 5 5 1 4 4.8 2
13
The tool identifies the source of risk 
factors. 5 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 5 3
14
The tool provides trends for surveillance 
data for specific maintenance locations. 5 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 5 3
15 The tool classifies the data collected. 5 5 1 5 5 4 1
16
The tool analyzes data for specific 
aircraft fleet type. 5 5 1 4 1 4 5 4.6 2
17 The tool quantifies surveillance findings. 5 5 1 5 5 1 3 4.6 2
18
The tool analyzes qualitative surveillance 
findings. 5 5 1 5 5 5 5 1
19
The tool performs data analysis of non-
routine and routine activities. 5 5 1 4 1 3 5 4.4 2
20
The tool analyzes the number of rejects 
for effective surveillance analysis. 5 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 2
21
The tool categorizes activities into 
different process measures. 5 5 4 4.666667 0
22 The tool categorizes work cards 5 5 4 3 4 4.2 0
23
The tool differentiates ADs and work 
cards. 5 5 1 5 4 5 4.8 1
24
Tool includes non-routines for a work-
order number and work card numbers for 
a particular surveillance. 5 5 1 5 3 4.5 1
25
Tool differentiates between non-routine 
work cards resulting due to risk related to 
aircraft and those resulting due to vendor 
status. 5 5 5 1 4 5 4.8 1
R 3 - 
Importance
U1-
Importance
U2- 
Importance
R 1 -
Importance
R 2 -
Importance
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26
The tool allows the vendors to view the 
work cards selected for surveillance. 1 1 1 1 2 4 2 2 2
27
The tool allows the QA representatives to 
access relevant information. 5 5 1 5 4 5 4.8 1
28
The tool provides transparent information 
flow between the various departments. 5 5 1 3 5 3 4.2 1
29
The tool presents information which will 
benefit the QAR 5 5 1 5 4 4 4.6 1
30
The tool evaluates the effectiveness of 
the substantial maintenance vendors. 5 5 1 4 5 5 4.8 1
31 The tool evaluates the QAR. 5 5 1 3 4 4 4.2 1
32
The tool helps the QAR take credit for all 
the surveillance activities he performs 
and leaves no activities unaccounted. 5 5 1 4 1 5 1 4 4.6 3
33
The tool reports weekly findings for the 
on-site maintenance managers. 4 1 4 1 5 5 5 4.6 2
34
The tool reports monthly findings for the 
QARs. 5 5 1 5 4 5 4.8 1
35
The tool allows the QARs to create 
reports. 5 5 1 5 4 4 4.6 1
36 The tool generates weekly status reports. 4 1 4 1 5 5 4 4.4 2
37
The tool reports maintenance agendas 
on weekly status reports. 3 1 3 1 3 4 4 3.4 2
38
The tool is easy to use to perform 
surveillance data analysis. 5 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 2
39 The tool promotes standardization. 5 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 2  
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No. Need (Internal Audit) Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Avg Imp
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx
40
The tool indicates the effectiveness of 
internal audit policies, processes, and 
systems. 5 5 5 1 5 5 1
41
The tool indicates audit evaluation 
requirements. 4 5 4 5 4.5 0
42
The tool establishes compliance of all 
internal audits. 5 5 4 5 4.75 0
43 The tool collects customer feedback. 4 3 4 3 3.5 0
44
The tool has the ability to indicate 
potentially problematic areas in an audit. 4 5 1 5 5 4.75 1
45
The tool has the ability to generate a 
safety index for the evaluation of 
maintenance processes. 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 5 3
46
The tool trains and qualifies auditors and 
evaluators. 3 4 3 4 3.5 0
47
The tool has the ability to evaluate 
auditors. 4 3 4 5 4 0
48 The tool tracks audits. 4 5 4 4 4.25 0
49
The tool establishes the status of a 
completed audit. 5 5 4 4 4.5 0
50
The tool maintains audit and evaluation 
records. 4 5 3 5 4.25 0
51
The tool can identify the MEL for each 
fleet. 3
MEL 
should 
form a 
very 
small 
part of 
the 
safety 
index. 3 2 3 2.75
52
The tool has the ability to report critical 
findings for all audits. 5 5 5 1 5 5 1
53
The tool has the ability to follow up on 
corrective actions. 4 5 5 1 5 4.75 1
54
The tool has the ability to generate an 
impact matrix for audits. 5 5 5 1 5 5 1
55 The tool generates a risk analysis report. 4 5 5 5 4.75 0
56
The tool has the ability to do analysis 
based on quantitative and qualitative 
measures. 5 1 5 5 5 5 1
57
The tool allows internal audit personnel 
to view data analysis results. 5 5 4 5 4.75 0
58
The tool reports audit findings to specific 
departments. 4 4 1 4 4 4 1
59
The tool has the ability to incorporate 
new functional requirements. 5 3 1 4 4 4 1
60
The tool is flexible to cater to audit needs 
of new departments. 5 3 1 4 4 4 1
61 The tool has access to audit checklists. 4 5 2 5 4 0
62 The checklist is query based. 5 2 3.5 0  
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No. Need (Technical Audit) Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Imp.
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx Avg Imp
Uniq, 
Excit 
UnEx
65
The tool indicates the effectiveness of 
the vendor. 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 2
66
The tool establishes a weighted score for 
vendors. 5 1 5 3 3 4 1
67
The tool generates a standardized score 
for the vendor. 5 1 5 4 5 4.75 1
68
The tool generates an annual score for 
the vendor. 5 1 5 4 3 4.25 1
69
The tool maintains an approved vendor 
list. 3 1 5 3 3 3.5 1
70
The tool stores information on audit 
findings. 4 1 5 5 5 4.75 1
71
The tool provides records regarding 
surplus vendors. 4
unex - 
need 
for all 
vndrs. 4 3 4 3.75
72
The tool provides documentation of 
corrective actions for all audits. 4 1 5 5 1 5 4.75 2
73
The tool incorporates information from 
the AMS. 5 5 4 4 4.5 0
74
The tool incorporates information from 
the SCORE. 5 5 3 4 4.25 0
75
The tool has access to all technical audit 
checklists. 5 1 5 2 5 4.25 1
76
The tool indicates the effectiveness of an 
audit. 5 1 5 5 5 5 1
77 The tool analyzes data. 5 1 5 5 5 5 1
78
The tool generates a severity index for all 
audits. 5 1 5 4 5 4.75 1
79
The tool evaluates audits based on 
performance measures. 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 2
80
The tool provides status of an ongoing 
audit. 2 5 3 4 3.5 0
81
The tool indicates completion of all 
audits. 4 5 3 4 4 0
82 The tool categorizes audits. 3 5 2 2.5 0
83
The tool differentiates between FedEx 
owned and contracted (non FedEx) 
audits. 5 3 2 4 3.5 0
84
The tool recommends information for 
future audits. 5 1 4 1 5 5 4.75 2
85 The tool schedules the next audit. 1 1 3 2 3 2.25 1  
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Appendix 6  
 
Needs Metrics Matrix 
 
Appendix 6.1 Needs Metrics Matrix (Technical Audits & Internal Audits) 
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40 40
The tool indicates the effectiveness of 
internal audit policies, processes, and 
systems.
•
41 41
The tool indicates audit evaluation 
requirements.
•
42 42
The tool establishes compliance of all 
internal audits.
•
44 43
The tool has the ability to indicate 
potentially problematic areas in an audit.
• • •
45 44
The tool has the ability to generate a 
safety index for the evaluation of 
maintenance processes. 
•
48 45 The tool tracks audits. • •
49 46
The tool establishes the status of a
completed audit.
• •
50 47
The tool maintains audit and evaluation 
records. 
•
52 48
The tool has the ability to report critical 
findings for all audits.
•
53 49
The tool has the ability to follow up on 
corrective actions.
• •
55 50 The tool generates a risk analysis report. •
56 51
The tool has the ability to do analysis 
based on quantitative and qualitative 
measures.
•
57 52
The tool allows internal audit personnel to
view data analysis results. 
•
58 53
The tool reports audit findings to specific
departments.
•
59 54
The tool has the ability to incorporate new 
functional requirements.
•
60 55
The tool is flexible to cater to audit needs 
of new departments.
•
61 56 The tool has access to audit checklists. • •
62 57 The checklist is query based. •
65 58
The tool indicates the effectiveness of the
vendor.
•  
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66 59
The tool establishes a weighted score for 
vendors.
•
67 60
The tool generates a standardized score 
for the vendor. 
•
68 61
The tool generates an annual score for the 
vendor.
•
70 62
The tool stores information on audit
findings.
•
71 63
The tool provides records regarding all 
vendors.
• •
72 64
The tool provides documentation of 
corrective actions for all audits.
• •
74 65
The tool incorporates vendor information 
available in SCORE
•
75 66
The tool has access to all technical audit 
checklists.
• •
76 67
The tool indicates the effectiveness of an 
audit.
•
77 68 The tool analyzes data. •
78 69
The tool generates a severity index for all 
audits.
•
79 70
The tool evaluates audits based on 
performance measures.
• •
80 71
The tool provides status of an ongoing 
audit.
• •
81 72
The tool indicates completion of all audits.
• •
82 73
The tool categorizes audits. • •
84 74
The tool recommends information for 
future audits.
•
86 75
The tool is flexible to cater to audit needs 
of new vendors.
87 76
The tool allows the auditor to modify a 
checklist.
•
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Appendix 6.2 Needs Metrics Matrix (Surveillance) 
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1
The tool helps the users to identify the incoming 
aircraft.
2
The tool operates with standardized surveillance 
procedures. •
3
The tool uses optimum number of process 
measures •
4
The tool indicates the number of surveillance 
activities to be carried out for each process 
measure.
•
5 The tool categorizes Engineering Orders (EOs). •
6
The tool assists in sampling and performing a 
variety of surveillance activities. •
7 The tool performs effective surveillance. •
8
The tool allows the auditor to view discrepancies 
which occurred during surveillance.
9
The tool captures information pertaining to the 
process measure. •
10 The tool performs risk analysis. •
11
The tool captures repetitive maintenance 
inconsistencies.
12
The tool allows the QA representative to perform 
analysis with the data. •
13 The tool identifies the source of risk factors. •
14
The tool provides trends for surveillance data for 
specific maintenance locations.
•
15 The tool classifies the data collected. •
16
The tool analyzes data for specific aircraft fleet 
type.
•
17 The tool quantifies surveillance findings. • •
18
The tool analyzes qualitative surveillance 
findings.
• •
19
The tool performs data analysis of non-routine 
and routine activities.
•
20
The tool analyzes the number of rejects for 
effective surveillance analysis.
•
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The tool categorizes activities into different 
process measures.
•
22 The tool categorizes work cards •
23 The tool differentiates ADs and work cards. •
24
Tool includes non-routines for a work-order 
number and work card numbers for a particular 
surveillance.
•
25
Tool differentiates between non-routine work 
cards resulting due to risk related to aircraft and 
those resulting due to vendor status.
•
26
The tool allows the vendors to view the work 
cards selected for surveillance.
27
The tool allows the QA representatives to access 
relevant information.
•
28
The tool provides transparent information flow 
between the various departments. 
29
The tool presents information which will benefit 
the QA representative
•
30
The tool evaluates the effectiveness of the 
substantial maintenance vendors.
•
31 The tool evaluates the QA representative.
32
The tool helps the QA representative take credit 
for all the surveillance activities he performs and 
leaves no activities unaccounted. 
•
33
The tool allows to generate weekly findings 
report.
•
34
The tool allows to generate monthly findings 
reports. •
35
The tool allows the QA representatives to create 
reports.
•
36 The tool generates weekly status reports.
•
37
The tool reports maintenance agendas on 
weekly status reports.
•
38
The tool is easy to use to perform surveillance 
data analysis. •
39 The tool promotes standardization. •  
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Appendix 7 
 
 Product Map 
 
Iteration I 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WebSAT TA product map 1.0  
Date: 03/20/2005 
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Iteration II 
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Iteration III 
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Appendix 8 
Consent Form 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
Review of the WebSAT Technical Audit screen concepts 
Study to be conducted at:  Clemson University and FedEx (Memphis, TN) 
 
Co-Investigators:   Kunal Kapoor  864-650-7462 
     Pallavi Dharwada  864-650-5195 
Nikhil Iyengar  864-986-9704   
 
INFORMATION: 
You are invited to participate in a research study.  Before you choose to be a research 
participant, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many 
questions as necessary to be sure that you understand what your participation will 
involve. Your signature on this consent form will acknowledge that you received all of 
the following information and explanations from the investigators, and have been given 
an opportunity to discuss your questions and concerns with these investigators.   
 
PURPOSE: 
You are invited to participate in the screen review session of WebSAT Technical Audit 
prototype interface. The purpose of this session is to investigate the functionality, screen 
content and ease of use of this interface. If you participate, you will be required to 
perform certain scenarios representative of the functionality of the prototype as a part of 
reviewing the screens. You will work individually. Your participation will involve one 
session, which will last approximately 45 minutes.  If you participate, you will be one of 
approximately 4 people who will be participating in this session. 
 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS: 
The results obtained through your participation in this study will help us to evaluate the 
ease of use of the various concepts and potential selection of a concept.  
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION: 
Participation in this study is voluntary.  You may refuse to participate or withdraw from 
the study at any time.  If you refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time, 
you will not be penalized or lose any benefits and your decision will not affect your 
relationship with this organization. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
The records of your participation are confidential. The investigator will maintain your 
information, and this information may be kept on a computer. However, the data on your 
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participation will be available only to the investigators. This study may be used to make 
presentations, but steps will be taken to ensure you are not identified by name. 
 
QUESTIONS: 
For more information concerning this study and research-related risks or injuries, 
you may contact the Co-Investigators (see first page for identifying information).  
 
CONSENT 
I have been given an opportunity to ask questions about this study; answers to such 
questions (if any) have been satisfactory. 
 
In consideration of all of the above, I give my consent to participate in this research 
study. I acknowledge receipt of a copy of this informed consent statement. 
 
PARTICIPANT'S SIGNATURE: _________________________ DATE: ___________ 
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Appendix 9 
 
Technical Audits Conceptual Design – Story Board for User Testing 
 
 
 
 
 
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen review session 
Firstly, thank you for your time to participate in this review session. The purpose 
of this session is to collect your responses on the presented screen designs. The 
purpose of this session is to collect your response on the layout, screen content 
and functionality. Your participation in this session is voluntary. This session will 
last a maximum of 45 minutes. We will now present you with the different 
screens. The concept and screen numbers are presented on the top right corner of 
the screens. Before we begin this session, we request you to print the screens in 
the order it is presented.  
 
If you have any questions please feel free to ask at any time during the session. 
 
In order to allow you to evaluate the screens, we will be using three 
scenarios. You will be asked to read a scenario and use the present screen 
to answer the question presented in the scenario. The scenarios are only a 
means to allow you to explore the features and functionalities the screen 
offers. 
 
Scenario 1: As an auditor, you have just arrived at the vendor facility. 
You would like to go ahead and enter the preliminary audit information 
(e.g., audit name, auditor name, name of the supplier being audited) 
pertaining to the audit in WebSAT. You log into WebSAT and are 
presented with the Technical Audit welcome screen. 
 Q >> Please use the screen to perform this task 
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End of Scenario 1
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Scenario 2: As an auditor, you have collected (from the vendor) all the relevant answers 
for the audit. Armed with all this new information, you go back to your laptop computer. 
You have a sheet filled with all answers to the questions you had asked during the audit. 
Now, you want to enter audit data in WebSAT and complete the audit. You log into 
WebSAT and are presented the Technical Audit welcome screen. 
Q>> How would you navigate to the appropriate screen for entering audit information? 
 
 
 
Scenario 2 Begins
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen review session 
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Scenario 3: A month has passed since you, as an auditor, closed a particular 
audit (say audit 12345678). Today, you wish to make a brief report of this audit 
for your manager John. As usual, you log into WebSAT and are presented the 
Technical Audit welcome screen.  
 Q>> How do you achieve this task?  
Scenario 3 Begins 
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen 
review session
 240
 
 
 
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen review 
session 
 
This completes one concept. We will now be using the same scenarios on the 
remaining two concepts. 
Scenario 1: As an auditor, you have just arrived at the vendor facility. You would like 
to go ahead and enter the preliminary audit information (e.g., audit name, auditor name, 
name of the supplier being audited) pertaining to the audit in WebSAT. You log into 
WebSAT and are presented the Technical Audit welcome screen. 
 Q >> Please use the screen to perform this task
 241
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Scenario 2: As an auditor, you have collected (from the vendor) all the relevant 
answers for the audit. Armed with all this new information, you go back to your laptop 
computer. You have a sheet filled with all answers to the questions you had asked 
during the audit. Now, you want to enter audit data in WebSAT and complete the audit. 
You log into WebSAT and are presented the Technical Audit welcome screen. 
 Q>> How would you navigate to the appropriate screen for entering  audit 
information? 
Scenario 2 Begins 
 243
 
 
 
 
 End of Scenario 2 
 244
 
 
 
 
 
 
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen review session
This completes two concepts. We will now be using the same scenarios on the one 
remaining concept. 
Scenario 1: As an auditor, you have just arrived at the vendor facility. You would like 
to go ahead and enter the preliminary audit information (e.g., audit name, auditor name, 
name of the supplier being audited) pertaining to the audit in WebSAT. You log into 
WebSAT and are presented the Technical Audit welcome screen. 
 Q >> Please use the screen to perform this task
Scenario 3 Begins. 
Scenario 3: A month has passed since you, as an auditor, closed a particular audit (say 
audit 12345678). Today, you wish to make a brief report of this audit for your manager 
John. As usual, you log into WebSAT and are presented the Technical Audit welcome 
screen.  
 Q>> How do you achieve this task? 
End of Scenario 3 
 245
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End of Scenario 1
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen review session 
Scenario 2: As an auditor, you have collected (from the vendor) all the relevant 
answers for the audit. Armed with all this new information, you go back to your 
laptop/desktop. You have a sheet filled with all answers to the questions you had asked 
during the audit. Now, you want to enter audit data in WebSAT and complete the 
audit. You log into WebSAT and are presented with the Technical Audit welcome 
screen. 
 247
 
 
 
 
 
 
End of Scenario 2
 248
 
 
 
 
WebSAT- Technical Audit screen review session 
Scenario 3: A month has passed since you, as an auditor, closed a particular 
audit (say audit 12345678). Today, you wish to make a brief report of this audit 
for your manager John. As usual, you log into WebSAT and are presented with 
the Technical Audit welcome screen.  
 Q>> How do you achieve this task? 
 249
 
 
 End of Scenario 3
This completes the review session 
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Appendix 10 
 
Persona Poster – Technical Auditor 
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Appendix 11  
 
Field Study - Persona Validation Rating Scale 
 
Please rate how well you can associate yourself with Thomas, the technical auditor 
on the following scale.  
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%  60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
 
Please rate how well you can associate yourself with Michael, the manager on the 
following scale.  
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%  60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
 
Please rate how well you can associate yourself with Ivan, the internal auditor on 
the following scale.  
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%  60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
 
Persona Validation Data – Field Study 
Technical Auditor 
 
Persona Technical Auditor Rating 
Thomas Wilson TA_1 70% 
Thomas Wilson TA_2 80% 
Thomas Wilson TA_3 90% 
Thomas Wilson TA_4 90% 
Thomas Wilson TA_5 80% 
Thomas Wilson TA_6 80% 
Mean Rating  81.67% 
 
Internal Auditor 
Persona Internal Auditor Rating 
Ivan Vasquez IA_1 80% 
Ivan Vasquez IA_2 70% 
Ivan Vasquez IA_3 90% 
Ivan IA_4 90% 
Mean Rating  82.5% 
 
Auditing Manager 
 
Persona Manager Rating 
Michael Karowski TA 80% 
Michael Karowski IA 70% 
Mean Rating  75% 
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Surveillance Representative 
 
Persona Surveillance Rep Rating 
Ray Parker QAR_1 60% 
Ray Parker QAR _2 80% 
Ray Parker QAR _3 80% 
Ray Parker QAR _4 70% 
Ray Parker QAR _5 80% 
Ray Parker QAR _6 80% 
Ray Parker QAR _7 80% 
Mean Rating  75.71% 
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Appendix 12  
 
Technical Audits Scenarios 
 
Thomas’s Scenarios 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 1 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Login 
Forgot 
Password 
Thomas completed performing SASCO audit and wants to enter the 
data into WebSAT. It has been a month since Thomas logged into 
WebSAT. After two attempts to log into WebSAT Thomas realizes 
that he has forgotten the password. He notices the Forgot 
Password link and clicks on it. He is taken to a new page on which 
he is required to type his First Name, Last Name and the Email 
address in the respective fields. On doing so, he gets a message 
saying that "the e-mail address does not match up." He realizes that 
he had a typo and resubmits the information, this time correctly. 
Subsequently, he sees a message saying that "the password has 
been sent to the e-mail address provided” 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 2 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Login 
Change 
Password 
Thomas wants to change the password. The system asks him to 
enter the old password and then the new password. The system 
reconfirms the new password and presents with a feedback 
message - that the password has been changed successfully. 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 3 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Start 
Audit 
Start Audit 
>Select 
checklist 
Thomas wants to enter data for the audit he has performed. He 
realizes that he has not started the audit in WebSAT yet. He logs 
into WebSAT and finds the link 'start new audit.’ He clicks on it and 
sees his name appear in the auditor name field. He finds that the 
audit type and the vendor name are required fields and provides 
that information to the system. He enters the date when the audit 
was started on and submits this information to the system. Thomas 
subsequently views a page where he is required to select a 
checklist for the audit he started.   
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 4 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Start 
Audit 
Start Audit 
> Select 
Checklist > 
Audit 
Details 
Thomas clicks on the resume audit link to enter checklist data for 
the fuel audit he recently conducted. He selects the checklist he 
wants to use for this audit from the list given. While looking at the 
checklist modified date for each entry, he notices the preview link 
next to it and clicks on it. A pop-up window opens asking if he wants 
to open, or save the word document of the checklist or cancel the 
action. He chooses to open the checklist. Upon carefully looking at 
the checklist, he chooses to close the window and gets back to the 
'Checklist Selection Page.' There he selects the checklist he just 
previewed (he knows this because the link is in a different color) 
and submits it to the system. The system takes him to Audit Details 
page. 
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Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 5 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Start 
Audit 
Start Audit 
>Audit 
Details 
Thomas is leaving to TEMPCO location in two more days. He is 
working on many different things that he needs to do before he 
leaves for the trip. The last one on his list was to Start the audit 
before he proceeded to the location for data collection. Thomas logs 
into WebSAT and clicks on the 'Start New Audit' link. He enters all 
the required information and sees that he also needs to make a 
selection for the checklist. Thomas is not quite sure if what he is 
using is the latest version. So Thomas at this point, does not want 
to make any selection before actually verifying. So, Thomas selects 
"NO" and clicks on the submit button which further takes him to 
Audit Details page. 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 6 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Resume 
Audit 
Resume 
Audit > 
Checklist 
data entry 
Thomas finished working on GE audit and wants to enter the audit 
data into WebSAT. He logs into WebSAT where he sees a list of the 
audits he is currently working on. He looks at the "Checklist Data 
Entry' tab on the same page and selects it. He is again presented 
with a list of audits that he is currently working on. From that he 
chooses GE audit by clicking on 'GE' link. He is taken to a screen 
asking to select a checklist for this audit. He realizes that he did not 
do this task when he started the audit. He selects the checklist from 
the table given and he ends up in a page which shows him the 
details of the audit. He verifies the audit details and sees a button 
on the same page "Proceed to Checklist Data Entry' and clicks on it. 
He is taken to a screen where he can enter the audit data. 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 7 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Enter 
Audit 
Data 
What is 
this link to 
ALI and 
SLS 
Thomas is entering the checklist answers. Upon selecting 'No' for 
an answer he sees select an ALI to associate the cause and effect 
for the discrepancy. Since he is new to this concept he cannot 
remember which category this particular discrepancy goes into. He 
sees a 'what is this?' link next to the ALI dropdown. Hoping to find 
some information in there he clicks on it. A pop-up opens and he 
reads the definitions of all the categories given on that pop-up 
screen. He figures out which category this particular discrepancy 
falls into. He closes the pop-up and selects the appropriate ALI. He 
moves onto the next question 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 8 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Search 
Audits 
Search 
Closed 
Audits 
Thomas is preparing for an audit and while doing so, he wanted to 
look at the past findings on that vendor. He sees the Search Closed 
Audits and clicks on it. He enters the vendor name and the date 
range as the search criterion among the others which include audit 
type, and auditor name. On submitting the information he sees a 
new screen with a table showing the list of closed audits for that 
vendor in that date range. He selects the one he is looking for. He is 
taken to the audit details screen and on that screen he sees a 
button at the bottom right 'proceed to view checklist data'. He clicks 
on the button and waits for the system to load the checklist data 
page. 
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Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 9 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Print 
Checklist 
View 
Checklist 
Thomas is heading out to conduct an audit on TEMPCO fuel vendor 
for which he wishes to print out the appropriate checklist. As he logs 
into WebSAT he sees 'View Checklist' link in the checklists tab and 
clicks on it. He sees a table with a list of audits and associated 
checklists. He sees through the various fields of the table and 
identifies the audit he is looking for based on the vendor name and 
its status. He clicks on the checklist link and a pop-up window 
opens asking if he wants to open, or save the word document of the 
checklist or cancel the action. He chooses to open the checklist. He 
views the checklist and selects the print option from the file menu to 
print the checklist. 
 
Spec Title Feature Scenario Description - 10 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Delete 
Questions 
in the 
Checklist 
Modify 
Checklist - 
Delete 
Michael, the manager tells Thomas to modify the Ramp-operations 
checklist based on the new regulations and policies. Thomas wants 
to look at the current version and mark the changes based on the 
new policies before he makes the modification on the system. 
Thomas Logs into WebSAT and prints the hard copy of the 
checklist. He goes through the new regulations and marks the 
changes on the hard copy. He comes back to WebSAT and clicks 
on the Modify Checklist link. He is taken to a screen where he can 
select the audit type and the checklist version. He finds out the 
default version is the latest and leaves that option as it is from the 
respective drop down. He clicks on 'Proceed to Modify Checklist'  
option and a screen with all the checklist questions appears and he 
sees the links to 'Modify', 'Insert', and 'Delete' below each question. 
He clicks on the delete link below question # 2. A pop-up shows up 
asking for confirmation if he wants to delete the questions. He 
confirms his action and is taken to the new question 2 which was 
earlier question # 3. 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 11 
Technical 
Audits/ 
edit 
questions 
in the 
checklist 
Modify 
Checklist - 
Modify 
Contd. Scenario 10. Thomas now wants to modify question # 5 
which in his hardcopy is numbered 6. He clicks on modify link below 
it. He is taken to a screen which has a text box to modify the 
existing question. He changes the question in the text box. He 
chooses the answer type that is associated to the question and 
submits it. The system provides with a message ‘please enter the 
appropriate reference.' He realizes that the reference has not been 
entered and proceeds to do it and then clicks the submit button. The 
system shows a message saying question 5 has been modified and 
upon the receipt of confirmation from Thomas, the system takes him 
to the checklist page on which the modifications done are reflected.  
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 12 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Insert 
new 
questions 
Modify 
Checklist - 
Insert 
Thomas wants to insert a new question between two questions. He 
clicks the Insert link after question 8 and he is taken to a new 
screen. The screen has a text box where he can enter the question. 
He chooses the answer type for this question as “Sub-questions” 
upon which text boxes appear to type the sub question items. He 
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in the 
checklist 
wants to add groups within the sub-questions and finds a link to add 
group. He starts entering the questions in each group.  Upon 
entering he decides to remove one of the questions and finds a way 
to select a particular question and clicks on the link delete selected 
items. Thomas submits the entered information to the system upon 
which he is taken to the checklist page where the new question has 
been inserted. 
 
Spec 
Title Feature Scenario Description - 13 
Technical 
Audits/ 
Enter 
Audit 
Data 
Hide 
Findings 
Thomas is entering the checklist answers. He is at the 8th question 
and wants to verify the findings that he entered for question 2. He 
scrolls a lot to get to that question. He sees the Hide Findings link 
below each question and clicks on it. Upon entering all the findings 
in that page, he clicks on show findings to verify the information and 
submits and goes to the next page. 
 
 
 This form is valid only if the 
Clemson University IRB  Revised: June 2005 
stamp of approval is shown here:   
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Appendix 13 
 
Consent Form 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
 
User Testing of an Intranet Application (Web-based Surveillance and Auditing Tool 
(WebSAT)) to Evaluate the Performance of the Interface 
 
Study to be conducted at:  Memphis, TN, Mobile, AL, and Greensboro, NC  
Principal Investigator:  Dr. Anand Gramopadhye 864-656-5540 
Co-Investigator:   Dr. Joel Greenstein  864-656-5649 
Research Assistant:   Kunal Kapoor  864-656-7891 
Research Assistant:    Nikhil Iyengar  864-656-7891 
Research Assistant:   Pallavi Dharwada  864-656-7891 
 
INFORMATION: 
You are invited to participate in a research study.  Before you choose to be a research 
participant, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many 
questions as necessary to be sure that you understand what your participation will 
involve. Your signature on this consent form will acknowledge that you received all of 
the following information and explanations from the investigators, and have been given 
an opportunity to discuss your questions and concerns with these investigators.   
 
PURPOSE: 
You are invited to participate in an experiment aimed to evaluate the performance of the 
WebSAT application. The purpose of this session is to investigate the performance of 
WebSAT interfaces with respect to their functionality, screen content and ease of use. If 
you participate, you will be required to perform certain scenarios representative of the 
functionality of the prototype as a part of reviewing the screens. You will work 
individually. Your participation will involve one session, which will last approximately 
one hour.  If you participate, you will be one of approximately 24 people who will be 
participating in this session. 
 
POSSIBLE RISKS: 
There are no known risks associated with this research.  
 
POTENTIAL BENEFITS: 
The results obtained through your participation in this study will help us to evaluate the 
use of WebSAT application in your surveillance and auditing work domain. 
 
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION: 
Participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from 
the study at any time.  If you refuse to participate or withdraw from the study at any time, 
 This form is valid only if the 
Clemson University IRB  Revised: June 2005 
stamp of approval is shown here:   
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you will not be penalized or lose any benefits and your decision will not affect your 
relationship with this organization. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY: 
The records of your participation are confidential. The investigator will maintain your 
information, and this information may be kept on a computer. However, the data on your 
participation will be available only to the investigators. This study may be used to make 
presentations, but your identity will not be revealed. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION: 
If you have any questions or concerns about this study or if any problems arise, please 
contact (Dr. Anand K. Gramopadhye, the Principal Investigator) at Clemson University at 
864.656.5540. If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research 
participant, please contact the Clemson University Institutional Review Board at 
864.656.6460. 
 
CONSENT 
I have been given an opportunity to ask questions about this study; answers to such 
questions (if any) have been satisfactory. 
 
In consideration of all of the above, I give my consent to participate in this research 
study. I acknowledge receipt of a copy of this informed consent statement. 
 
PARTICIPANT'S SIGNATURE: _________________________ DATE: ___________ 
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Appendix 14  
 
User Testing Scenarios for TA and IA 
 
Technical Audits 
 
Scenario 1  
You are scheduled to perform a Line_Mx audit on TELCO in July, 2006. You have made 
your travel arrangements to go to the vendor location. As part of your preparation for the 
audit, you want to retrieve the vendor's past audit findings. Please perform this task using 
your WebSAT username (auditor2) and password (auditor2).   
 
Scenario 2  
You have marked in your calendar that you need to start a Fuel audit for the Alabama 
based TIMAE vendor today in the Web-based surveillance and auditing (WebSAT) tool. 
Please perform this task using your WebSAT username (auditor2) and password 
(auditor2).   
 
Scenario 3  
You created an entry for Fuel audit on the Alabama based TIMAE vendor sometime ago 
in WebSAT and discontinued the task because you had to attend a meeting. You now 
want to select the appropriate checklist revision for this audit. Please retrieve this audit 
and choose a checklist using your WebSAT username (auditor2) and password 
(auditor2).   
 
Scenario 4  
You want to print the checklist revision that you selected for the fuel audit you plan to 
conduct on the TIMAE vendor. Please retrieve this checklist and print it using your 
WebSAT username (auditor2) and password (auditor2).   
 
Scenario 5  
You have partially entered data for the NYSE Line Maintenance (referred to as 
Line_MX) audit which you conducted last week. Please log into WebSAT to retrieve this 
audit and continue entering data as shown in the checklist hard copy using your WebSAT 
Username (auditor2) and Password (auditor2).   
 
You will have to enter data for questions 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34 as given in the hardcopy.  
(The data will consist of answers in the form of forced response, open ended responses 
and risk-level categorization of audit findings.) 
 
Scenario 6 
Please identify the regulation standard for question 8 in latest Fuel checklist in WebSAT. 
Perform this task using your WebSAT Username (auditor2) and Password (auditor2).   
 
Scenario 7 
While performing the checklist data entry task you want to document and categorize an 
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audit finding in terms of aircraft level impact (ALI) and organizational category (OC). 
Please perform this task using your WebSAT username (auditor2) and password 
(auditor2).   
 
Scenario 8 
You have finished entering audit data for the NYSE Line_MX audit you conducted this 
month. You want to generate a report for this audit and send it to the vendor for 
corrective actions. Please retrieve this audit and e-mail the report to the vendor using 
WebSAT.  
Vendor address: vendor@websat.com    Cc: mk@websat.com   
Required Date of Corrective Actions: 6/20/2006  Subject Message: Audit 
Report 
 
Scenario 9 
You received corrective actions from the BSE vendor of audit type suppliers. Now you 
want to use WebSAT system to indicate your approval on corrective actions. Please 
perform this task. 
 
Your vendor manager name is Bill Johnson. 
 
Vendor Addressed  
Corrective Actions 1: Leaks fixed according new regulations (ref: 23-10-311) 
Corrective Actions 2: Need two more weeks to fix all the tags.  
 
Scenario 10 
You intend to find out the contact information related to TAATA vendor who provided 
fuel business in 2004. Please perform this task using your WebSAT username (auditor2) 
and password (auditor2).   
 
Scenario 11 
Please find out how many audit types exist in WebSAT system.  
 
Scenario 12 
Your colleague Thomas Wilson has started conducting a Fuel audit on Bombay Boss 
vendor. Please find its audit status. Perform this task using your WebSAT Username 
(auditor2) and Password (auditor2).   
 
Scenario 13 
Please find help information on checklist association functionality.  
 
Scenario 14 
FedEx decided to do business with new type of vendors for ramp activities. Your 
manager added the new audit type ramp activities into the WebSAT audit management 
system. Now please log into the system with the user ID and password given and create a 
new checklist for this new audit type.  
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Scenario 15 
There are new regulations and policies that the FAA has released for fuel vendors based 
on which your manager asked you to make modifications to the current fuel checklist 
revision. After going through the regulations and policies you have marked certain 
changes on the hardcopy of the checklist. Now you want to use this hardcopy to make the 
changes on WebSAT. Please retrieve the checklist given to you in WebSAT and make 
the necessary changes and submit the new revision to your manager for approval.  
 
Scenario 16 
For the monthly meeting, your manager asked you to evaluate the Minnesota based 
SISCO fuel vendor performance and asked you to submit the report to him. Perform this 
task using your WebSAT Username (auditor2) and Password (auditor2).   
 
Internal Audits 
 
Scenario 1  
You want to see what the findings were for the past audit on the Acquisitions department. 
Please perform this task using your WebSAT username (auditor8) and password 
(auditor8).   
 
Scenario 2  
You have marked in your calendar that you need to start an EMM - Acquisitions audit 
today in the Web-based surveillance and auditing (WebSAT) tool. Please perform this 
task using your WebSAT username (auditor8) and password (auditor8).   
 
Scenario 3  
You created an entry for EMM Acquisitions audit sometime ago in WebSAT and 
discontinued the task because you had to attend a meeting. You now want to select the 
appropriate checklist revision for this audit. Please retrieve this audit and choose a 
checklist using your WebSAT username (auditor8) and password (auditor8).   
 
Scenario 4  
You want to print the checklist revision that you selected for the Acquisitions audit you 
need to conduct today. Please retrieve this checklist and print it using your WebSAT 
username (auditor8) and password (auditor8).   
 
Scenario 5  
You completed the Acquisitions audit and now you need to enter data. Please log into 
WebSAT to retrieve this audit and continue entering data as shown in the checklist hard 
copy using your WebSAT Username (auditor8) and Password (auditor8).   
 
(The data will consist of answers in the form of forced response, open ended responses 
and risk-level categorization of audit findings.) 
 
Scenario 6 
Please identify the regulation standard for question 8 in latest Acquisitions checklist in 
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WebSAT. Perform this task using your WebSAT Username (auditor8) and Password 
(auditor8).   
 
Scenario 7 
While performing the checklist data entry task you want to document and categorize an 
audit finding in terms of aircraft level impact (ALI) and organizational category (OC). 
Please perform this task using your WebSAT username (auditor8) and password 
(auditor8).   
 
 
Scenario 8 
You have finished entering audit data for the acquisitions audit you conducted this 
month. You want to generate a report for this audit and send it to the vendor for 
corrective actions. Please retrieve this audit and e-mail the report to the vendor using 
WebSAT.  
 
Vendor address: vendor@websat.com Cc: manager@websat.com (your manager) 
Required Date of Corrective Actions: 6/20/2006  Subject Message: Audit Report 
 
Scenario 9 
You received corrective actions from the Acquisitions department. Now you want to use 
WebSAT system to indicate your approval on corrective actions. Please perform this task. 
 
Your vendor manager name is Bill Johnson. 
Vendor Addressed  
Corrective Actions 1: Leaks fixed according new regulations (ref: 23-10-311) 
Corrective Actions 2: Need two more weeks to fix all the tags.  
 
Scenario 10 
Please find out the contact information of the person in charge of the Acquisitions 
department to whom you will be sending the audit report. Please perform this task using 
your WebSAT username (auditor8) and password (auditor8).   
 
Scenario 11 
Please find out how many audit types exist in WebSAT system.  
 
Scenario 12 
Your colleague IA has started conducting a Chart Operations audit. Please find its audit 
status. Perform this task using your WebSAT Username (auditor9) and Password 
(auditor9).   
 
Scenario 13 
Please find help information on checklist association functionality.  
 
Scenario 14 
FedEx decided to create a new audit type Certifications apart from EMM and Flight 
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Operations. Your manager added this new audit type into the WebSAT audit 
management system and asked to start creating a new checklist for this audit type. Please 
log into the system with the user ID and password given and create a new checklist for 
this new audit type.  
 
Scenario 15 
There are new regulations and policies that the FAA has released for acquisitions based 
on which your manager asked you to make modifications to the current checklist 
revision. After going through the regulations and policies you have marked certain 
changes on the hardcopy of the checklist. Now you want to use this hardcopy to make the 
changes on WebSAT. Please retrieve the checklist given to you in WebSAT and make 
the necessary changes and submit the new revision to your manager for approval.  
 
Scenario 16 
For the monthly meeting, your manager asked you to evaluate the Acquisitions 
department performance and asked you to submit the report to him. Perform this task 
using your WebSAT Username (auditor8) and Password (auditor8).   
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Appendix 15 
 
 Data on Time Taken by Each Individual to Complete a Task 
 
 
 
1. u1, u2, u3, u4 and u5 are the IDs of the five users who participated in the user 
testing of the technical audits module.  
2. u6, u7, u8, u9 and u10 are the IDs of the five users who participated in the user 
testing of the technical audits module.  
3. The Metric column in the above table indicates the metric # being assessed by the 
scenario described in the scenario column. 
4. Mean Overall column indicates the mean of the values obtained for all 10 users 
(users from both technical and internal audits group) 
5. The shaded values indicate that the user was not able to complete the task 
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The Mean TA column in the above table indicates the mean value obtained from the 5 
users of the technical audits work group 
 
The Mean IA column in the above table indicates the mean value obtained from the 5 
users of the internal audits work group 
 
The Marginal value column in the above table indicates the target value to attain for the 
system to be acceptable. These values were set by the design team members based on the 
specifications of the existing systems at the client location and other benchmarked 
products. 
 
The Ideal value column in the above table indicates the value for each metric set by the 
team which when achieved signifies that the system’s performance is above and beyond 
acceptable performance. 
 
The Benchmark Product column indicates the product against which the particular metric 
for the WebSAT system was benchmarked. 
 
Scenario 
#
Mean 
TA
Mean 
IA
Range IA Range TA Curr_TA Curr_IA
Marginal 
Value
Ideal 
Value
Competitor_Name
1 194 163 29- 194 72- 354  >300  >600 <300 <150 Chase.com _ search old 
statements
2 40.98 26.29 17 - 38 22 - 97  >300 >300 <300 <150 Expedia _ start a trip
3 150.3 29.8 20 - 46 64 - 335 300 300 <= 300 <=150 Expedia.com _ Choose a 
flight
4 77.35 49.16 4 - 147 20 - 160 120 2400 <=300 <150 surveymonkey.com
5 213.4 311.4 116 - 602 144 - 226 N/A  >900 <0.75*900 <450 Turbotax_enterdata, 
6 78.47 42.83 32 - 60 44 - 121 N/A <480 <120 <60 Existing System
7
31.82 34.54 6 - 91 12 - 63.81 >= 480  >300 <=150 75
chase.com - identify the 
transaction #
8
181.3 142.6 45 - 192 145 - 219  >3600  >2400 <0.25*2400 <300
blackboard_send 
email_with attachments
9 153.5 29.63 7 - 102 69 - 217 >900 >900 <0.5*900 <225 Blackboard_correct 
answers
10 278 100.3 - - >90 N/A <=150 <=120 nyse.com
11 5.396 13.63 4 - 42 2 - 10 >600 >600 <=60 <=60 Existing System
12 41.49 125.6 14 - 80 10 - 86 <=2400 >900 <=300 <=150 Existing System
13 136.4 48.74 13 - 154 71.7 - 200 N/A N/A <=300 <=150 MSDN lib help
14 445.9 428.4 215 - 535 75.26 - 1329 >1800 >600 <600 <300 surveymonkey.com
15 365 178.2 70 - 274 54 - 630 >1200 >250 <400 <200 surveymonkey.com
16 196.5 90.74 26 - 148 45 - 341 3 - 5 days >1800 <1800 <600 Existing System
Benchmark 
Product 
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Appendix 16  
 
After Scenario Questionnaire 
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Appendix 17  
 
Average ASQ Ratings 
 
u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6 u7 u8 u9 u10
Mean 
TA
Mean 
IA
Mean 
Overall 
Range 
IA
Range 
TA
1
1 Find Past Audit 
findings
1 2 1 1 1 3 2 2 2.33 2.11 1.2 2.289 1.74 2-3 1-2
2 2 Start New Audit 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1.333 1.44 1.59 1 1.474 1.24 1-3 1-1
3
3 Select a Checklist 
to an Audit
2.33 3 2 1.333 2 1 2 1.667 1.56 1.74 2.133 1.593 1.86 1-2 1 - 3
4 4 Print Checklist 1.67 4.67 1 1 1.333 4 2 2.444 2.81 2.42 1.933 2.736 2.33 2-4 1-5
5
5 Enter Checklist 
Data
1 2.67 1 1 1 1 2 1.333 1.44 1.59 1.333 1.474 1.40 1-2 1-3
6
6 Identify ALI and 
OC
2.33 1 1 1 1 1 2 3.33 1 1 1.267 1.666 1.47 1-4 1-3
7
7 Identify Reference 
of a Question
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1.333 1.44 1.59 1 1.474 1.24 1-2 1-1
8
8 Email Audit Report 
to Vendor
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1.667 1.89 1.85 1 1.881 1.44 1-3 1-1
9
9 Approve 
Corrective Actions
1 1 1.67 2.333 1 3.5 2 2.167 2.56 2.24 1.4 2.493 1.95 1-4 1-3
10
10 Retrieve Vendor 
Contact Information
3 2 7 1.333 2.333 7 3 4.111 4.7 3.94 3.133 4.551 3.84 3-7 1-7
11 11 Find Audit Type 1 1 1.67 1 1 1 2 1.333 1.44 1.59 1.133 1.474 1.30 1-3 1-3
12 12 Find Audit Status 1 1 1.33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.067 1 1.03 1-1 1-3
13 13 Use Online Help 6 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2.4 1 1.70 1-1 1-6
14
14 Create a New 
Checklist
5 2 1 3 2.333 1.5 2 1.944 1.81 1.92 2.667 1.836 2.25 1-3 1-3
15
15 Modify Current 
Checklist
2 2 2 1.333 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.667 1 1.33 1-1 1-2
16
16 Vendor 
Assessment
2 1 2 2 1 1 1.5 1.167 1.22 1.3 1.6 1.237 1.42 1-2 1-2  
 
 
1. u1, u2, u3, u4 and u5 are the IDs of the five users who participated in the user 
testing of the technical audits module.  
2. u6, u7, u8, u9 and u10 are the IDs of the five users who participated in the user 
testing of the technical audits module.  
3. Mean TA column indicates the mean of the values obtained for the five users 
from technical audits group  
4. Mean IA column indicates the mean of the values obtained for the five users from 
internal audits group  
5. Mean Overall column indicates the mean of the values obtained for all 10 users 
(users from both technical and internal audits group) 
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SUMI Analysis (Auditing Modules) 
 
Auditing Modules - Scores on the Six usability Scales 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Individual Scores as obtained from the Users 
 
 
User Global Efficiency Affect Helpfulness Control Learnability 
1 72 66 66 67 71 71 
2 49 47 57 44 53 50 
3 70 71 71 63 67 69 
4 60 52 69 57 58 65 
5 51 38 62 50 49 58 
6 70 57 66 66 59 65 
7 69 59 69 68 69 68 
8 70 66 66 60 60 59 
9 68 66 68 63 69 69 
10 52 39 65 46 52 59 
 
Interpretation of Scores as given in SUMI analysis  
 
The Median is the middle score when the scores are arranged in numerical order. It is 
indicative sample statistic for each usability scale.  
 
The Ucl and Lcl are the Upper and Lower Confidence Limits. They represent the limits 
within which the theoretical true score lies 95 % of the time for this sample of users.  
 
The UF and LF are the upper and lower fences. They represent values beyond which it 
may be plausibly suspected that a user is not responding with the rest of the group – 
indicating the user may be responding with an outlier.  
 
  Global Efficiency Affect Helpfulness Control Learnability 
UF 89 85 72 82 85 79 
Ucl 74 65 68 67 64 69 
Median 68 58 66 61 60 65 
Lcl 63 51 64 56 55 61 
LF 33 28 62 34 37 49 
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User Testing Scenarios for Surveillance 
 
 
Scenario 1  
For Aircraft Tail Number 7824, Work Order # 4579 identify if more number of 
surveillance activities need to be carried out for process measure “Final Walkaround” to 
achieve the target. WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 2  
For Aircraft Tail Number 7824 and Work Order # 4579 reject the Work Card # 182  
(1) classify the respective process measure as In-Process  
(2) categorize the Mx source as Engineering Order (EO) 
(3) Classify the respective Aircraft Level Impact as Regulatory Compliance  
(4) Classify the respective Organizational Category as Medium Risk  
WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 3  
For Aircraft Tail Number 9608, print the list of all ADs for Work Order # 4578 which is 
a closed surveillance event.  WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 4  
For Aircraft Tail Number 7824 and Work Order # 4579 identify the sampled/scheduled 
surveillance activities. WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 5  
For Aircraft Tail Number 7824, and Work Order # 4579 (an open work order) view the 
rejection rate. WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 6 
Generate a performance evaluation report on FedEx Indianapolis Indiana Site on all its 
applicable aircraft type and all applicable process measures. WebSAT username (sj) and 
password (sj).   
 
Scenario 7 
Retrieve NR N03063 which you generated (Steve Johnson) and is not a work card 
generated NR. WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 8 
Access information on non-routines generated by vendor for work order 4851. WebSAT 
username (sj) and password (sj).   
 
Scenario 9 
Generate a weekly status report on SASCO vendor for 07/21/2006 to 07/28/2006. 
WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
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Scenario 10 
Please find help information on entering data for more than one surveillance activity on a 
single work card. WebSAT username (sj) and password (sj).   
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Appendix 20  
 
Data on Time Taken by Each Individual to Complete a Task 
 
 
 
The unit for all the values shown in the above table is seconds.  
 
The shaded areas indicate that the subject was not able to complete the task and 
volunteered to quit it.  
 
The Mean Surv column represents the mean value obtained for all the 10 users for each 
metric.  
 
The Curr_Surv column indicates the values of the current system being used by the end 
users. WebSAT was benchmarked against the current surveillance system for all the 
metrics. 
 
The Marginal value column in the above table indicates the target performance value to 
attain for the system to be acceptable. These values were set by the design team members 
based on the specifications of the existing systems at the client location and other 
benchmarked products. 
 
The Comp_Ideal value column in the above table indicates the value for each metric set 
by the team which when achieved signifies that the system’s performance is above and 
beyond acceptable performance. 
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 Average ASQ Ratings (Surveillance Module) 
 
 
 
The shaded areas indicate that the subject was not able to accomplish the task. 
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SUMI Analysis 
 
Surveillance Modules - Scores on the Six usability Scales 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Individual Scores as obtained from the Users 
 
1 44 37 47 35 53 40 
2 61 51 63 58 60 53 
3 56 53 60 56 56 48 
4 63 52 65 53 62 67 
5 58 61 66 59 51 64 
6 73 71 71 71 71 71 
7 64 71 66 60 54 67 
8 66 46 66 67 66 71 
9 67 62 65 60 67 53 
10 69 59 65 67 71 62 
 
Interpretation of Scores as given in SUMI analysis  
 
The Median is the middle score when the scores are arranged in numerical order. It is 
indicative sample statistic for each usability scale.  
 
The Ucl and Lcl are the Upper and Lower Confidence Limits. They represent the limits 
within which the theoretical true score lies 95 % of the time for this sample of users.  
 
The UF and LF are the upper and lower fences. They represent values beyond which it 
may be plausibly suspected that a user is not responding with the rest of the group – 
indicating the user may be responding with an outlier.  
 
  Global Efficiency Affect Helpfulness Control Learnability 
UF 76 73 69 79 80 81 
Ucl 68 62 69 65 65 69 
Median 64 56 65 60 61 63 
Lcl 59 50 61 54 57 57 
LF 49 40 60 45 41 39 
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 Pre-test Questionnaire 
 
PART I - Demographics 
Subject ID: ______________________________________________________  
 
1. Gender:  
• Male  
• Female 
2. Age 
• 18 - 24  
• 25 - 34  
• over 35  
3. Is English your native language 
• Yes 
• No 
4. Please specify your ethnicity (Nation that you belong to) 
• White American 
• African American 
• Hispanic 
• Other (Specify) ________________ 
5. What is your major? ___________________________________ 
6. What is your minor? ___________________________________ 
7. Please specify your education details 
• Undergraduate  
- Freshmen 
- Sophomore 
- Junior 
- Senior 
• Graduate 
- Masters 
- PhD 
- Please specify how long you have been into the graduate 
program _______________________ 
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PART II – Knowledge and Expertise (Circle suitable answer) 
 
1. Please use the options below to specify all the design activities you have been 
involved in before. (You can select one or more options) 
• Poster 
• Newsletter 
• Web-page 
• Storyboard 
• E-portfolio 
• Other (Specify) ________________ 
 
2. How many design projects have you been involved in? 
_______ 
 
 
3. Have you ever taken courses related to design in your respective major? If yes, 
then please specify the course name and course number 
___________________________ 
 
4. Please use the options below to indicate if you have ever taken courses related to 
the following subjects. (You can select one or more options). 
• usability engineering 
• human computer interaction  
• product development  
• ethnography 
• none of the above 
 
5. Have you ever used a cell phone before?  
• Yes  
• No 
 
6. Do you own a cell phone?  
• Yes 
• No 
 
7. How long have you been using a cell phone for?  
• 3-6 months 
• 7-12 months 
• more than a year 
 
8. About how many hours a week do you use your cell phone?  
• At home _____________ 
• At work  _____________ 
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9. What are the typical tasks you use (Please circle one or more options)  
- Make a phone call 
- Play games 
- Download new games 
- Store a to do list 
- Send SMS 
- Perform calculations 
- Set alarm 
- Change the ringer modes and ring tones 
- Use functions like “quickly dial” 
 
10. Please indicate your interest levels in designing interfaces on a scale of 1 – 5 with 
1 being least interested and 5 being highly interested.  
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Quiz 
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Sections 1 & 2 of this quiz were taken from www.hfi.com 
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Appendix 25 – Design Problem Description 
 
Business Requirements – Non-Persona Group 
Attention OnWyre Employees 
 
“Female buying power in the area of technology is greater today than it has ever been, 
with women responsible for $55 billion of technology purchases yearly and with women 
expected to represent an even larger slice of the technology pie as marketers tap more 
effectively into this demographic” (www.marketresearch.com).  
 
Based on this market research, the company management of  OnWyre  has decided to 
focus on working women as the primary target audience for our next generation cell 
phones. This target population is divided into the following subcategories:               
  
• Working women, 35 -60, non-techno savvy, moderate cell phone usage 
• Working women, 35 -60, techno savvy, moderate to high cell phone usage 
 
As members of the design team for the new phone, you will be provided with the 
following materials:  
 
1. The requirements gathered by your ethnographic (user) research team. 
2. The metrics on which user testing data will be collected for the cell phone.  
 
Using these documents, you are to design a cell phone that can satisfy the users’ needs 
and goals. In addition to age, gender, and phone usage, your proposed design solutions 
should meet the following characteristics of the target audience:   
 
• College-educated 
• Computer literate but not highly technical 
• Likely to be married with children 
• Likely to use computer in her work environment 
 
Your design solutions should meet all the requirements given and will be tested by the 
target population, and performance data will be collected along with their subjective 
opinions of the interface. 
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Business Requirements -- Persona Group 
Attention OnWyre Employees 
 
“Female buying power in the area of technology is greater today than it has ever been, 
with women responsible for $55 billion of technology purchases yearly and with women 
expected to represent an even larger slice of the technology pie as marketers tap more 
effectively into this demographic” (www.marketresearch.com).  
 
Based on this market research, the company management of  OnWyre  has decided to 
focus on working women as the primary target audience for our next generation cell 
phones. This target population is divided into the following subcategories:               
  
• Working women, 35 -60, non-techno savvy, moderate cell phone usage 
• Working women, 35 -60, techno savvy, moderate to high cell phone usage 
 
As members of the design team for the new phone, you will be provided with the 
following materials:  
     
1. The requirements gathered by your ethnographic (user) research team. 
2. The metrics on which user testing data will be collected for the cell phone. 
3. The persona documents of Abby Williams (Primary User Category) and of Susan Lee 
(Secondary User Category)   
4. The scenarios that Abby and Susan will encounter using the cell phones. 
 
In addition, this design team was given the following instructions:   
 
Instructions for the team 
– Abby is your primary user, but Susan’s needs should also be considered. 
– When there is a conflict between Abby’s and Susan’s goals, priority goes 
to Abby. 
– Abby and Susan will become your team members during brainstorming 
sessions. 
– Consider both Abby’s and Susan’s perspectives to decide if they will like 
your solutions. 
– Abby and Susan will eventually test your designs to see if they are easy to 
use. 
– Your design solutions should meet all the requirements given 
  
Your designs will be tested by the target population, and performance data will be 
collected along with their subjective opinion on the interface. 
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Appendix 26 
 
 Requirements for Non-Persona Teams 
 
1. I like to have the “speed dial” option  
The cell phone allows shortcut to dial a person 
Metric: Time taken to identify the shortcut to dial a person; Time taken to dial a 
person quickly without using contacts list; Number of errors committed 
 
2. I don’t care for the music it provides  
I don’t like it to ring in the church or when I am in the grocery store 
The cell phone ringer can be controlled 
Metric: Time taken to control the ringer mode; Number of errors committed 
 
3. I wish to put it in silent mode in one click  
The cell phone allows setting the silent mode quickly 
Metric: Time taken to control the ringer mode; Number of errors committed 
 
4. I should be able to control the phone volume easily  
The cell phone volume can be controlled  
Metric: Time taken to control volume; Number of errors committed 
 
5. I can’t figure out how to put the phone back into the ring mode so instead of 
putting the phone in the vibrate mode I switch it off when necessary  
The cell phone is easy to switch from one ring mode to another  
Metric: Time taken to add more contact information; Number of errors committed 
 
6. I use the alarm clock occasionally. 
 The cell phone allows setting an alarm 
 Metric: Time taken to set the alarm; Number of errors committed 
 
7. Each time I turn off the alarm it goes on recurrently. I don’t know hot to turn it off 
permanently and have it work only when I need it to. It is frustrating when it goes 
on even when I am in a different time zone  
The cell phone facilitates turning-off the alarm. 
Metric: Time taken to turn-off the alarm; Number of errors committed  
 
8. I like to be able to add more contact information like address and work number 
along with the contact name and number in my contacts list.  
The cell phone allows adding more contact information per person/entity 
Metric: Time taken to add more contact information; Number of errors committed 
 
9. I like to be able store more than one number per person  
The cell phone allows storing more than one number per person 
Metric: Time taken to add more contact information; Number of errors committed 
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10. In my phone, I like that I can pull up the date and time when somebody had called 
me using the most recent calls feature.  
The cell phone allows me to look the date and time of the phone calls received or 
made.  
Metric: Time taken to access information on the date and time of a recent call 
 
11. I wish I could put someone on hold and be able to take another call.  
The cell phone allows taking another call without hanging up the current call.  
Metric: Time taken to take another call without hanging up on the current call.  
 
12. I don’t want to learn all the features 
I would prefer a very simple phone than learning all over 
The cell phone is easy to learn 
Metric: Subjective rating on the learnability; Repetitive errors 
 
13. I would like to have a Bluetooth  
The cell phone has a Bluetooth 
Metric: Time taken to change to Bluetooth mode; Number of errors committed 
 
14. I like setting reminders for myself  
The cell phone allows setting reminders 
Metric: Time taken to set reminders; Number of errors committed 
 
15. I like to pay my cell phone bill over the phone  
The cell phone allows paying the cell bill via cell-phone 
Metric: Time taken to pay the cell phone bill; Number of errors committed 
 
16. I like to take pictures using my cell phone  
The cell phone allows taking pictures and storing them 
Metric: Time taken to take a picture and save it;  
 
17. I send text messages often, but the keys are very small  
The keys afford convenient typing 
Metric: Time taken to type a text message; Number of errors committed 
 
18. It is a “cool” feature to have the tip calculated if you specify the bill amount using 
your cell phone.  
The cell phone provides a calculator.  
Metric: Time taken to calculate the tip amount 
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Appendix 27  
 
Primary Persona Description and Scenarios 
Abby Williams 
Administrative Assistant 
Age: 51 
Job: Administrative Assistant  
Workplace: Nursing Department, Clemson University 
Abby  
Administrative Assistant 
& Walking Database 
About Abby 
 
Abby was born and raised in a large family in New Jersey 
and did her bachelors in business administration in Lakeview 
College at New York. She moved to Clemson after joining as 
the administrative assistant in the nursing department at 
Clemson University 19 years ago. Abby is married with two 
children 18 and 11. Abby has a very warm and friendly 
personality which makes her a popular person at the 
workplace. Being very interested in the style and good life, 
Abby wears understated but expensive clothes in muted 
colors mostly of Liz Claiborne or Calvin Klein. She has a 
large circle of friends, most of whom are professional 
colleagues and likes to go on short trips with them in her 
Saturn Minivan. Her good organizational and people skills 
make her the most sought after person in the department. 
Abby uses a computer for her typical work activities but does 
not consider her a tech-savvy. 
Goals 
 
• To be able to contact her children & husband whenever 
she wants to 
• To perform well in her role so that she can make an 
impact on the progress of the department 
Technology Attitude 
Abby likes when it is simple and straightforward and does not enjoy spending a whole 
lot of time on computer stuff. She prefers those applications which help her get done with 
her task quickly and easily. Abby is very goal-oriented and carries “I know what I need to 
know” attitude. She enrolls every summer in training classes which help her learn the 
software application necessary in her work environment. But she limits it to what she is 
required to know. For her any tech-device is only a tool get job done easier. 
Abby had her cell phone for 2 years now and she mostly uses it to talk to her 18 year old 
daughter Sara who started attending college in the fall of 2005 at Charleston, SC. She 
considers it to be safer to talk with the “earpiece” while driving but feels that it is not 
convenient. Instead she is looking out for a slick one with a Bluetooth facility. She 
feels that it makes her so important using a slick phone in front of others. She does not care 
for the various features that the cell phone offers. She occasionally tries to set herself 
reminders using the phone. With the help of Sara she somehow managed to figure out the 
speed dial option which she boasts about. The one thing she doesn’t like about her cell 
phone is that she cannot quickly control the ringer when it rings in a church or in any 
public gathering. She also prefers having more contact information associated with one 
Name and doesn’t like it when the phone restricts her on storing more information  
Cell phone Usage 
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Scenario 1:  
Abby just got out of a meeting with too many files in her hand. She wants to let her daughter Sara 
know that she will be home late so she decides to call her real quick before she leaves to the next 
meeting which is going to begin in 15 more minutes. While walking towards the elevator with all 
the files in one hand she manages to take out her cell phone from her hand bag. She uses the 
short cut key to call her daughter Sara and calls her without having to scroll through the entire list 
of the contact numbers.  
 
Scenario 2:  
Sunday morning 9:00 AM Abby is in the church to attend the mass. The cell phone suddenly 
starts ringing while she is praying and she realizes that she forgot to switch it off. She grabs the 
phone immediately and in one click makes it silent.  
 
Scenario 3:  
Abby normally leaves the phone in vibration mode while at work because she thinks that will not 
cause any disturbance to others who are around when it rings. But she has not been able to 
figure out how to come out of the vibration mode using her cell phone interface. So she always 
switches it off and then turns it on as she figured out that the phone will re-set from vibration 
mode to normal ringing. She figured this out the hard way and hopes that at least the new cell 
phone she is getting saves her from this trouble.     
 
Scenario 4:  
Abby goes on a weekend trip with the International Student Association to Charleston. She 
realizes that she had forgotten to take her alarm piece with her to the location. She thinks if she 
can use her cell phone to set the alarm? 
 
Scenario 5:  
Sara (Abby’s eldest daughter) got a new job on campus as the WebMaster of the Bio-Engineering 
department at Charleston. Now Abby wants to store her office phone number and new e-mail 
address along with her personal mobile phone number. Abby doesn’t want to learn all the 
features of the cell phone and she likes it when it is intuitive to her. However, she starts figuring 
out her way in storing Sara’s new contact information and she successfully completes the task in 
decently short time.   
 
Scenario 6:  
Abby missed a call that she received from the new car mechanic she visited two days ago. She 
finds out that she missed his call and now is trying to find out the information on the time when 
she received his call. She realizes that this information is not being displayed and wishes for one 
which did.  
 
Scenario 7:  
One thing that Abby likes about her cell-phone is that it allows her to retrieve the most recent 
numbers she accessed. She feels that even if there was a new number that she received a call 
from, she can immediately pull the number by accessing her most-recent calls. 
 
Scenario 8:  
Abby is frustrated with her current cell phone as she always has to hang up on someone when 
she receives a call from someone else. She tried hard to figure out how to access a new call 
while already online with another person without hanging up on him/her. She wishes if the cell 
phone were more intuitive and easy to use. 
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Appendix 28  
 
Secondary Persona Description and Scenarios
Susan Lee 
System Administrator 
Age: 35 
Job: Systems Programmer  
Workplace: Computer Network Services, Clemson 
University 
Cell phone Usage 
Susan had her cell phone for 8 years now and for her cell phone is primarily to stay in touch 
with her family during emergencies. Although, Susan, is a computer-savvy person she 
world rather have a very simple to use cell phone than a complex one where she has to 
figure out the way in which things are to be done. Susan likes it that with a cell phone she 
can always have access to her schedule and have reminders stored even when she is 
doesn’t have access to her planner. Susan likes it when she can get a lot of things done 
using her cell phone like calculating tip amounts, setting reminders and marking her grocery 
list. She feels that she can use her cell phone for multi-purpose. If something is not intuitive 
her she would not care about using that feature. 
Susan 
Systems programmer 
Goals 
 
• To be on the top of the to-do list that she has to do 
each day 
• To be updated with the latest technical know-how 
related to network administration 
About Susan 
 
Susan is a systems programmer in the CNS department at 
Clemson University.  Apart from getting fast hardware to run 
under Linux Susan is also in charge of identifying and 
procuring equipment with suitable configuration to various 
research laboratories on campus. She moved to Clemson 
from Greer, SC after joining as the systems programmer at 
Clemson University 6 years ago. She is now married with a 
boy who is three years old.  
 
When something is incomplete or unclear, Susan takes the 
time to track down the answer.  With an attitude to thrive for 
excellence through accuracy Susan aims to move up the 
ladder very soon in her career. phone with ultra features.  
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Scenario 1:  
Now that the semester has begun, Susan has been very busy implementing the organization 
decision to change from DELL systems to IBM computers. She has been telling herself not to 
forget wishing her mom on her Birthday. She now wants to use her cell phone to set reminders. 
   
Scenario 2:  
Susan cannot remember all the due dates for paying her bills. Once she gets the reminder that 
she needs to pay the cell phone bill she uses the “pay bill” option which she likes because she 
can pay off her bill in one click.   
 
Scenario 3:  
Susan likes to take pictures using her cell phone once in a while as the cell phone is always with 
her and if she finds something “cool” she can immediately capture it. 
   
Scenario 4:  
Susan arranged a surprised Birthday party for her husband. She did not want to break the 
surprise in any form so she handled all the phone calls through text messages. She is not too 
happy with her current phone because she cannot do message people real quick. However, she 
figured out how to go about messaging.   
 
Scenario 5:  
Susan normally prefers using the calculator in her PC but when she is not at the system and she 
doesn’t mind using her cell phone to do the task.
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Appendix 29  
 
Cognitive Walkthrough Checklist & Heuristics for Evaluation 
 
Will the users achieve the right effect? For example, their task is to print a document, but 
the first thing they have to do is select a printer. Will they know that they should select a 
printer? 
  
Will the user notice that the correct action is available? This relates to the visibility and 
understandability of actions in the interface.  
 
Will the user associate the correct action with the effect to be achieved? Users often use 
the "label-following" strategy, which leads them to select an action if the label for that 
action matches the task description.  
 
If the correct action is performed, will the user see that progress is being made toward 
solution of the task? This is to check the system feedback after the user executes the 
action.  
 
Heuristics for Evaluation 
 
Visibility of system status  
The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through 
appropriate feedback within reasonable time.  
 
Match between system and the real world  
The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts 
familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world 
conventions, making information appear in a natural and logical order.  
 
User control and freedom   
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked 
"emergency exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an 
extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.  
 
Consistency and standards   
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean 
the same thing. Follow platform conventions.  
 
Error prevention    
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem 
from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for 
them and present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.  
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Recognition rather than recall   
Minimize the user's memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. The 
user should not have to remember information from one part of the dialogue to 
another. Instructions for use of the system should be visible or easily retrievable 
whenever appropriate.  
 
Flexibility and efficiency of use   
Accelerators -- unseen by the novice user -- may often speed up the interaction for the 
expert user such that the system can cater to both inexperienced and experienced 
users. Allow users to tailor frequent actions.  
 
Aesthetic and minimalist design   
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every 
extra unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of 
information and diminishes their relative visibility.  
 
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors  
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate 
the problem, and constructively suggest a solution.  
 
Help and documentation    
Even though it is better if the system can be used without documentation, it may be 
necessary to provide help and documentation. Any such information should be easy 
to search, focused on the user's task, list concrete steps to be carried out, and not be 
too large.  
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Appendix 30 
 
 Lab Study - Persona Validation Ratings 
 
Please rate how well you can associate yourself with Abby Williams, the 
administrative assistant on the following scale.  
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%  60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
 
Please rate how well you can associate yourself with Susan Lee, the system 
administrator. 
 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%  60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 
 
 
Primary Persona Participant # Rating 
Abby Williams P1 100% 
Abby Williams P2 90% 
Abby Williams P3 90% 
Abby Williams P5 80% 
Abby Williams P8 100% 
Abby Williams P9 100% 
Abby Williams P10 90% 
Abby Williams P11 80% 
Abby Williams P12 90% 
Abby Williams P13 90% 
Abby Williams P15 70% 
Abby Williams P22 90% 
Mean Rating  89. 17% 
Secondary Persona Participant # Rating 
Susan Lee P4 90% 
Susan Lee P6 90% 
Susan Lee P7 100% 
Susan Lee P14 70% 
Susan Lee P16 100% 
Susan Lee P17 80% 
Susan Lee P18 90% 
Susan Lee P19 80% 
Susan Lee P20 80% 
Susan Lee P21 100% 
Susan Lee P23 100% 
Susan Lee P24 100% 
Mean Rating  90% 
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Appendix 31 
 
 Overall Satisfaction Rating with an Interface 
 
Please indicate your level of satisfaction with this interface using the scale given below 
 
1. Very Dissatisfied 
2. Dissatisfied    
3. Neither 
4. Satisfied    
5. Very Satisfied 
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Appendix 32 
 
 SAS Code  
 
Dependent Variable: Average After Scenario Questionnaire Rating (ASQ) 
After removal of carry over term from the Model  
 
INPUT SEQ SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT $ CARRY $ ASQ @@; 
If Period=1 then CARRY='.'; 
if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
   if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
     if SEQ =3 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 3) then 
CATEGORY = 1 ; 
    if SEQ =3 and SUBJECT = 4 then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
 if SEQ =6 and SUBJECT = 2 then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =6 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then 
CATEGORY = 2 ; 
 
DATALINES;                           
1 1 1 A . 2.67 1 2 1 A . 1.00 1 3 1 A . 1.74 1 4 1 A . 1.67 
1 1 2 B A 2.30 1 2 2 B A 1.74 1 3 2 B A 2.33 1 4 2 B A 2.48 
1 1 3 C B 3.00 1 2 3 C B 1.74 1 3 3 C B 2.30 1 4 3 C B 2.37 
1 1 4 D C 2.96 1 2 4 D C 1.25 1 3 4 D C 2.89 1 4 4 D C 2.56 
1 1 5 E D 3.33 1 2 5 E D 2.00 1 3 5 E D 3.52 1 4 5 E D 2.15 
1 1 6 F E 2.74 1 2 6 F E 1.11 1 3 6 F E 1.52 1 4 6 F E 1.56 
2 1 1 B . 3.04 2 2 1 B . 2.07 2 3 1 B . 2.77 2 4 1 B . 3.70 
2 1 2 D B 3.37 2 2 2 D B 1.89 2 3 2 D B 2.77 2 4 2 D B 3.15 
2 1 3 A D 1.96 2 2 3 A D 1.44 2 3 3 A D 1.11 2 4 3 A D 1.59 
2 1 4 F A 3.18 2 2 4 F A 1.00 2 3 4 F A 1.55 2 4 4 F A 2.22 
2 1 5 C F 1.67 2 2 5 C F 2.33 2 3 5 C F 2.03 2 4 5 C F 2.85 
2 1 6 E C 2.59 2 2 6 E C 2.11 2 3 6 E C 2.67 2 4 6 E C 2.92 
3 1 1 D . 4.14 3 2 1 D . 3.44 3 3 1 D . 5.07 3 4 1 D . 2.18 
3 1 2 F D 3.11 3 2 2 F D 2.14 3 3 2 F D 3.81 3 4 2 F D 1.52 
3 1 3 B F 2.77 3 2 3 B F 2.77 3 3 3 B F 4.59 3 4 3 B F 2.40 
3 1 4 E B 3.44 3 2 4 E B 1.89 3 3 4 E B 4.37 3 4 4 E B 1.33 
3 1 5 A E 1.00 3 2 5 A E 1.22 3 3 5 A E 3.07 3 4 5 A E 1.22 
3 1 6 C A 4.00 3 2 6 C A 3.22 3 3 6 C A 3.85 3 4 6 C A 1.67 
4 1 1 F . 1.44 4 2 1 F . 4.07 4 3 1 F . 2.52 4 4 1 F . 4.63 
4 1 2 E F 1.88 4 2 2 E D 4.22 4 3 2 E F 1.78 4 4 2 E F 4.19 
4 1 3 D E 2.11 4 2 3 D E 5.78 4 3 3 D E 2.70 4 4 3 D E 6.15 
4 1 4 C D 2.22 4 2 4 C D 4.78 4 3 4 C D 1.63 4 4 4 C D 3.15 
4 1 5 B C 3.00 4 2 5 B C 3.62 4 3 5 B C 2.55 4 4 5 B C 3.11 
4 1 6 A B 1.11 4 2 6 A B 2.50 4 3 6 A B 1.78 4 4 6 A B 2.92 
5 1 1 E . 2.67 5 2 1 E . 2.71 5 3 1 E . 3.82 5 4 1 E . 2.33 
5 1 2 C E 3.07 5 2 2 C E 3.28 5 3 2 C E 4.5 5 4 2 C E 1.56 
5 1 3 F C 1.52 5 2 3 F C 2.57 5 3 3 F C 2.00 5 4 3 F C 2.48 
5 1 4 A F 1.82 5 2 4 A F 2.86 5 3 4 A F 2.17 5 4 4 A F 2.96 
5 1 5 D A 3.33 5 2 5 D A 4.14 5 3 5 D A 2.00 5 4 5 D A 2.26 
5 1 6 B D 3.96 5 2 6 B D 2.43 5 3 6 B D 2.28 5 4 6 B D 4.59 
6 1 1 C . 3.26 6 2 1 C . 3.44 6 3 1 C . 2.9 6 4 1 C . 3.59 
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6 1 2 A C 2.67 6 2 2 A C 1.89 6 3 2 A C 3.21 6 4 2 A C 3.19 
6 1 3 E A 2.33 6 2 3 E A 3.56 6 3 3 E A 2.58 6 4 3 E A 3.78 
6 1 4 B E 3.57 6 2 4 B E 3.22 6 3 4 B E 2.41 6 4 4 B E 3.52 
6 1 5 F B 2.00 6 2 5 F B 1.44 6 3 5 F B 2.78 6 4 5 F B 3.00 
6 1 6 D F 2.00 6 2 6 D F 3.33 6 3 6 D F 1.37 6 4 6 D F 3.11 
 
proc glm; 
CLASS SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT CARRY; 
MODEL ASQ = SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT(Category seq) PERIOD TREAT 
TREAT*CATEGORY ; 
Estimate 'P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=1: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
              Category*Treat 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=2: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
              Category*Treat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
LSMEANS TREAT /PDIFF; 
LSMEANS CATEGORY; 
Lsmeans Treat*Category; 
 
run; 
quit; 
 
 
Proc Glm code with carry term in the model (to test for carry over effect) for ASQ 
dependent variable. 
 
proc glm; 
CLASS SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT CARRY; 
MODEL ASQ = SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT(Category seq) PERIOD TREAT 
TREAT*CATEGORY CARRY; 
Estimate 'P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=1: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
              Category*Treat 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=2: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
              Category*Treat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
LSMEANS TREAT /PDIFF; 
LSMEANS CATEGORY; 
Lsmeans Treat*Category; 
run; 
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Dependent Variable: Overall Rating (RATING)  
After removal of carry over term from the Model  
 
INPUT SEQ SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT $ CARRY $ RATING @@; 
If Period=1 then CARRY='.'; 
if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =3 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 3) then  
CATEGORY = 1 ; 
if SEQ =3 and SUBJECT = 4 then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 2 ;  
if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =6 and SUBJECT = 2 then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =6 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then 
CATEGORY = 2 ; 
 
DATALINES; 
1 1 1 A . 4.00 1 2 1 A . 5.00 1 3 1 A . 5.00 1 4 1 A . 5.00 
1 1 2 B A 4.00 1 2 2 B A 4.00 1 3 2 B A 4.00 1 4 2 B A 2.00 
1 1 3 C B 2.00 1 2 3 C B 2.00 1 3 3 C B 3.00 1 4 3 C B 2.00 
1 1 4 D C 4.00 1 2 4 D C 4.00 1 3 4 D C 4.00 1 4 4 D C 2.00 
1 1 5 E D 3.00 1 2 5 E D 4.00 1 3 5 E D 3.00 1 4 5 E D 4.00 
1 1 6 F E 2.00 1 2 6 F E 4.00 1 3 6 F E 5.00 1 4 6 F E 4.00 
2 1 1 B . 4.00 2 2 1 B . 4.00 2 3 1 B . 4.00 2 4 1 B . 4.00 
2 1 2 D B 4.00 2 2 2 D B 4.00 2 3 2 D B 4.00 2 4 2 D B 3.00 
2 1 3 A D 5.00 2 2 3 A D 5.00 2 3 3 A D 4.00 2 4 3 A D 5.00 
2 1 4 F A 4.00 2 2 4 F A 4.00 2 3 4 F A 5.00 2 4 4 F A 2.00 
2 1 5 C F 3.00 2 2 5 C F 3.00 2 3 5 C F 3.00 2 4 5 C F 4.00 
2 1 6 E C 4.00 2 2 6 E C 3.00 2 3 6 E C 4.00 2 4 6 E C 5.00 
3 1 1 D . 1.00 3 2 1 D . 3.00 3 3 1 D . 2.00 3 4 1 D . 4.00 
3 1 2 F D 4.00 3 2 2 F D 4.00 3 3 2 F D 4.00 3 4 2 F D 4.00 
3 1 3 B F 3.00 3 2 3 B F 4.00 3 3 3 B F 4.00 3 4 3 B F 2.00 
3 1 4 E B 3.00 3 2 4 E B 4.00 3 3 4 E B 2.00 3 4 4 E B 3.00 
3 1 5 A E 5.00 3 2 5 A E 5.00 3 3 5 A E 2.00 3 4 5 A E 5.00 
3 1 6 C A 3.00 3 2 6 C A 4.00 3 3 6 C A 2.00 3 4 6 C A 3.00 
4 1 1 F . 5.00 4 2 1 F . 4.00 4 3 1 F . 4.00 4 4 1 F . 2.00 
4 1 2 E F 3.00 4 2 2 E D 2.00 4 3 2 E F 4.00 4 4 2 E F 2.00 
4 1 3 D E 3.00 4 2 3 D E 4.00 4 3 3 D E 2.00 4 4 3 D E 1.00 
4 1 4 C D 2.00 4 2 4 C D 4.00 4 3 4 C D 5.00 4 4 4 C D 4.00 
4 1 5 B C 3.00 4 2 5 B C 4.00 4 3 5 B C 2.00 4 4 5 B C 4.00 
4 1 6 A B 5.00 4 2 6 A B 5.00 4 3 6 A B 4.00 4 4 6 A B 4.00 
5 1 1 E . 2.00 5 2 1 E . 5.00 5 3 1 E . 4.00 5 4 1 E . 4.00 
5 1 2 C E 1.00 5 2 2 C E 1.00 5 3 2 C E 2.00 5 4 2 C E 2.00 
5 1 3 F C 4.00 5 2 3 F C 2.00 5 3 3 F C 4.00 5 4 3 F C 2.00 
5 1 4 A F 4.00 5 2 4 A F 4.00 5 3 4 A F 2.00 5 4 4 A F 3.00 
5 1 5 D A 3.00 5 2 5 D A 1.00 5 3 5 D A 3.00 5 4 5 D A 4.00 
5 1 6 B D 2.00 5 2 6 B D 3.00 5 3 6 B D 4.00 5 4 6 B D 2.00 
6 1 1 C . 3.00 6 2 1 C . 4.00 6 3 1 C . 4.00 6 4 1 C . 2.00 
6 1 2 A C 4.00 6 2 2 A C 5.00 6 3 2 A C 3.00 6 4 2 A C 4.00 
6 1 3 E A 4.00 6 2 3 E A 2.00 6 3 3 E A 5.00 6 4 3 E A 4.00 
6 1 4 B E 2.00 6 2 4 B E 2.00 6 3 4 B E 2.00 6 4 4 B E 2.00 
6 1 5 F B 4.00 6 2 5 F B 4.00 6 3 5 F B 5.00 6 4 5 F B 3.00 
6 1 6 D F 5.00 6 2 6 D F 2.00 6 3 6 D F 4.00 6 4 6 D F 4.00 
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proc glm; 
CLASS SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT CARRY; 
MODEL RATING = SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT(Category seq) PERIOD TREAT 
TREAT*CATEGORY; 
Estimate 'P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=1: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
               Category*Treat 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=2: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
               Category*Treat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
LSMEANS TREAT /PDIFF; 
LSMEANS CATEGORY; 
Lsmeans Treat*Category; 
run; 
quit; 
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Dependent Variable: Total Tasks Done  
After removal of carry over term from the Model  
 
INPUT SEQ SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT $ CARRY $ TOTAL_DONE @@; 
If Period=1 then CARRY='.'; 
if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
  if SEQ =3 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 3) then 
CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =3 and SUBJECT = 4 then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ;  
if SEQ =6 and SUBJECT = 2 then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =6 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then 
CATEGORY = 2 ; 
 
DATALINES; 
1 1 1 A . 8.00 1 2 1 A . 9.00 1 3 1 A . 8.00 1 4 1 A . 9.00 
1 1 2 B A 8.00 1 2 2 B A 8.00 1 3 2 B A 9.00 1 4 2 B A 8.00 
1 1 3 C B 8.00 1 2 3 C B 9.00 1 3 3 C B 9.00 1 4 3 C B 7.00 
1 1 4 D C 9.00 1 2 4 D C 9.00 1 3 4 D C 8.00 1 4 4 D C 8.00 
1 1 5 E D 7.00 1 2 5 E D 7.00 1 3 5 E D 8.00 1 4 5 E D 8.00 
1 1 6 F E 8.00 1 2 6 F E 9.00 1 3 6 F E 9.00 1 4 6 F E 8.00 
2 1 1 B . 5.00 2 2 1 B . 8.00 2 3 1 B . 7.00 2 4 1 B . 9.00 
2 1 2 D B 6.00 2 2 2 D B 7.00 2 3 2 D B 8.00 2 4 2 D B 9.00 
2 1 3 A D 7.00 2 2 3 A D 9.00 2 3 3 A D 9.00 2 4 3 A D 9.00 
2 1 4 F A 7.00 2 2 4 F A 9.00 2 3 4 F A 9.00 2 4 4 F A 9.00 
2 1 5 C F 5.00 2 2 5 C F 9.00 2 3 5 C F 9.00 2 4 5 C F 9.00 
2 1 6 E C 6.00 2 2 6 E C 8.00 2 3 6 E C 7.00 2 4 6 E C 9.00 
3 1 1 D . 5.00 3 2 1 D . 7.00 3 3 1 D . 7.00 3 4 1 D . 7.00 
3 1 2 F D 9.00 3 2 2 F D 9.00 3 3 2 F D 9.00 3 4 2 F D 9.00 
3 1 3 B F 6.00 3 2 3 B F 7.00 3 3 3 B F 6.00 3 4 3 B F 8.00 
3 1 4 E B 7.00 3 2 4 E B 9.00 3 3 4 E B 8.00 3 4 4 E B 9.00 
3 1 5 A E 9.00 3 2 5 A E 9.00 3 3 5 A E 9.00 3 4 5 A E 8.00 
3 1 6 C A 5.00 3 2 6 C A 7.00 3 3 6 C A 8.00 3 4 6 C A 9.00 
4 1 1 F . 9.00 4 2 1 F . 8.00 4 3 1 F . 8.00 4 4 1 F . 7.00 
4 1 2 E F 9.00 4 2 2 E D 5.00 4 3 2 E F 9.00 4 4 2 E F 6.00 
4 1 3 D E 8.00 4 2 3 D E 7.00 4 3 3 D E 9.00 4 4 3 D E 5.00 
4 1 4 C D 7.00 4 2 4 C D 6.00 4 3 4 C D 9.00 4 4 4 C D 7.00 
4 1 5 B C 9.00 4 2 5 B C 8.00 4 3 5 B C 8.00 4 4 5 B C 8.00 
4 1 6 A B 7.00 4 2 6 A B 6.00 4 3 6 A B 9.00 4 4 6 A B 6.00 
5 1 1 E . 9.00 5 2 1 E . 8.00 5 3 1 E . 9.00 5 4 1 E . 8.00 
5 1 2 C E 8.00 5 2 2 C E 8.00 5 3 2 C E 6.00 5 4 2 C E 9.00 
5 1 3 F C 9.00 5 2 3 F C 9.00 5 3 3 F C 8.00 5 4 3 F C 9.00 
5 1 4 A F 8.00 5 2 4 A F 8.00 5 3 4 A F 8.00 5 4 4 A F 9.00 
5 1 5 D A 6.00 5 2 5 D A 6.00 5 3 5 D A 9.00 5 4 5 D A 9.00 
5 1 6 B D 8.00 5 2 6 B D 9.00 5 3 6 B D 8.00 5 4 6 B D 7.00 
6 1 1 C . 6.00 6 2 1 C . 5.00 6 3 1 C . 8.00 6 4 1 C . 8.00 
6 1 2 A C 8.00 6 2 2 A C 8.00 6 3 2 A C 8.00 6 4 2 A C 9.00 
6 1 3 E A 9.00 6 2 3 E A 7.00 6 3 3 E A 7.00 6 4 3 E A 8.00 
6 1 4 B E 9.00 6 2 4 B E 7.00 6 3 4 B E 7.00 6 4 4 B E 7.00 
6 1 5 F B 9.00 6 2 5 F B 9.00 6 3 5 F B 9.00 6 4 5 F B 8.00 
6 1 6 D F 9.00 6 2 6 D F 7.00 6 3 6 D F 7.00 6 4 6 D F 7.00 
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proc glm; 
CLASS SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT CARRY; 
MODEL TOTAL_DONE = SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT(Category seq) PERIOD TREAT 
TREAT*CATEGORY; 
Estimate 'P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=1: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
               Category*Treat 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=2: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
               Category*Treat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
LSMEANS TREAT /PDIFF; 
LSMEANS CATEGORY; 
Lsmeans Treat*Category; 
 
RUN; 
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Dependent Variable: Total Tasks Optimally Done  
After removal of the carry over term from the model 
   
INPUT SEQ SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT $ CARRY $ Optimal @@; 
If Period=1 then CARRY='.'; 
if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =1 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
  if SEQ =2 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
     if SEQ =3 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 3) then 
CATEGORY = 1 ; 
    if SEQ =3 and SUBJECT = 4 then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 2 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =4 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3) then CATEGORY = 2 ;   
if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 2) then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =5 and (SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then CATEGORY = 2 ; 
if SEQ =6 and SUBJECT = 2 then CATEGORY = 1 ; 
 if SEQ =6 and (SUBJECT = 1 or SUBJECT = 3 or SUBJECT = 4) then 
CATEGORY = 2 ; 
 
DATALINES; 
1 1 1 A . 7.00 1 2 1 A . 7.00 1 3 1 A . 8.00 1 4 1 A . 7.00 
1 1 2 B A 5.00 1 2 2 B A 5.00 1 3 2 B A 6.00 1 4 2 B A 5.00 
1 1 3 C B 8.00 1 2 3 C B 7.00 1 3 3 C B 9.00 1 4 3 C B 3.00 
1 1 4 D C 7.00 1 2 4 D C 4.00 1 3 4 D C 5.00 1 4 4 D C 5.00 
1 1 5 E D 4.00 1 2 5 E D 6.00 1 3 5 E D 7.00 1 4 5 E D 5.00 
1 1 6 F E 6.00 1 2 6 F E 9.00 1 3 6 F E 8.00 1 4 6 F E 9.00 
2 1 1 B . 3.00 2 2 1 B . 6.00 2 3 1 B . 3.00 2 4 1 B . 5.00 
2 1 2 D B 4.00 2 2 2 D B 3.00 2 3 2 D B 5.00 2 4 2 D B 5.00 
2 1 3 A D 6.00 2 2 3 A D 6.00 2 3 3 A D 8.00 2 4 3 A D 5.00 
2 1 4 F A 6.00 2 2 4 F A 7.00 2 3 4 F A 9.00 2 4 4 F A 5.00 
2 1 5 C F 4.00 2 2 5 C F 3.00 2 3 5 C F 5.00 2 4 5 C F 4.00 
2 1 6 E C 4.00 2 2 6 E C 3.00 2 3 6 E C 5.00 2 4 6 E C 8.00 
3 1 1 D . 4.00 3 2 1 D . 3.00 3 3 1 D . 5.00 3 4 1 D . 4.00 
3 1 2 F D 5.00 3 2 2 F D 7.00 3 3 2 F D 5.00 3 4 2 F D 7.00 
3 1 3 B F 4.00 3 2 3 B F 6.00 3 3 3 B F 4.00 3 4 3 B F 5.00 
3 1 4 E B 2.00 3 2 4 E B 7.00 3 3 4 E B 3.00 3 4 4 E B 7.00 
3 1 5 A E 7.00 3 2 5 A E 9.00 3 3 5 A E 8.00 3 4 5 A E 6.00 
3 1 6 C A 2.00 3 2 6 C A 1.00 3 3 6 C A 3.00 3 4 6 C A 4.00 
4 1 1 F . 6.00 4 2 1 F . 6.00 4 3 1 F . 7.00 4 4 1 F . 3.00 
4 1 2 E F 6.00 4 2 2 E D 4.00 4 3 2 E F 6.00 4 4 2 E F 4.00 
4 1 3 D E 6.00 4 2 3 D E 5.00 4 3 3 D E 7.00 4 4 3 D E 1.00 
4 1 4 C D 3.00 4 2 4 C D 2.00 4 3 4 C D 7.00 4 4 4 C D 5.00 
4 1 5 B C 4.00 4 2 5 B C 5.00 4 3 5 B C 6.00 4 4 5 B C 4.00 
4 1 6 A B 7.00 4 2 6 A B 6.00 4 3 6 A B 7.00 4 4 6 A B 6.00 
5 1 1 E . 5.00 5 2 1 E . 6.00 5 3 1 E . 3.00 5 4 1 E . 7.00 
5 1 2 C E 5.00 5 2 2 C E 5.00 5 3 2 C E 2.00 5 4 2 C E 8.00 
5 1 3 F C 7.00 5 2 3 F C 7.00 5 3 3 F C 7.00 5 4 3 F C 6.00 
5 1 4 A F 8.00 5 2 4 A F 6.00 5 3 4 A F 4.00 5 4 4 A F 6.00 
5 1 5 D A 4.00 5 2 5 D A 3.00 5 3 5 D A 4.00 5 4 5 D A 7.00 
5 1 6 B D 2.00 5 2 6 B D 7.00 5 3 6 B D 6.00 5 4 6 B D 6.00 
6 1 1 C . 3.00 6 2 1 C . 3.00 6 3 1 C . 3.00 6 4 1 C . 5.00 
6 1 2 A C 3.00 6 2 2 A C 6.00 6 3 2 A C 7.00 6 4 2 A C 7.00 
6 1 3 E A 6.00 6 2 3 E A 6.00 6 3 3 E A 5.00 6 4 3 E A 4.00 
6 1 4 B E 7.00 6 2 4 B E 7.00 6 3 4 B E 7.00 6 4 4 B E 5.00 
6 1 5 F B 6.00 6 2 5 F B 9.00 6 3 5 F B 7.00 6 4 5 F B 7.00 
6 1 6 D F 5.00 6 2 6 D F 5.00 6 3 6 D F 6.00 6 4 6 D F 5.00 
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proc glm; 
CLASS SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT PERIOD TREAT CARRY; 
MODEL Optimal = SEQ CATEGORY SUBJECT(Category seq) PERIOD TREAT 
TREAT*CATEGORY; 
Estimate 'P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=1: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
               Category*Treat 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 0 /Divisor=3 ; 
Estimate 'Category=2: P vs NP'  TREAT 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1  
               Category*Treat 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 /Divisor=3 ; 
LSMEANS TREAT /PDIFF; 
LSMEANS CATEGORY; 
Lsmeans Treat*Category; 
 
run; 
quit; 
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Appendix 33  
 
Table A I - Dependent Variable: TOTAL_DONE 
 
 
                                              Sum of 
Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
Model                       38     110.9150794       2.9188179       3.79    <.0001 
Error                      105      80.8349206       0.7698564 
Corrected Total            143     191.7500000 
 
 
                    R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    TOTAL_DONE Mean 
 
                    0.578436      11.14177      0.877415           7.875000 
 
 
Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
SEQ                          5      9.00000000      1.80000000       2.34    0.0468 
CATEGORY                     1     23.75757576     23.75757576      30.86    <.0001 
SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17     41.99242424      2.47014260       3.21    0.0001 
PERIOD                       5      6.08333333      1.21666667       1.58    0.1720 
TREAT                        5     22.75000000      4.55000000       5.91    <.0001 
CATEGORY*TREAT               5      7.33174603      1.46634921       1.90    0.0997 
 
 
 Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 SEQ                          5     10.97979798      2.19595960       2.85    0.0187 
 CATEGORY                     1     23.75757576     23.75757576      30.86    <.0001 
 SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17     41.99242424      2.47014260       3.21    0.0001 
 PERIOD                       5      6.35952381      1.27190476       1.65    0.1527 
 TREAT                        5     22.75000000      4.55000000       5.91    <.0001 
 CATEGORY*TREAT               5      7.33174603      1.46634921       1.90    0.0997 
 
 
                                                      Standard 
 Parameter                   Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
  P vs NP                   0.63888889      0.14623577       4.37      <.0001 
  Category=1: P vs NP       0.84960317      0.20730042       4.10      <.0001 
  Category=2: P vs NP       0.42817460      0.20730042       2.07      0.0413 
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                                 PERSONAS (TESTING TOTAL DONE)                                 
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                          TOTAL_DONE      LSMEAN 
                               TREAT          LSMEAN      Number 
 
                               A          8.20833333           1 
                               B          7.66666667           2 
                               C          7.54166667           3 
                               D          7.45833333           4 
                               E          7.79166667           5 
                               F          8.58333333           6 
 
 
                              Least Squares Means for effect TREAT 
                              Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j) 
 
                                 Dependent Variable: TOTAL_DONE 
 
i/j       1             2             3             4             5             6 
 
       1                      0.0348        0.0098        0.0038        0.1030     0.1417 
       2        0.0348                      0.6227        0.4126        0.6227     0.0005 
       3        0.0098        0.6227                      0.7428        0.3259     <.0001 
       4        0.0038        0.4126        0.7428                      0.1910     <.0001 
       5        0.1030        0.6227        0.3259        0.1910                   0.0023 
       6        0.1417        0.0005        <.0001        <.0001        0.0023 
 
 
 
NOTE: To ensure overall protection level, only probabilities associated with pre-planned 
      comparisons should be used. 
 
 
 
                                 PERSONAS (TESTING TOTAL DONE)                                 
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                  TOTAL_DONE 
                                    CATEGORY          LSMEAN 
 
                                    1             7.45370370 
                                    2             8.29629630 
 
 
                                 PERSONAS (TESTING TOTAL DONE)                                 
                                                                  
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                      TOTAL_DONE 
                               CATEGORY    TREAT          LSMEAN 
 
                               1           A          7.87056878 
                               1           B          7.40152116 
                               1           C          7.05211640 
                               1           D          6.63306878 
                               1           E          7.28366402 
                               1           F          8.48128307 
                               2           A          8.54609788 
                               2           B          7.93181217 
                               2           C          8.03121693 
                               2           D          8.28359788 
                               2           E          8.29966931 
                               2           F          8.68538360 
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Appendix 33  
 
Table A II - Dependent Variable: Total Optimal 
 
 
                                              Sum of 
      Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      Model                       38     240.4988095       6.3289160       3.10    <.0001 
 
      Error                      105     214.5011905       2.0428685 
 
      Corrected Total            143     455.0000000 
 
 
                      R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE   Total Optimal Mean 
 
                      0.528569      26.38688      1.429290        5.416667 
 
 
      Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      SEQ                          5      31.5833333       6.3166667       3.09    0.0121 
      CATEGORY                     1       5.9393939       5.9393939       2.91    0.0911 
      SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17      63.8106061       3.7535651       1.84    0.0325 
      PERIOD                       5      10.0833333       2.0166667       0.99    0.4292 
      TREAT                        5     116.1666667      23.2333333      11.37    <.0001 
      CATEGORY*TREAT               5      12.9154762       2.5830952       1.26    0.2848 
 
 
      Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      SEQ                          5      28.5227273       5.7045455       2.79    0.0208 
      CATEGORY                     1       5.9393939       5.9393939       2.91    0.0911 
      SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17      63.8106061       3.7535651       1.84    0.0325 
      PERIOD                       5       8.3321429       1.6664286       0.82    0.5411 
      TREAT                        5     116.1666667      23.2333333      11.37    <.0001 
      CATEGORY*TREAT               5      12.9154762       2.5830952       1.26    0.2848 
 
 
                                                      Standard 
          Parameter                   Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
          P vs NP                   1.41666667      0.23821492       5.95      <.0001 
          Category=1: P vs NP       1.56190476      0.33768793       4.63      <.0001 
          Category=2: P vs NP       1.27142857      0.33768793       3.77      0.0003 
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                                PERSONAS (TESTING Total OPtimal)                               
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                             Total Optimal      LSMEAN 
                               TREAT          LSMEAN      Number 
 
                               A          6.59722222           1 
                               B          5.18055556           2 
                               C          4.38888889           3 
                               D          4.72222222           4 
                               E          5.18055556           5 
                               F          6.76388889           6 
 
 
                              Least Squares Means for effect TREAT 
                              Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j) 
 
                                  Dependent Variable: Total Optimal 
 
i/j      1             2             3             4             5             6 
 
       1                      0.0009        <.0001        <.0001        0.0009     0.6871 
       2        0.0009                      0.0577        0.2692        1.0000     0.0002 
       3        <.0001        0.0577                      0.4210        0.0577     <.0001 
       4        <.0001        0.2692        0.4210                      0.2692     <.0001 
       5        0.0009        1.0000        0.0577        0.2692                   0.0002 
       6        0.6871        0.0002        <.0001        <.0001        0.0002 
 
 
 
NOTE: To ensure overall protection level, only probabilities associated with pre-planned 
      comparisons should be used. 
 
 
 
                                PERSONAS (TESTING Total OPtimal)                               
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                     Total Optimal 
                                    CATEGORY          LSMEAN 
 
                                    1             5.27314815 
                                    2             5.67129630 
 
 
 
 
 
                                PERSONAS (TESTING Total OPtimal)                               
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                       Total Optimal 
                               CATEGORY    TREAT          LSMEAN 
 
                               1           A          7.00171958 
                               1           B          5.01362434 
                               1           C          4.23981481 
                               1           D          4.22314815 
                               1           E          4.69933862 
                               1           F          6.46124339 
                               2           A          6.19272487 
                               2           B          5.34748677 
                               2           C          4.53796296 
                               2           D          5.22129630 
                               2           E          5.66177249 
                               2           F          7.06653439 
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Table A III - Dependent Variable: ASQ 
 
 
                                              Sum of 
      Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      Model                       38     101.0477568       2.6591515       7.11    <.0001 
 
      Error                      105      39.2843370       0.3741365 
 
      Corrected Total            143     140.3320938 
 
 
                       R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE      ASQ Mean 
 
                       0.720062      22.79327      0.611667      2.683542 
 
 
      Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      SEQ                          5     13.69557292      2.73911458       7.32    <.0001 
      CATEGORY                     1     15.99895473     15.99895473      42.76    <.0001 
      SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17     39.67398277      2.33376369       6.24    <.0001 
      PERIOD                       5      3.34740625      0.66948125       1.79    0.1213 
      TREAT                        5     20.18269792      4.03653958      10.79    <.0001 
      CATEGORY*TREAT               5      8.14914220      1.62982844       4.36    0.0012 
 
 
      Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      SEQ                          5     15.00647140      3.00129428       8.02    <.0001 
      CATEGORY                     1     15.99895473     15.99895473      42.76    <.0001 
      SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17     39.67398277      2.33376369       6.24    <.0001 
      PERIOD                       5      2.66438387      0.53287677       1.42    0.2216 
      TREAT                        5     20.18269792      4.03653958      10.79    <.0001 
      CATEGORY*TREAT               5      8.14914220      1.62982844       4.36    0.0012 
 
 
                                                      Standard 
          Parameter                   Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
          P vs NP                  -0.56569444      0.10194450      -5.55      <.0001 
          Category=1: P vs NP      -0.69530556      0.14451416      -4.81      <.0001 
          Category=2: P vs NP      -0.43608333      0.14451416      -3.02      0.0032 
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                                     PERSONAS (TESTING ASQ)                                    
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                          LSMEAN 
                               TREAT      ASQ LSMEAN      Number 
 
                               A          1.96826389           1 
                               B          2.90368056           2 
                               C          2.78659722           3 
                               D          3.01743056           4 
                               E          2.77659722           5 
                               F          2.26576389           6 
 
 
                              Least Squares Means for effect TREAT 
                              Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j) 
 
                                    Dependent Variable: ASQ 
 
i/j     1             2             3             4             5             6 
 
       1                      <.0001        <.0001        <.0001        <.0001     0.0950 
       2        <.0001                      0.5087        0.5208        0.4733     0.0005 
       3        <.0001        0.5087                      0.1940        0.9549     0.0039 
       4        <.0001        0.5208        0.1940                      0.1755     <.0001 
       5        <.0001        0.4733        0.9549        0.1755                   0.0046 
       6        0.0950        0.0005        0.0039        <.0001        0.0046 
 
 
NOTE: To ensure overall protection level, only probabilities associated with pre-planned 
      comparisons should be used. 
 
 
 
                                     PERSONAS (TESTING ASQ)                                    
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                    CATEGORY      ASQ LSMEAN 
 
                                    1             2.96930556 
                                    2             2.27013889 
 
                                     PERSONAS (TESTING ASQ)                                    
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
 
                               CATEGORY    TREAT      ASQ LSMEAN 
 
                               1           A          2.07653175 
                               1           B          2.96976389 
                               1           C          3.16788889 
                               1           D          3.81322222 
                               1           E          3.19718056 
                               1           F          2.59124603 
                               2           A          1.85999603 
                               2           B          2.83759722 
                               2           C          2.40530556 
                               2           D          2.22163889 
                               2           E          2.35601389 
                               2           F          1.94028175 
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Appendix 33  
 
Table A I - Dependent Variable: Overall Rating 
 
 
                                              Sum of 
      Source                      DF         Squares     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      Model                       38      80.2452381       2.1117168       2.39    0.0003 
 
      Error                      105      92.7547619       0.8833787 
 
      Corrected Total            143     173.0000000 
 
 
                      R-Square     Coeff Var      Root MSE    OVERALL RATING Mean 
 
                      0.463845      27.50875      0.939882       3.416667 
 
 
      Source                      DF       Type I SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      SEQ                          5     14.75000000      2.95000000       3.34    0.0077 
      CATEGORY                     1      0.83522727      0.83522727       0.95    0.3331 
      SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17     14.74810606      0.86753565       0.98    0.4838 
      PERIOD                       5      5.08333333      1.01666667       1.15    0.3385 
      TREAT                        5     31.00000000      6.20000000       7.02    <.0001 
      CATEGORY*TREAT               5     13.82857143      2.76571429       3.13    0.0113 
 
 
      Source                      DF     Type III SS     Mean Square    F Value    Pr > F 
 
      SEQ                          5     14.58522727      2.91704545       3.30    0.0083 
      CATEGORY                     1      0.83522727      0.83522727       0.95    0.3331 
      SUBJECT(SEQ*CATEGOR)        17     14.74810606      0.86753565       0.98    0.4838 
      PERIOD                       5      5.07857143      1.01571429       1.15    0.3390 
      TREAT                        5     31.00000000      6.20000000       7.02    <.0001 
      CATEGORY*TREAT               5     13.82857143      2.76571429       3.13    0.0113 
 
 
                                                      Standard 
          Parameter                   Estimate           Error    t Value    Pr > |t| 
 
          P vs NP                   0.77777778      0.15664705       4.97      <.0001 
          Category=1: P vs NP       0.60476190      0.22205921       2.72      0.0076 
          Category=2: P vs NP       0.95079365      0.22205921       4.28      <.0001 
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                               PERSONAS (TESTING OVERALL RATING)                               
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                              OVERALL RATING  LSMEAN 
                               TREAT          LSMEAN          Number 
 
                               A          4.24305556           1 
                               B          3.11805556           2 
                               C          2.82638889           3 
                               D          3.11805556           4 
                               E          3.45138889           5 
                               F          3.70138889           6 
 
 
                              Least Squares Means for effect TREAT 
                              Pr > |t| for H0: LSMean(i)=LSMean(j) 
 
                                   Dependent Variable: OVERALL RATING 
 
 i/j     1             2             3             4             5             6 
 
       1                      <.0001        <.0001        <.0001        0.0043    0.0485 
       2        <.0001                      0.2848        1.0000        0.2220    0.0339 
       3        <.0001        0.2848                      0.2848        0.0232    0.0017 
       4        <.0001        1.0000        0.2848                      0.2220    0.0339 
       5        0.0043        0.2220        0.0232        0.2220                  0.3589 
       6        0.0485        0.0339        0.0017        0.0339        0.3589 
 
 
NOTE: To ensure overall protection level, only probabilities associated with pre-planned 
      comparisons should be used. 
 
 
 
 
                               PERSONAS (TESTING OVERALL RATING)                               
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                     OVERALL RATING 
                                    CATEGORY          LSMEAN 
 
                                    1             3.32407407 
                                    2             3.49537037 
 
 
                               PERSONAS (TESTING OVERALL RATING)                               
 
                                       The GLM Procedure 
                                      Least Squares Means 
 
                                                         OVERALL RATING 
                               CATEGORY    TREAT          LSMEAN 
 
                               1           A          4.39014550 
                               1           B          3.50026455 
                               1           C          2.83300265 
                               1           D          2.73181217 
                               1           E          2.89788360 
                               1           F          3.59133598 
                               2           A          4.09596561 
                               2           B          2.73584656 
                               2           C          2.81977513 
                               2           D          3.50429894 
                               2           E          4.00489418 
                               2           F          3.81144180 
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